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BRIGADE.

BALAKLAV
A; DCT. 23, 1834.

the charge of the gallant Three Hundred, theTo
Heavy Brigade!
{
pown the, hill, down the hill, thousands of
Russians.
fhonsands of horsemen drew to the valley—and
;

|For Soarlett and Scarlett’s Three Hundred were
{
ing
b
of the Russian lances broke in
. When points
t! 5
.
&
on
?
ind he cailed * Left wheel into line!” and they
wheeled and obeyed.
Then he looked at the host that had halted, he
| And

wus,

half round,
he turned
trumpeter sound

;

his

he bade

and

¢ To the charge | ” and he rode on ahead, as he
waved hisdlade
To the gallant Three Hundred, whose glory will
never die,
“ Follow and wp the hill !”

Heavy

the

hill, fuilowed

Up the hill, up tne
Brigade.

1,

“The trumpet, the gallop, the charge and the might

!
/

J

:

fight!

of the

Down the hill, slowly, thousand of Russians
Drew to the valley and haited-aigast on the hight
With a wing pushed out to the
Jet, and a wing. to
the right.
'
But Scarlett was
up alone

.
ahead,

far on

dashed

and he

Through the
gray slope of men;
And he whirled
his saber, he held his own
Like an Englishman there and then.
And the three that were nearest him followed
with force,
:

“Wedge

d themselves in between

horse

“= Fought far their lives in the narrow gap
Four wid thousands;

they had

the

Heavy

Fell, like a cannon shot,

4

HE FE

i ul

s8533

=
=

Ef

and horse,

the hill, up the

Gallop the gallant Three Hundred,
rigade.
IL.

¥

88

and up

Burst, like a thunderbolt,

Crashed, like a hurricane, *
Broke through the mass from below,
Drove through the midst of the foe,
Plunged up and down, to and fro,
Rode flashing blow upon blow,
Brave Inniskillings and Greys,
* Whirling their eabers in circles of light.
:
And some of us, all in amaze,
"
were held for awhile from the fight
>
d were only standing at gaze,
5
—
the dark-muflled
Russian crowd
wings
from-4he
left
and
the
right
Fo
i
*._ And rolled them around like a cloud—
Oh! mad for the churge and the battle were we
When our own good red coats sank from sight,
Like drops of blood in a dark gray sea; H
And we turned to each other, muttering all dismayed

:

Lost are the gallant Three Hundred, the

@

Heavy

Brigade!”

But they
Throu,

In the

Iv.
rode, like victors and lords
heart of the Russian hordes

;

at bay;

from without;

men galloped

For our

up

a cheer

with

shout,

the” Russians surged, and wavered,
reeled
Up the hill, up the hill, up the hill, out of the field,

And

Over the

brow and away.

Vv.
Glory to each and to all, and the charge that they
Glory

made !

to all the
1

Three

the

Hundred,

Brigade

Heavy

— Tennyson.

*The three hundred of the Heavy Brigade who made
this famous charge were the Scots Greys and the
second squadron of the Inniskillings : the remainder of
dashed up to their
the Heavy Brigade subsequently
support. The three were Elliott, Scarlett’sthe alde-detrumpand
side.
his
by
riding
been
had
who
camp,
eter, and Shegog, the orderly, who had been close behind hjm,
[Editorial]

——Mr. Tennyson
lyric which is not
“The Charge of the
panion piece to his

:

has written a new battle
unwerthy :of his fame,
Heavy Brigade”, a comLight Brigade” of more

than & quarter of a century ago, was published

last week in Macmillan’s Magazine and was
sent at once by cable dispatch to the NW York
Independent. We give it above. It shows,indeed, that the most popular poet of his time retains the fire of his youth4f not the full power

of original, compact

and nervous expression

which characterizes the first ¢ Charge.”

impression is that the present

Our

poem, noble as

it is, can add nothing to the Luureate’s fame.

We believe that its length and detail of description detract somewhat from its force.

Moreover, there is nothing in it that shows the.
moral sublime as do these earlier lines:
* Forward the Light Brigade!”

‘Was there a man dismayed?
Not though the soldiers knew
Some one had blundered:
Thelrs not to make reply,

Theirs not to reason why,
Thetrs but to do and dfe.

Compare also the conclusion of the two poems.

The'present piece ends us follows:

y

Glory to each and to all, and the charge that they
wade!

Glory to all
gade!

the Three

Hundred,

the Heavy

Bri-

il

‘The earlier poem: concludes with these lines:
When can their glory fade?
Ob, the wild sharge they made!
All the world wondered.

Honor the charge they made!
Honor the Light Brigade,
Noble Bix Hundred!

that

particular

time, an original whole, by means of which

their minds were animated, strengthened

asked

cage

topics like these—I found a passage so
pertinent to the minds of many who have

Quarterly Meetings composing the Yearly Meeting were well represented in delegates from their. respective churches.

Christianity,

that

I venture

to

transcribe it, tiusting it may

help some

one
to define the condition

of his own

« My twelfth year was now behind me.

ings our veteran

I was

many books which put me in a condition
to talk about religion; but it never once
struck me to think how matters stood
with me,

whether

my

soul

was

missionary,

right

light,

and

of study,

conscience

of the
is

being

awakened upon manyof the more important points upen which it has seemed

quite dead heretofore, notwithstanding all

Mrs. Phil-

teaching and preaching. .— i.
3. Let all lovers and laborers for this
Nellie M. Phillips, M. D.
Our hearts cause at home be encouraged during this
went out in prayerful thankfulness to God new yearto labor, love, and give more
for their safe arrival in Midnapore the
than heretofore, assured by God's own
night of the 26th of Dec. In their safe
Word of reaping fruit here and hereafter ;
arrival we had fresh proof that ours is a
here, in the spread of his Kingdom ; here-

formed

holy precepte, whether

it was like a glass from which the everlasting sun could be reflected im its
glancing. From the first I had presupposed all this.”
It is almost impossible to suppose the
heathen and Jew in St. Paul's day to be

covenant-keeping God ; ** He maketh the

storm a calm so that the waves thereof
are still. . . So he bringeth them

unio their desired haven.”
And right here, I can not but put in a
plea for more men. It must be very evident to every one at home that our
greatest want in the work here at present

after, im a crown made bright in its starry”
settings, indicative of souls saved through

your instrumentality.
*
'THoMAs W. BURKHOLDER,
: a
Y. M. Clerk,

WTESA, KING OF UGANDA,
BY

is more men: I would not be understood |
as depreciating woman, either in her |
ability to work or in her right,

or rather

|.

MRS.

M.

M.

H.

he

said

the missionaries, summoned

he

the Christian

teaching,

These services were
men

attended

from all parts of

by

the sur-

rounding countries. Mr. Wilson characterized the peopleof Uganda as a ¢‘ very
.sharp, quick-witted race, remarkable for

their skill in imitating European manufactures.” In August, Lieut. Smith re crossed
the lake to an island near the southern

shore, to meet Mr. O'Neill, one of the mission staff, who had been left there to care
for the mission property, and Dec. 7, 1877,
both were foully murdered in a quarrel between an Arab merchant and the island
chief, just as they were about proceeding
to Uganda.
The long and anxious suspense endured by Mr. Wilson on account
of the non-arrival of Messrs. Smith and
“O'Neill was ended the last of December by.
the reception of the afflictive intelligence

of their sad fate.

seeing a white face, till he met Mr. Mackay,
whom sickness had detained at the coast,
and who became his co-laborer at Rubaga,
Nov. 6, 1878. The king also welcomed
him, and now both missionaries were in
‘high favor, and their teachings listened to
with much interest.
As soon as the news of the tragic fate of
Smith and O'Neill reached England, the
Miss. Society immediately sent a re-enforcement in two parties, one by the Nile
route, the other via Zanzibar. The Nile

world was suddenly startled by a * Mac-

a journey of nine months, and were received by*the king with great
honors.

Zanzibar

party

arrived

April

7th.

teresting passage. Perhaps we make too
little account of this state and the diffisul- |
ty which the young Christian not uofrequently experiences in, distinguishing it

the spirit so requisite to missionary work,

in the state of mind deseribed in

this

ins

from .a.§tate of even hesitating obedience.
Delicate, indeed, at this point, must
the office of the religious instructor.

be

The Christian consciousness, as experienced and interpreted in the social
meeting composed of converted heathen

and Jews in the early days of Christianity is dwelt upen by the apostle over and
over again. He refers to the experience
as a state of quickened and exalted fee!
ing,

not

as

of

persqns

filled

with new

wine, but certainly in some respects like
‘it, as noted on the day of Pentecost by
persons who knew what is to be filled
with wine, but not what it is to be filled
by the Spirit. Yet,the aposile takes special

pains to note that it is not independent of
the will. *Be filled with the Spirit.”

in the Bible; most of all, perhaps, by
brief extemporary prayers. The utterances, however varied and apparently
fragmentary, and by however many uttered constituted one word-incarnation
of the whole body of obedient Christians
present, as one prayer, recitation or
hymn, vocalized in song, might especially
express the experience of him who might
have uttered it-by himself in the grove
or “closet; though carried to a higher
point of that thrilling consciousness of a
present Christ.
Though’ I may not dwell upon it here,

indeed, all work for the Master,

have

in

her found some of their greatest exponents. But notwithstanding all this, I
reiterate the call so often made through
the columns of the Star ; viz,—more men,
more men, SEND US MEN ! Are there not
among our churches . at home, "some"

edonian

cry” froni

Me

he

ruler

of

Christianity and offered his large king-' forgery. Finally, he became so ‘¥bitrary
and unreasonable in his accusations and
dom to the gospel of Christ.

When Stanley took his perilous journey across Africa, a native Christian boy
by the name of Dallington, pupil in Bishop Steere's Mission schoel.in Zanzibar,
accompanied him as an interpreter.
In
-his route through the equatorial region,
he came to the Victoria Nyanza Lake—
said to be larger than the State of New
York—and to the kingdom of Uganda,
bordering on the north and west of the
lake. He was kindly received by its king,
and for some time remained his guest.
He succeeded in interesting him in Christianity and tried to teach him of Jesus.
The king finally announced himself a be-

strong, earnest men who are willing to.
enter this work, to give their lives to
work among the heathen? Surely the
claims of the field and the cries that are
constantly going up for more re-enforcement in the shape of men,are of suflicient
importance and weight to demand a hearing. We can only labor, pray, and keep
laying before you the needs of the field,
and do so in hope that some day our liever, and desired Stanley, on his arrivwants and cries will enter the hearts of al in Enbgland, to send him Christian
some who will give themselves to this teachers. [He evinced so great a desire
work. May ¢‘ the Lord of Sabaoth,” into
whose ears our cries enter, speed on the.
day!

In our Yearly Meeting,

all the great

questions of importance respecting man’s
condition in society, in public and in the’
church, were brought forward

and fully

discussed as in similar bodies at home.
One that received special attention at this
meeting was temperance.
For we have
the monster intemperance to deal with
here in India as at home, and that too,

among the membership of the church.
Of late years the ‘¢out-still” system begun by Government has been calling forth
the attention of missionaries in various
parts of India; and I am happy to say

to learn more of the ¢¢ Way of Life,” that
Stanley left the boy, Dallington, to teach
him the Bible, and translate it into his

language. The following is a portion of
a letter written by Dallington to his Bishop in Zanzibar, Apr. 23, 1876:

My Dear Bishop :—Let thy heart be
turned toward thy servant,and let me have
favor in thy sight. Therefore send me
Sevatili prayers, and one big, black Bible.
I want slates, boards, chalk, that 1 may
teach the Waganda [people of Uganda]
the way of God. I been teaching them
already, but I want you to send me Sitlah
Sundi that he may help me in the way of
God, . . . . . Iam translating the Bible
to king

M'tesa,

son

of

Suna,

king

of

Uganda. ; I was with Henry M.

Stanley,

with Robert Feruzi, but

is gone

Robert

with Stanley, but I being stop in Uganda,
that the articles contributed to various
translating the Bible.
papers have so strongly and so efficiently
Three days after Stanley's publication
dealt with the *‘out:still” system intro- of this ‘Macedonian cry,” there came in
duced within a few years by Government
answer to it $25,000 from an anonymous
as toccall forth from the Lieutenantgiver to the English Church Mission Soit must not.be forgotten that the apostle, governr of India letters of inquiry to’
ciety. Soon, another check for the same
in these passages, notes the overwhelm- some of the authors of tire articles that
amount was received, and in seven
ing power of such meetings to convince appeared upon the subject in the news- |
months a party of seven were on their
thie fmpenitent that the presence of Christ papers. In these letters of inquiry the
way to Uganda, via Zanzibar, In the
in the Christian soul is by no means a de-., Lieutenant-governor has asked the writers
spring of 1877, four of the number reached
lusion, but a profound
reality,—*‘
not to substantiate their points upon the evils of
Kagei on the southern shore of the Vicdrunken with wine wherein i, riot, but this system above those of the system that
toria Nyanza, one of whom died ; and in
filled with the Spirit”; ¢* God is ainong formerly prevailed, when the Government
June Mr. Wilson and Lieut. Smith
you indeed.”
itself made or was supposed to. make all
crossed the lake, and were warmly wel| The best embodiment of my concep- the liquors sold. Readers of the Siar
comed at Rubaga, the capital ot Uganda,
tion of the apostolic social meeting will not be surprised to learn that among
where, on the 2nd of July, they nad, an
I find in the same
strange German the contributors is found the name of our
audience with the king.
The scene is
book. It is thrown in quite incidentally, able advocate of temperdnce, Di. J. L.
ithus
described
in
the
Gospel
in all Lands :
and though the subject is entirely diverse Phillips of Midnapore, who dealt with the
The
king
received
them
in
the large
from this, yet they are related
by the hellish traffic as seen in its increased use |
hall with his officers, all dressed in Turassociation.
new
the
mental
of
of
wonderful law
and effects, since the opening
kish costume.
He sat on a chair, with a
Probably it is an allusion to the early system, among the Santals. And it isour carpet betore him. He was dressed in a
i
black Turkish tunic with white trousers
days of the Moravians.
earnest hope that now, since theGovernorbound with red/
shite stockings, red
«« Whoever has happened to assist general has come out in letters of inquiry, shoes, nnd a red fez cap. - He came down
manufacthe
to
put
peobe
soon
may
devout
a slop
at a meeting of certain
from his throne and shook hands with the
ple, who conceive that, in a state of ture of intoxicants under the *‘out-still” missionaries. ‘Then the letters from the
; and we also hope for, though I Sultan of Zanzibar and the missionary
separation from the church [that is, system
other
fear it will be in vain, a decrease in the society were read and translated by the
State church], they can edify each
‘boy Dallington. When the passage in
more
and
Government's manufacture of them. Let the Society's letter was read, which reaffecting,
in a purer, more
spiritual manner, may form to himself friends at home remember the temper- ferred to our Lord, the king ordered a
gome conception of the present scene. ance cause in India. On the subject, very salute to be fired, which was -explained
He will recollect how the leader of the strong and appropriate resolutions were ‘to be for joy at the mention of the name
of Jesus. ‘Another interview was held the
meeting would append to his words some brought forward by the committee on next day in which the king sald he wanted

yerse of a song that raised the soul till,
as he wished, she

took

wing;

how

an-

temperance, and received the hearty en-

dorsement of the Yearly Meeting.

them to make guns and gunpowder, and
seemed disappointed when he was told they

demands, that the missionaries proposed to
leave his kingdom.
He consented for
some to go, but

not

all, and"

insisted

on

sending an embassy of his chiefs to England ; so,June 14,Messrs. Wilson and Felkin
started with four chiefs and their followers
for England.
Two other missionaries left
for stations on the south of the lake, and
three, Mackay, Pierson
mained at the capital.

and

Litchfield, re‘

Arab traders soon came again, offering
cloth in exchange for slaves.
Mr. Mackay,
at

great

personal

peril,

opposed

their

scheme, and gave the king a lecture on the
organism of the human body, so wonderful
that only
should it

God could make it, and why
be sold for arag?
M’tesa not

only rejected-the offer of the Arabs, but is-

sued a decree abolishing slavery in his dominions, and

decreeing

death

to any

one

who should sell a slave. He also interdicted Sunday labor and wanted to be baptized, Mr. Mackay told him that we could
only tell a tree by its fruit, and

that

if he

would put away all his wives but one, it
would show that he really meant his religion, and he would at once baptize him.
M’tesa said he would do so ‘and follow
Christ fully. He would like to have but
one wife, and would prefer a white woman, and as he was a king he must have a
king's daughter, and requested Mr. Mackay
to write to Queen Victoria for her daughter.

A

few

religion of our forefathers.”
ous assent of

utterance

days

later,

one

of

M'tesa’s

The clamor-

the chiefs showed: M'tesa’s

to have been in complaisance

to them. The denon and his followers
danced and sung and feasted, and all in
the palace ‘“draunk ¢ pombe’ till incapable”,
and the demon, receiving cattle and other
gifts from

the king, left

for the lake with

his’ followers.
Thus the teaching ana
work of the missionaries were brought to
a ‘‘stand still,” but, said Mr. Mackay,
with hereic faith,
*‘the present death

blow to the

Christian creed may

be only

the prelude to its glorious resurrection.”

The subject will be concluded in another:
paper.

THE PRESS.

Besides this burden of

sorrow, Arab slave traders by their lies
had so prejudiced the king against Mr.
Wilson that he treated him with great
coldness and neglect.
Still he worked on
alone through thé weary months, without

The

The Arabs can have their relig-

ion, and you yours, but we will have the

Meanwhile, Jesuit priests and Arab traders appeared in Rubaga, again poisoning
Uganda, a- powerful kingdom in the cen- | the mind of the king with their vile slanworld's great historic epochs and events
has been a' prominent one;-and in the tral part of the ** Dark Continent.” Stan- ders, till at length he accused the missiondey, ** who found Livingstone,” so long aries of being imposters, and the letter
place she has taken, or to which she has
been assigned,’ love, patience, faithful lostto the civilized world, published, at they had brought him, purporting to be
! 'yhat date, that this monareh had embraced | from Tord Salisbury, he denounced as a
ness, endurance—yes, all those graces. of

obligation, to work in . mission fields; for
I am wéll'aware that her placé in the

to the palace

by a page, found a great ‘‘ baraza” in prog-

hand whom he called his gelation. After a
noisy, excited discussion, the king said to
the missionaries, ¢* We don’t wart your.

party reached Rubaga, Feb. 14, 1879, after

HILLS,

Six years ago, Toss Nov.,

to say
When

missionary, and ¢¢ speaking most eloquent.
‘prominent

reported facts in

these great matters in something

was,

to re-

ress, and the king in the midst of his
chiefs with a woman seated at his right

an's work for woman”

| lips, as also our re-enforcement, Miss

proud that I could speak on these points
better than my equals. I read zealously

according to these

The two

We were glad to welcome in these meet-

« . . Ireceived the usual instruction in
religion. . . Many thoughts and feelings
were awakened ; but nothing properly relating to my own condition. I liked to

hear the people speak of God;

Dec. 3, 1881.

word

not

ceive the demon, as’ he knew it was all

:wanted to know if they had brought the
Book—THE BIBLE.
Sabbath and week-day services were
held at the palace, the king sometimes

ly.”

branches

that

superstition,
and he promised

false. Still, as the demon drew near the
capital, great preparations were made, and
houses built for his reception. Dec. 28,

taking up the subject presemted by the

how different these new experiences must
“In closing I wish to say briefly that,
in the highest and most practical sense to
be with us from the experiences of hea- keep alive in the Christian church ?
1. We are all encouraged to go on toiling
then and Jews upon their conversion; |
for the Master among the people we have
upon their finding the Desire of the nachosen to instruct in things pertaining to
tions; npon their marvelous
Eureka:
YEARLY MEETING IN INDIA.
man's welfare both here and hereafter.
** We have found im of whom Moses in
SALBANI, Jan. 18, 1882.
2. The cause has made advancement
the law and the prophets did write.”
‘“ The Bengal and Orissa Y. M.” met during the past year both in the spirit of
In looking over a German book, the with the church at Midnapore; Nov. 27,
the native element and in accessions to
other day,—a book in which it surprised and continued in session for one week,
the church. Brethren are coming to see
closing Sunday,

what

at the close of the present year.. * Womreference to schools,

me to find sfything especially cindid on

what he wished was that he and his people should be taught to'read and write. He
asked for a private interview, which was

held in the afternoon. Hé wished
one word to the missionaries.

and refreshed.”
Zevana work &c., the substance of which
The italics in this passage are ours.
will shortly appear in the Yearly report
Is not this the best exhibition and in of the Mission ; so I need not take up space
terpretation of Christian consciousness, on that question.

Still,

and singing of religious poetry not found

Till suddenly, shock upon shouk,
Staggered the mass

truth.

‘noticeable.

on the

became

that particular society, in

as wellas purposes, in the mind of one
who from earliest recollection has been

with Christian

combination

increased earnestness

new and indi- . The question of self-support-réceived
vidualized, as if it had been composed at attention again, and more foreibly than
that moment; and thus, from a well- ever impressed upon the natiw
known circle of ideas, from well-known and we think with good, 3
songs-and sayings, there was formed for which, of course, can surely k

Christ undoubtedly gives distinct trains
of thought with Corresponding emotions

and

a rock

new

through

and a

The foe from the saddle, and threw

Under foot there in the fray;

redemption

fresh and

indeed suggested, yet each passage by its

at

if I catck the meaning of these several
passages, it was induced, at least in part,
by the peculiar exercises of free utterances, the recitations of passages from
the Scriptures, especially passages of
praise from the Psalms; the recitation

Struck with the sword-hand and slew;
Down with the bridle-hand drew
Raged ike a storm, or stood like
In the wave of a stormy bay;

sense of

:

In the greatest ecstasy the spirit of the
prophet is subject to the prophet.
Yet,

h the forests of lances and swords;

They rode, or they stood

meanings

mind, andYhence to move forward :

Is

knew not

* The

inherited

"THE OHARGE OF THE HEAVY

tayed.

‘part of the native element were strongly

No doubt

RO

different times.

impressed

js

"

.

»

+

The Rev.B. H. McMurp

s
vigw
ONS:
ME SUNDAY SCHOOL.
SELECTIONS.

.

LT

Wwe

by which means the kindred ideas of the
songs to which the verses belonged were

as

frequently vague; it is used in a way, at
least, which puzzles many a candid reader in all attempts to figure to himself any

The Blorning Star.
:

‘ministry, education, woman's work, re| vals, missions, and Sunday-schools, a

used by Neander and others, is not un-

and $2.50 if not.

;

different song ; and to this, again, a third
would link some verse of a third song;

had not come to teach such things. But
afterwards he seemed satisfied, and, said

James A. Garfield wrote, in 1877:
«It will be a proud day when an Administration Senator or Representative,

who

is in good standing in his party, can say,
as Thomas Hughes said during his recent
visit to this country, that-though he was

on the most intimate terms with the members of his own Administration, yet it was

not in his power to secure the removal of
the humblest clerk in the civil service of
gp

dbp

Wa

are hearty

Journal.

believers

professions of faith,

but

in creeds

not

as

as

tests

of

fellowship. We wish every religious
teacher would take pains to write out the
creed he holds and study its defenses;
but we believe a creed imposed to be subscribed to is a very great misfortune, and
especially because it leads to dishonest

subscription. However, we do not hold at
all, with the The Star and Covenant, that

any minister who subscribes to a creed
which he does not wholly believe is a**hypocrite.” That depends on the form of subscription.
If, in subscribing to the creed,
he distinetly states that he does not be-

lieve it all, that he accepts

it as‘ partial

and imperfect, then he is personally clear
of hypocrisy.
The question then to be

raised is whether the chiwch

which

pro-

fesses to hold to the creed, but really does
not, is not guilty of corporate hypocrisy.
That is a serious question.—Independcnt.

The free-rum advocates in the free-rum
States say prohibition doesn’t prohibit.
We know that it prohibits as much as the
law against larceny, and one of gur State
exchanges finds fault with prohibition because it is prohibitive more than the law
against some other crimes. We think
that view may be rather a gloomy one,
but that it is

debatable

is

a very

good

concession from an enemy of prohibition
that prohibition - prohibits. Now
the
question arises, Does license license? If
we are to take the testimony of friends of
license, we must own that it is doubtful.
For instance; Worcester, Mass., grants
licenses to one hundred and sixty-two
liquor dealers, while two hundred and:
seventy persons pay taxes as liquor deal-

ers

to the

More

United

than

States

one

hundred

to

every two

government.

liquor

sellers

evade the liquor laws or the State, through:
the connivance of the police or otherwise.
The places where liquor is sold are in the
ratio of one

hundred

and

twenty-five persons.
We will guarantee
that in ninety-nine hundredths of the territory of Maine prohibition is enforced bet-

ter than the

license

Massachusetts.—

law is

enforced

in

Lewiston Journal.

The contest in Oberlin

continues.

The

unclean demon has neither gone out of the
man, nor has the man gone out of the
town.
Throughout she college, the semi-

nary, the churches, the entire village, the
excitement is that of righteous indignation
stirred to its deepest intensity. It is the
absorbing theme.
Meetings for prayer
and conference over the matter are held
daily. The drug-store, which in this case
—as

in so

many

others—is

only

another

daughters offered Mr. Mackay one of her
women for a wife. All the people were astonished at his refusal. He explained to
them that Christians had but one wife,
that the kings and chiefs of England had

name
for a grog-shop of the lowest
depravity, is being constantly visited by

but one each, at which

the people not phenomenally self-restrained
he and his whole enginery of moral ruin
would have long since been summarily disposed of. It is evident that he does not act
for himself alone. He is undoubtedly the paid
tool of some Liquor-League.
He is a man
with an ambition. His ambition is to show

their astonishment

increased tenfold.
During the autumn of 1879, the prospects of the mission continued to brighten. ‘The king seemed to take real interest in the things of

eternity,” and

sire of *the chiefs and
tion was

so eager

that

missionaries

the

time and .strength

people

and

rapidly

could

for

the

de-

Tor tnstrucextending

hardly

the work.

#nd

Mr.

Mackay printed
alphabet
sheets from
wooden types he made, which exceedingly

delighted

the king.

These he distributed

among his chiefs and soldiers, with strict
injunctions to learn them quickly and
well,’and he became so enthusiastic about
the teaching that he couferred a special

rank upon one of his men for being able to
read, and several of those taught by Mackay

and Litchfield ‘became fully qualified to
teach others.”
In December, there arose a most unlooked for opposition to the work of the
mission in a revival of ‘the original idolatry of the land,
Mukari, the great demon.

ged of the lake, is the chief

citizens in relays, changivcg
The effrontery, the rudeness,

my,indecency

every
hour.
the blasphe-

and violence of the man and:

his choice following,

are

such

that

were:

himself;in face of the total-moral sense and
determination of all good people in the

place, to be the ‘‘ meanest man in America.” “Few men realize this ambition so
completely. His name is Bronson.
His
christened name we do not know—the name
his mother gave him.
If we did, out of
respect to her we would not repeat it. As
Rev. Mr. Brand, in a sermon:
preached in
the First Congregational Church, Oberlin,

says: ‘“‘There is but one issue between the
temperance
people
of this place and
the
liquor traffic to-day.
It is- this:
Shall
we have
in this town the worst
possible form of a whisky shop under the
guise of a drug-store, and kept by an utterly unprincipled man, or, shall we mot?”
‘Should the thousand or so pupils in Ober~
lin learn, by these object-lessons, the motives and the spirit, with which the great
social reforms of our time are to be undertaken and carried on, it will be as important a lesson as they can possibly learn.—
Advance.
ederymy

deity of Ugan-

The Baptist cause is progressing in Euda and has long been worghiped.
He is ‘rope. In Germany, at Barmen, there have
been sixty conversions;
at Heibron,
a
believed to possess sometymes men and
sometimes women, and
en one repre- ‘great revival; at Gundlefiogen, a good
work among the Jews; at Freiburg, thirsentative dies he passes into another. He
teen baptisms on a recent preaching tour
was now personified in a woman, who was
in Hungary.
In Sweden, Baptist churchestablished
at
making a grand progress from the lake to es have recently been
Hoegsjo, at Aneby, at Bode, at Guesta, at
the capital. On hearing this, the missionPetala, and at Vasa.
Numerous
accesaries explained to M'tesa the teachings of sions reported from all parts of the lafid.—

the Bible against all such

witcheraft

and

Religious Intelligencer.
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if

other of the flock would ere long sub- | In all the resolutions brought forward
join, in a different tune, some verse of a by the various committees, viz., on the
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THE
: LETTER FROM HARPER'S FERRY.

“WHO WAS JOHN STORER?”
THE

REV.

J.

M. BREWSTER.

for the information of many of the younger members of the Free

denomi-

Baptist

nation I will seek to answer it. In doing
this, I shall be pardoned for what may
frequent

seem

to ‘my personal

reference

faith to believe

that some

are

STAR,

waiting

with hands on their purse-strings to know

years previous. His children had all
married and were well settled in life.
His housekeeper was a Free Baptist and
is now frequently seen at our denominational . gatherings.
Through her, the
light of the Star shone in the household.
Mr.
oS

Storer

was

not

a

member

of

any

covering much more than that done by
city mechanics, the outside appearance

of the walls “does

great injustice to the

graceful outlines of the building and the
substantial character of every part of it.

what is going to be needed so as to deterThere never was a place where nature
mine what shall be their final offering in called more imperatively upon man to
order that Anthony Memorial Hall, fin- | make his work beautiful than here. Shall
ished free of debt (which it must be if we not, dear friends, be enabled before
finished at all), may be dedicated May May 30th, to cover this shabby. exterior

household

constant contributor to

nevolent etiterprises of
alists, and had become

of the Free

he lived.
expenses.

Baptists.-

mide donations to our Mission

worthy of his benefactions.
him frequently, and always

I called on
received a

hearty welcome. The recollections of him
and of the many pleasant conversations
which I had with him are among the
most pleasant remembrances which I
have

of

my : Springvale

Doubtless other pastors
church could give a similar
During the summer of
was at work at my desk
fice, I was

cate

of

surprised

honorary

pastorate.

‘of the same
testimony.
1864, while I
in the Star of-

to receive a certifi-

membership

of

the

American Board. It came as the result
of fifty dollars paid by Mr. S. to the

treasury of the Board.
to believe
surprises.

There is reason

that others received similar
The great surprise, however,

- was that of February 1867.
Qn one afternoon in that month of that year, Presi-

dent Cheney came directly from Mr. Storer'’s residence to the Star office “ and

broke to Dr. Day and myself great news.
It was that of the proposed
ten thousand dollars which

donation of
resulted in

the foundation of ‘Storer College at Har-

tion, whose beginning
may

be called

the

embryoof the whole structure, should pay
for this room—the center of the institution, to which

we all

come in

the morn-

to the heart, at regular in-

tervals through the school-day. =~

—

Next, the library (Roger Williams) by
the young people of the Roger Williams
church, Providence
($500).
We
are
proud of the name and

take great satis-

orl the North (in all our work on
plans we eould tolerate none that set our
faces in any other direction), right before
me is the Martin Cheney room ($150),
paid for by the Olneyville Auxiliary.

It

is

a

beautiful

room,

with

its

walls

hung with maps for the geography classes,—one window toward Myrtle Hall, the

others

overlooking , Bolivar,

with

the

school farm on the hights for a background.
Across the hall“is

y
another

room

8, 1882.

inor-

ganic world, which show that nothing has
been overlookedby infinite intelligence.
The metallic ores, as a class, are heavier than other substances near the surface
of the earth.
Ifit is true that the earth
was at one time a mass of melted matter,

which is generally conceded, then the
greater specific gravity of the heavier
substances would cause them to gather
near

the

center,

which

is undoubtedly

true. However,
the mighty upheavalsof
the earth,

by

volcanic

action,

have,

in

many places, brought to the surface those
metals that would otherwise have forever
remained inaccessible to man.
If the molten theory is correct, and
gold and silver, with other heavy metals,

just

like this, but looking to the East over the view that Jefferson has been so often
quoted as pronouncing worth a voyage
across the Atlantic to see. Its walls are
hung with Johnson’s School Charts, the
gift of’J. L. Hammett of Boston, thus fit-

ted up for the classes in Natural Philosophy, ete., though of course, like all the
others, used every hour of the day for
whatg=er is needed. It has also been set
apart for the Wednesday evening prayermeeting, because its lights are visible
‘from all the buildings to invite in their
occupants. Is fiot some church ready to
infuse new life and vigor into its own
prayer-meetings by paying for and naming this room?
These are the two rooms that are con-

nected with the chapel by broad arches,

It is very remarkable,

that out

of

the

sixty-five known elements, only a few
enter very largely into the formation of
the various compoungls that make up the
earth and the things that are therein.

Of what are

called earths,

but three that are found

viz,

sand,

in

clay and lime,

there

are

abundance;

These

are

supposed to have been originally imprisoned in solid rocks; but the disitegrating power of water and frost has reduced
the flint, the granite, the slate and
stone to small particles, known as

limesand,

clay and lime, and these, with a very
small proportion of vegetable mold and
a few alkalies and salts, constitute the
most productive soil, as both sand and

clay, as well as lime, enter into the composition of plants. The most fertile soil

is-estimated to ** consist of about one hglf
sand, one third lime, and the
and miscellaneous matters,”

rest clay
wg

But we can race the evidence
nite wisdom

of ot

in the various other uses

which these elements are

adapted,

to

aside

from the formation productive soil. Take
a piece of flint, ‘or .quartz, grind it by
any means, and you have

pure

sand,

or

what is technically known as silex. Mix
with this sand a little potash, melt it, and
you have

transparent

glass, one

of

the

bis destiny and that all
How have the aged, as

they beheld the going down of the
thought of their own ‘declining day,
recalled the morning sun as it came
ering in the day and contrasted
coming and the going, and noted, if
could, which was the more beautiful
cheering! The morning sun of
lives rose upon a world of sure labor

of uncertain results.
a well spent life is

sun,
and
ushthe
they
and
their
but

The setting sun of

sympathy with its teachings.

‘The problem before us, the Northerg !
‘and the Southern people together, and

Conducted by Rev. G. C. Waterman.
!
aE

. | HOW SHALL IT BE DONE?

Tt is evident that after forty years’ experience in Foreign Mission work we
have not yet found a way of sustaining

that work which releases us from personal responsibility in regard to it. ‘We
have tried various ‘‘ plans” and ‘‘systems” for

raising

the

necessary

funds,

some of which have been good and some

labor, of scenes to

better, but none of which have been self

a world

be looked back upon and enjoyed.

The

tints of beauty that adorn the setting sun
presage that to Him who placed them
there no thought of sadness or uncertainty attends the leading of his sun further
on. Can they, seeing this, feel that un-

regulating, self-perpetuating or. self-sustaining. No plan, however good it may

this work, human

sympathies

drawn

out

Though no chariot of fire come to bear
them away, the same Being who has giv-

ence which will make it in the highest

en them so many tokens of

degree successful. This work was
queathed to-the Christian church by
Saviour as a sacred trust to be held
administered.
by. it in his name

or

saddess

is

before

them?

his love, so

many indications of his power, is still'o
care for and guide them beyond the horizon of this life. Beautiful indeed are the
lessons which mdy -be drawn from the
sunset hour! —an hour which flashes the
future before the young, the past before
the aged, which lifts each toward the
pure and the noble, enhancing the present
by bringing to it the possibilities of other
times, and followed by a season of physical quietude, conducive to méntdl and
spiritual activity.
?
May the young and the old be led to.
mark the beauty
and the grandeur of
eacirhew setting sun, and note whether

from those elemental

forces of life they

have gained since its previous

departure

a mew impetusto doing the world’s work

as it should be done, as waiting confidingly the Pather’s crown “of award for

life's accomplished work.
Pe

THE REV. B. H. McoMURPHY,

— -

Died in N. Chelmsford, Mass., Feb. 11,
after asevere illness of 3 months, Rev.

B. H. McMarphy,

aged 81 years.

He

was for more than 50 years a faithful and
earnest minister in the F. B. church, and
we feel that he is at rest.

- Com.

0-0 -»
reo
re

WORDS OF THE WISE. _
This expecting something in return for
a present is surely one of the meanest of
feelings; yet it is at the root of half the
gifts given.— Mrs. Mulock Craik.

The best part of pleasure

is the com-

the Southern people in particular, is the

right education and elevation of op
black brother, the free negro, in oy

midst. Do not, beloved white
scare at this word ¢ elevation.’

brother,
Nothing

cret in your ear:

be don,

is said about putting the ‘negro above
the white man.’ Let me whisper a g.
Zhat

cannot

unless you get below him.

and if you find - yourself

Think of this,

underneay

blame yourself. The negro cannot rise
simply because he is black; the white
be, will ever be such, and none ought to man cannot stay up simply becaus
e he js
be. Human hearts must be interested in white. A man rises, not by
the color of

towards it, human will and energy enlisted in its behalf in order to insure vigor in
in its prosecution, and the reflex influ-

certainty

We pre.

.8ent some extracts from it:

of

leaving

cares, of well finished

Aissions.

for his sake.

beour
and
and

It was no part of his plan

to release the individual from his proper
share of interest in and accountability for
the progress of this work and no plan
which aims at this or is likely to result in
this seems to be in accordance with his
will. The work must rest on the heart
"and conscience

of

the

Christian

church,

his skin, but by intelligence, industry ang
integrity.
The foremost man in these
excellences and virtues must, in the long

run, be also

the highest

ought to be so.

man.

Ang i;

Ignorance, indolence,

immorality, have no right to rise. Let
the white man rise as high as he can,
providing always that he does fot rise by
wrongs done to another. In such rising

And let every

there is no reul elevation.
other

mancTige—to

white, the bo
No honest
doubts
will

his

full

wit
mopielt

for

that every mai

ery race should

stature, the

the red, the yellow. .
rains in his head,
that it is God's

he ever made of ey-

make

the most of the

‘talents’ his Creator gave him.” There.

or rather on the hearts and consciences of fore are talents given, that every man
the individual Christians who compose
the church. So it comes to pass, that a
feeble or waning interest in the work of
evangelizing the whole world indicates a
torpidity of the heart and a sluggishness

of the conscience,

which are in them-

selves alarming. They are sure signs of
feeble or declining piety and ought to
cause an awakening, a rousing to activity
among all who are at all affected by such
symptoms. - Just how this shall be done

‘it may not be easy to say.

Probably ne

rule universally applicable can be given.
Different persons, different churches, different communities must be reached by
varying methods. No doubt it will be
helpful in many cases to give information
in regard .to the work already done, the
opportunities for extending the work,
ang the needs for the future. Some do

not fully
work

upon

be.

The King at. his ‘coming will de-

mand his own ¢ with usury.’ There is no
more sacred right than a man’s right to be

all that God gives him ability to be in all
good things. The divine Magna Chara
guarantees this right. There is no hig

er duty than that each human being ©
his utmost to realize the fullest possibiity of his:dife. Whatever hinders does nfinite damage to all concerned.”— Gosjel

in All Lands.
Missionary

WESTERN

News.

AsiA.—Turkey.

Pasha once remarked,

‘* When

A Turksh
a girl las

come back from this American Misson

Seminary, you should not say ‘a gil,
but ‘a school,” has come.——Persia. A
severe case of persecution of Christiansis
understand the claims of the reported from Hamadan,
all ‘Christians,

and

need

to

have presented the Bible argument for
Foreign Missions, and some have en-

trenched

may be just as much of a man as he can

themselves

behind

an

array
munication of it.— Leigh Hunt.
of false but specious arguments of a
How seldom is any man contented with practical nature. But, probably, the one
the station where he happens to be thing needed is a quickening of vital pi
placed! Iie is ever coveling that of his ety in the hearts of Christians. When
{ neighbor, from which the neighbor in the hearts of men and women are aglow
his turn is longing to be free.— Goethe.
with love to God and man, if they be but
To a man Who hss survived all the .moderately well-informed, they can hardcompanions of his youth, this.full peo- ly fail to respond to the Saviour’s com- |
pled world is a dismal solitude.—Dr, mand when he says in unmistakable lanJohnson.
guage, “Go ye into all the world and
preach the gospel to every creature.”
When youth, the dream, departs,
It takes something from our hearts,
Wanted -Move Gospel Heralds.
And it never comes again.
The hour is propitious. Never before
—R. H. Bloddard.
The great and decisive test of genius is were so many millions of the human race
that ic calls forth power in the souls of ready to welcome the message from God,
others. It not merely gives knowledge, -never were there so many believers in

INDIA. —Some

ote has strikingly de-

picted the lot of women in India:

welcomed
hood,

¢ Un-

at birth, untaught in child-

enslaved

when

as widows, unlamented

married,

when

accursed

they die.”

~The tide is turning in India in favor
of allowing widows to re-marry.

CHINA ~The Foochow Herald says the!
Chinese Imperial Government
kas decid-"

ed to iucrease the tax on foreign opium, |
and to impose a tax on native opium,——
By the efforts of the Missionaries at Soo-

chow, ground

has been obtained for a

Protestant cemetery at that place.’ The

‘moral effect of this movement Is expected

to be very great, as it gives the Christians a more respectable position fn the
eyes of the Chinese, and enables thitm to
practise the Christian method of butyirg

most remarkable and valuable articles
the dead, without interference.——In &
that we possess. It is indeed remarkadiscussion
of woman's work in Missions,
God as having a message to send! Four
ble that a portion of the earth, * cheap as _hot bresthes energy.— Channing.
hundred millions from China, about the in a certain Mission in China, it was de:
Men who hate truth, hate those also
cided, with but one dissenting voice, that
dirt,” should be endowed with such
a
same numbers from Indjs/ myriads from
it was more important
than man's.
wonderful property. I will not attempt who are bold enough to speak it.— Fene- Asia, multitudes
‘from
he islands of the
¢* Christianize the women, and idolatry
to detail the varied and important uses of om.
sea, lift up the Macedonian cry: ** Come
Goodwin, w
could
associate
others
must cease,” was the expression of the
glass. The reader can pursue this line of
"With many people religion is merely a
over and help us.” They want the help
with them. President Cheney, of course,
feeling.
matter
of
words.
So
far
as
words
go,
thought
at
his
leisure,
and
then,
if
you
of higher intelligence, of purer morals, of
knows better than any one else how the The next, one just like it, is taken by the
please, try to imagine what a
fix” the we do what we think right.
But the
JAPAN
—— .
The Shanghat Mercury says
consciences cleansed from guilt, of sins
«donation came to be made and the persons Auxiliary of Rev. E. Crowell's church,
world would be in if glass should be tak- words rarely lead to action, thought, and forgiven, in short, of
is
that the Mikado of Japan
reported
it
Bethany,
N.
Y.
everything that in+0 be named.
I have understood
that
conduct, or to purity, goodness, and hon- sures a divine
en from us.
way
bas
to popular pressure, and
given
Across
the
hall
from
these,
and
occupyredemption.
shree of them were originally named by
Nor. is the
Pare clay, or alumina, is found in the esty.
There is too much playing at re- cry hardly
Mr. Sterer and four by President Cheney, ing more space than both, is the lecture
less strong from manifold acquiesced in the desire for an immediate
room ($300). In addition to the uses formation known as slate. Reduce it to ligion, and too little of enthusiastic hard quarters in our own wonderfully favored parliament by the people, instead of postand that in the former class were comwork. There is a great deal of reading land. Vast numbers
prised Bros. Cheney, Brewster and Good- suggested by its name, the present size of powder, and we have common clay.
of the Southern col- poning the’ liberal constitution to 1890.
Moisten
this
with
water,
add
a
little
sand,
about
religion ; but true religion, embod- ored people
win, the others being less known to him. the school indicates that it will before
cannot read the Bible after it «——Tt is said that the Greek Church now
The history of the enterprise from this long be needed to accommodate our pre- burn it in the kiln, and we have brick, ied in human character and action, is is freely given to them; fifteen thousand numbers eight thousand menrbers in
time onward would! read very much like a paratofy department as zx model school—- the value of which everybody knows. more instructive than a thousand doctri- Chinese on the Pacific coast have never Northern Japan, and the Roman Cathowhich has proved such a help in Normal The common clay. also make the various na} volumes. If a man possesses not a liv- yet been attracted to the house of God, Yics report twenty-five thousand iw the
story book.
articles known as earthen ware and stone ing and strong will that leads the way to but are
attendants on Joss-houses, where southern part of the country.—Bupl.
Mr. Storer died Oct. 23, 1867, aged 70 School training.
The purer clay, moulded and good, he will either become a plaything they prostrate themselves before painted Miss. Magazine.
years. An important coudition of his
Joining it is a smaller room ($100) for ware.
burnt,forms the various articles known as (of sensual desires, or pass a life of shameand bedizzened idols. Great tribes of Inproposed donation of ter thousand dollars chemicals and apparatus, if we should ev‘less indolence.—Dr. Smiles.
crockery, china, porcelain, &c.
_ New Scmemr ror Isvia.—The Rev.
dians are left without schools and churchwas that the demominatiomr raise an equal er be so fortunate as to possess any. We
0-000
++
Lime farnishes another illustration of |
es, to die in their brutality and savage- J. Greathead has addressed a letier to
sum on om before Jan. 1, 18:8. By the could wish that this room might secure
the various properties that-a single sub- |
SAYINGS OF THE REV. SYDNEY
ness. The lower wards of our chief cit- the Bishop of Calentta on a scheme for
provisions of his will, it became necessa- the attention and donations of some one,
stance
may possess. The comimon limeSMITH.
Missionary agency in the Central Provinies throng with the sons of Belial, who
ry to satisfy the Hon. W. P. Fe.senden, or of some society of young people whose
stone, which, when subjected to the acHe recommends a MissionScotland—that garret of the earth.
hail the Sabbath as a time for wassail ces of India.
then United States Senator from Maine, enthusiasm for the natural sciences
tion
of
heat,
forms
the
lime
with
which
ary
community,
ineluding lay men and
Many in this world run after felicity and beastly vices, to say nothing uf cruel
that this condition of the donation was would help the growth of this departbunting for his hat, crimes; and mingled with these throngs lay women, who might buy a village and
met. There were certain eircumstmnces | ment, which, if we can give it the credit our houses are plastered, is not the only like an absent m#&h
of existing at.all, is in the earliest stages valuable form of this material. We have while all the time it is on his head - or in are, strange to say, thousands and thou- develop native industries. Native cusof infancy. The school which is obliged it also in the chalk, the marble, the plas- his hand.
sands of honest laborers, who are either toms should be respected, and the ap“
to neglect the sciences—the eye-opening ter of Paris, the alabaster, and in the hyThere are too many human beings on too proud or too indifferent about relig- pearance of a European’ colony sheuld be
draulic, or water lime.
ious things to cross the threshold of our avoided. The Missionaries should identhe “08! anxious and responsible days of studies—for want of the appliances for
It is still more wonderful that these | earth; every two men ought to kill a
metropolitan churches. Nor is this all. tify themselves with the people, and’ exmy life; vet it has siways been a source teaching them has much to regret besides common earths constitute the ehief ingre- third.
tle
reproach
of
giving
undue
promiThe
endless procession of immigrants ercise moral influence, and sympathize
was
responsibility
the
that
me
of joy to
There is my little friend Jeffrey who
dients in the precious gems, as the amestreamin
nence
to
the
languages,
which
we
have
g toward our frontiers in search with them in their work. It is to the inmet and the donation was secured. In
| thyst, chrysolite, sapphire, topaz, opal, has not body enough to cover his mind of homes, are not accompanied
by priests | dustrial and poorer classes rather than t0not
escaped:
pero
.
‘the light, however, of another fact, I am
ruby, emerald, &t.
* How
wonderful decently with; his intelleet is. improperthe intellectual Babs of Bengal that we
or
prophe
ts.
Their
The other rooms which I have not the process by which mere common dast ly exposed.
dream
is
of
led to believe that had we then failed, we.
worldly
:
must
look for the regeneration of India;
posses
sions
first, and possibly of spiritual
should not have ultimately failed. Pre- named, all unclaimed, are $100 each. It is transformed into costly pearls and
Daniel Webster struck me much like a
as
in
the
beginning of the gospel it was
good
at
some
they
could
all
be
taken,
or
as
much
conven
ient,
but dim, indefiviously to his death, Mr. Storer had exprecious gems!” Man can ‘‘wonder, ad- steam engine in trousers.
nite season in the unknown future. If not in intellectual Athens, but in busy 10”
pressed a wish to his children that an ad- raised in other ways, there would proba- mire, apd adore, but he cannot imitate.”
"1 found on account of ‘the extreme heat
our Lord in his day of opposition said, dustrious Corinth, that the Lord had 8
ditional thousand dollars be given to the bly be enough left of Mr. Anthony’s sub>ro*e
of the weather there was nothing left for “The
scription
(all
paid,
though
the
conditional
fields are white,” ready for the multitude of people. It would also be &
school at Harper's Ferry for the benefit of
THE SUNSET HOUR.
it but to take off my flesh and sit in my harvest,
what shall we say in ours, positive gain to a Missionary to have
the library. Though there was no legal $5,000 still lacks several hundred) to
BY B. J. 8,
bones.
When everywhere through the whole some active occupation which would tend
Those who live in
obligation resting on them to do it, these paint the building.
Moralists
tell
you
of
the
evils
parts
of
the
country
where
brick
buildof
wealth
globe
men are willing, at least, to listen to keep him in health of body or mind,
What
little
child
has
not
moted
the
children honored the wish of ‘their father
and promplly paid the money. I rec- ings don’t require painting will need to be gorgeous coloring of sunset clouds? and station, and the happiness of poverty. to claims addressed to their immortal and would bring him into close contact
ollect spending a day in Boston, in Ju- told that here the brick, at }east the eoun- What youth, beholding the glory of the I have been very poor, the greatest part natures in the name of their Maker and with the natives, and enable him to 1mbibe native theughts and traditions.—
ly 1868, with Rev. N. C. Brackett, on try brick such as we had te use, are so departing sun, has not dreamed of the fu- of my life, and have borne it as well, I Redeemer
?— Christian ut Work.
Mission Life.
which we expended five hundred dollars porous that they need to be well painted ture, every fiber thrilling in the presence believe, as most people; but I can safely
of this money for books which constitute to keep the rain from beating through, for. of that beauty and symbolic grandeur of say that I have been happier every guinea
“Our Brother in Black.”
MOHAMMEDAN
GLORIFICATION. — In
:
no blackboards fit “to the glory yet to be revealed to the grow- I have gained.
the foundation of the library of Storer we can keep
In this book, written by Rev. Dr. Haywas a public discussion
there
December
use on the outside walls without it. To ing heart? ‘What man of mature years
College.
By this act, the children of Mr.
exHow
Never teach false morality.
good, of Georgia, we have an account of in Calcutta between a Mohammedan
Storer honored themselves and paid a any one who has seen them there is no has not paused from his toil, as the sun Quisitely absurd fo tell girls that beauty
the
men an. d
plane for their ime | Moulvie and Warris Hossein, who quoted
_ most noble tribute to their father. “Just need to explain the reason why, for an- ‘was giving the earth his good-night kiss, is of no valug, dress-of no use. Keauty provFreed
ement,by one whose life has been some of the New Testament. This was;
now the citation of this instance is par- other hardly less urgent is obvious. The and felt, as he gazed, a hush stealing into is of value; her whole prospects and
|
passed in their midst, and whose opin- replied to by the Moulvie quoting
10
ticularly refreshing in contrast with some ‘brick which had been put by Govern- his heart, and a longing to be better than happiness in life may often depend upon ions
are entitled to weight. It repre~ favor of the Prophet some stupendous
things of more recent occurrence. Is it ment into the old wing that was taken he is? How the resolutions of other years a new gown or a becoming
bonnet, and if sents, we believe, the views of many of and extraordinary miracles, This went
too much to believe that under some eir- down, because they were better than the come crowding into his memory! How she has five grains of common
sense she the original slave-owners of the South. on for some time, until the convert re
cumstances the generosity of the children new ones we had made on the farm, were the expectations of those earlier years that will find this out. The great thing
is to It marks progress, both in Dr. Haygood nounced Christianity, and openly dewould have done what the.legal mind of taken for the outside. So that with here he would become what he has not yet at- teach her their just value, and that there
apd others, Some of his friends who clared himself a Mohammedan aghil: |
Mr. Fessenden would have refused to do? and there one that had been painted tained, give him a momentary pang of must be something bettey
under the bon- were at first surprised at its advanced po- The whole business was evidently got uP
¢t Honor to’ whom honor”.
: w hen in the old wall, among others on anguish to be speedily relieved by the net than
a Drouy lace for real happiness, sitions and regretted their
advocacy, for the glorification of the Moulvie-—
. Providence, Feb., 1882.
which the cement mortar left a whitish thought that the same loving band which But never sacri e truth.
bave
¥
Bing since expressed themselves as in, Mission Life.
per’s Ferry. He had named seven trnstees of the fund and promoters of the
work, as follows: O. B. Cheney, E.
Knowlton, S. Curtis, G..T. Day, J. M.
Brewster, N. C. Brackett and George

i

It seems

There are many things, even in the

Societies (C A¢'Isit on the teacher's stand looking

mission. With him it was a constant
study to know what objects were most

#

S.—firstin more than one sense.

especially appropriate that the subserip-

passing to the higher forms of creation.

faction in this work by the young
people, because we are ambitious for our
| gravitated toward the center while in the
1
library
and realize that they will feel a
several of the bemolten state, how rich the earth’s center
the Congregation- life-long ownership and interest in it, must be in the precious metals; and
interested in those which will in the course of years bring it what a field for gold hunters! if by any
J
He subsequently may an additional volume.
means they could reach it.

and to Bates College. He also paid for
large numbers of the Star to be sent to
the soldiers through the Christian’ Com-

'
Li

The rooms which have so far been provided for are as follows:
The chapel ($1,000), by the F. B. W. M.

like the blood

Though in poor health, he possessed
good judgment, and was a fine type of a
‘gentleman of the old school. He was a

t ¥

:

a liberal supporter of the Congregational

his personal and

£

:

ing with our thank-offerings and our supplications,.and to which we all return,

He was very simple in his mode of life,
. and maintained thestrictest economy in

i

be impossible?

church, but ‘was manifestly a sincere
Christian. He had been for many years
church in_the village in which

in determining
must be well!

which, though no less enduring, needs

relations with Mr. Storer.
In the spring of 1863, I became pastor
of the Free Baptist church in Springvale, 30, when Prof. Ransom Dunn of Hills- with a holiday garb suited to the occasion
B.
a village in Sandford, York Co., Me. dale College has agreed to deliver the: and to the lovely surroundings ?
This was my first pastorate. . I then first address.
Harper's Ferry, W. Va., Feb. 17, 1882.
heard of Mr. Storer and embraced an | Is there not a fitness (may we not hope
RELIGION IN NATURE.
early opportunity to call upon him. He there will ‘be an inspiration to givers and
lived at Sanford Corner, a village about doers?) in the fact that this is to be done
BY THE REV. E. W. STEVENS, M.D.
two miles distant. In early life he had on the day set apart to honor those but
No. 11.
been engaged in mercantile pursuits, in for whose noble deeds the existence of
Perhaps a little further reference to insuch a building for such a purpose would
which he had acquired a‘ competency.
organie mature will be profitable before

His wife, who was, I think, a Free Baptist and a sisterof the now deceased wife
of Rev. Ezekiel True, had died several

MARCH

| int to sag nothing of the ms0) work, | drew that beauty has co-operated with him

We hope that our friends are not tired

of hearing about our new building and
“that
there are many who want to know
Jum
This is a question asked in th¢
We even have
—iwumber of The Missionary Helper; and how we are getting on.
BY

MORNING

now sealed up, but to be opened at anniversaries, increasing its seating capacity
several hundred.
Then comes the Dexter Waterman room 4
($100), already finished and used all day
—two hours for his own classes in Seripture History and Moral
Philosophy.

.

Lr

-

B

Re

had touched him for the purpose of being
healed.

'

Lesson XIL---March 19,
re

found that she

‘

POWER OVER DISEASE AND DEATH.
DAILY

READINGS.
M. Diseas? and Death. Mark 5: 21—43.
Another account. Matt. 9: 18-81.
Power through Eiijah. — 1 Kings 17: 17-24.
Power through Elisha. 2 Kings 4: i8—37,
Lazarus raised. John 11:32—46.
§. Power through Peter. Acts 9: 36—43.
s. Power through Paul. Acts 20: 7-12.

case of Jairus’ daughter.
reason
to doubt

that

she

synagogue,

fear in regard to them whose

head,

God's

f ev.

f the

‘here-

man
© can

her, that she maybe made whole and live.
34 And he went with him; and a great multitude followed him, and they thronged him.

And

95

issue of

had an

which

a woman,

many
spent

36 blood twelve years, and had suffered
things of many physicians, and bad

bettered,

all that she had, and was nothing

a7 but rather grew worse, baving heard the
things concerning Jesus, came in the crowd
For she:
98 behind, und touched his’ garment.
said, if I touch but bis garments, I shall be

29 made whole.
30

And

felt|
her

And straightway Jesus, perceiving

lague.

proceeding

in himself that the power

from

him had gone forth turned him about in: the

crowd, and said, Who touched my
B ments? Aud his disciples said unto
[ Fhou seest the multitude thronging
2 and sayest thou, Who touched me?

garhim,
thee,
And

hér tbat had

he looked round about te see

But the woman fearing
3 done this: thing.
| and trembling, knowing what: had been
| dome to her, came and fell down before him,

And he said

land told him all the truth.

| .unte her, Daughter, thy faith bath made
| the whole; go in peace and be whole of
2
| thy plague.
While be yet spake, they comie from the
ruler of the synagogue’s house, saying,
why troublest thou
Thy daughter is dead:
But Jesus, not
the Master any further?
heeding the word spoken, saith unto the

ruler of the synagogue, Fear not, only be-

4ieve.
And he suffered nc man to follow
| with him, save Peter, and
James,
and
8 John the brother of James.
And
they
| come to the house of the ruler of the syn-

| agogue; and he

beholdeth

a tumult,

snd

‘Jo many weeping and wailing greatly.
And
when he was entered in, he. saith unto
| them, Why makeye a tumult, and weep?

10 the child

favor ,

s the!
ecid-"
ium, |
Soofor a

In &
fons,
§ dethat
An's.
latry
the
says
ipan
and

liate
08t-

890.
NOW
in’
thothe
ipl.

and triumphed over the grave is

restore again all our
* sleep in, Jesus.”

able

loved ‘ones

to

who

THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.

I. Jesus is ever ready to hear the cry
of the needy.
IL. True faith sees no hindrances, and
wins recognition at once.
IIL. - Death must yield to the power of
Christ.
TOPICS FOR FURTHER STUDY.
: I.
The synagogue and its officers.
II. Physicians in the time of Christ.
III.

Faith-cures in modern times.

Rev. Dr. John Hall.)

No wonder they were astonished.
It
was the first of these wonders.
He took
steps to avoid any display or excitement
over it at this time. . We may learn from
this—.
(1)

That

Jesus

takes

his

own

time

and way of respondingto thé prayers of

damsel rose up, and walked; for she was
twelve years old, Apd they were amazed
£3 straightway witha great amazement. And
he charged them much that no man should

death are effects ; but we cannot

|2 unto thee,

know

Arise.

this: and

thing should

And

straightway

the

he commanded that some-

be given her to eat.

(2)

He is the

to put away
as we see

sin,

Lord of life.

He

came

of which disease

its effects.

By

and

see

dealing

them he shows that he can deal
cause of them.

sin

with

with

the

(3) ' How much respect he pays to the
family ties. Parents for their children,
even a master<(and not a Jew) for his

ToriCs—A case presented.
A cure by faith.
Power over death.

servant, do not plead in vain,

- (4)

How wise and gentle he is.

The

excited and curtous crowd is not allowed
to.enter the house, much less the room

_ Notes and Hints.

where the young girl sleeps in death.
And how free he is from all display. The
Galileans were always excitable.
He
~ shore of the lake, and immediately began does nothing to get up a following in the
to work miracles for the benefit of the direction of revolt.
people. There is some uncertainty as to
(5) What Jesus did in his humiliathe exact order in which the events nar- tion helps us to believe in what he will
rated by the different evangelists occur- do in his glory when he ‘‘comes the
red, but there seems to be no great ‘second time."
difficulty in accepting the order as given
o-0-0-+0
9-44
by Mark; and so we. find our Saviour in
After the events spoken of in the last
lesson, Jesus returned to the western

-Capernaum and at once actively engaged
in relieving suffering and sorrow.

I.

A case presented.

Earnest soldier in the fray,

SUNDAY-SCHOOL
NEWS

3

Fearmg dai

As soon as Jesus

ph!

and Chronicle, of Rochester, N. Y., is of
‘| so striking a nature, and emanates from so

1,caring,

Sir :—My motives for the publication of
the most unusual statements which follow
are; first, gratitude for the fact that I have

matter how strong and full are the forces
And what

then?

To-day I was at the bedside of a dying
mail. I saw his thin, wasted, tired features. [saw the falling of the deathshadow like a veil over the face. And
then came the end. The end? Is that
all? Like the breaking out of that voice
in Revelation: *¢ They shall hunger no
thirst

any

more,

Beyond death, we can say, are

surprise. and

often

failed

out

to.

color

and

which

of

about

tle the next, and. that a persistent froth
and scum appeared upon the surface, and

a sediment settled in the bottom.
And yet
I @id not realize my danger, for, indeed,
finally

became accustomed to them, and my suspicion was wholly disarmed by the fact)
that I had no pain in the affected orgal
or in their vicinity.
Why I should hate
been so blind I cannot understand.
There is a terrible future for all physical neglect, and.impending danger. usually
brings a person to his senses even though

who

leaves this world and flies through space,
an account is given of the receding and
lessening of the sun, the moon, the earth,
all the members of our planetary system.

|

bright

some

sky

of hope,

tion; another,
other, malaria;

have they gone out? Lo! as we look
ahead they shine again in new glory.
They gather and beckon in the

gateways

“ Beyond the parting and the meeting
I shall be soon;

Beyond the farewell and the greeting,
Beyond this pulse’s fever-bealing
I shall be soon.

was steadily growing

of agony.

My

an

DUTIES.

of
of

when Jesus came

in and

said

was not dead but only asleep.

that she

Jesus saw

and henoted the active. faith of the ruler,

made it ineffective was, that that teacher

The

American

Sunday-school

Union

in regard to
and Jairus received
the blessing he" gives the following statistics
its
work
of
fifty-seven
years:
69,846
sought because he maintained a stalwart
_ faith in the face of great discouragements. schools -organized, containing 447,380
scholars; 109,
IL A cure by faith. While Jesus was teachers, and 2,869,027
402 cases of aid to schools, having 6,720,

on the way to the house of Jairus an inci- 000 members ; value of publications disdent occurred, illustrating, in a. different
tributed by sales and donations, $7,000,
way the power of faith and its value in 000.
the sight of the Saviour. .In the midst of
get, we must first give.

the crowd was a woman who had been
.. afflicted with disease for twelve years.
She was afraid to appeal directly to Jesus

for help, but said to herself, “If I may

but touch his clothes, I shall

and this she succeeded

be whole,”

Jesus

in doing.

knew at once what she had done

and,

order to comfort her and . strengthen

in

her

When we pray, the simpler

our

prayers

never was in the habit of preparing his ure the better; the plainest, humblest
lessons, nor of making any effort to get, language which expresses our meaning
is the 'best.— Spurgeon.
acquainted with his scholars.

If we would
When the pump will
a little water into it,
to bring up more.
In seeking aid for
geek the man more
you get the man,
too.

|

i

JT

not work, we pour
and that enables it

a Christian purpose,
than the money. If
you get the money
J

40>
Ah dd

An idle word may be seemingly harmless in its utterance ; but let it be fanned by
passion, let it be fed with the fuel of mis-

conception, of evil intention, of prejudice,
and it will soon grow into a SWeeping
fire that will melt the chains of huma
friendship, that will burn to ashes many

cherished hopes, and blacken more fair
names than one.—Charles A. Dickey.
The Power of the Press.
press more
In no way is the power of the

surely shown than in the universal

knowledge

that has, ini less than a year, been diffused
throughout fifty millions of people of the won-

derful curative properties’ of" that splendid
remedy
Kidney-Wort.
And
the people
from the Atlantic to the Pacific have shown

their intelligencerand their knowledge of what
is in the papers, by already making KidneyWort their household remedy for all diseases

of the kidn@ys, liver and bowels.— Herald.

of Music of this city,

free

nover

'

son;

Rev. David

Rev.

J.

H.

Center ;.

Metcalf, Au-

Rev. James

Brown,

Rev. J. S. Bachelder, Stratham;
White, Newmarket; Rev. W. R.

trim; Rev.James
Tilton, Rumney;

Stark;

Rev. Isaac C.
Gochrane, An-

Holmes, Bennington; Rev.J.D.
Rev. I. H. Shipman, Lisbon;

Rev. E. P. Moulton, Rochester; Rev. F. H. Lyford, Littleton; Rev. E. H. Prescott, New Hamp
ton; Rev. A. Sargent, Wilmot Flat; Rev. T.
P.

Swain,
Lyndenborough; Rev. H. 8. Parmalee,
M. D.; East Canaan:
Rev. A. R. Sylvester, Gorham; Rev. John George, Barnstead; Rev. W. U.

J. B. S. Pillsury, Springfield: Elder W. M. Harmon, South Barnstead,; Rev. I. B. Hadlcy, Camp-

ton; Rev. H. Moody, Andover.
Rev. C. W. Morse,
Walcott, Vt.; Rev. F. 8.
Smith, Richmond, Me.
; Rev. F. R.Wait, Litchfield,

:

TESTIMONY

SCOTT

of Representatives.

Afflicted for More Than Ten Years With
¢¢ Throat Trouble,” and Dr. Warren’s
_Troaches are the Only ones that
ever. Benefitted
Him.

I have

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

!

Boston, Mass., Jan. 19, 18:2.
afflicted for more ten years

with

“ throat

been

trouble.”

Have

used

many

Troaches, but have found none so good

Indeed they are the only thing
. has benefitted me.

kinds

as

Please send me

some more

A cold

of

Address

House Representatives,

Boston; Mass.
To the American Medicine Co., Manchester, N. H.
Aa Price 25¢. a box, or four boxes for $1.00.
Sent by mail, postage paid, on receipt of price.

Address “ American Medicine

Co.,”

Manchester,

N. H. For sale by leading druggists.
Geo. C.
Goodwin & Co., Boston, General Agents.
6 Beautiful
Face Pictures,
99
GRATIS.
Appropriate Album
Verses, 9
Pieces New Music, full size, 1‘ Package * Hold to
the Light’ Cards, 1 pack Humorous Cards, 1 pack
.* C. U. Home” Cards, 1 pack Acquaintance Cards,

Language of Jewels and Flowers, 1 Card

Puzzle,

2 Transformation. Puzzles, 9 Interesting Games,
13 Wonderful Magical Tricks, 23 l.ovely Work
Patterns, and a Literary Paper 3 months on trial.

All the above sent on receipt of 27 cents in stamps,
to cover
3t6

Pa.

;

that

REV. J. SCOTT,

Member

25 cents per box.

National Pub. Co., Phila.

of

yours.

of the kind

them at your earliest convenience.

on

biliousness,

J.

Member of Massachusetts House

Prostration,

PINKHAM'S

REV.

or sore

postage and packing.
KENDALL & CO., Pubs., Boston, Mass.

throat

may

not seem to amount

to much,

and if promp tly attended to can easily be cured; but neglect
No
is often fo 0 wed by comsumption or diphtheria.
medicine has ever been discovered which acts so quick}
and surely in such cases as PERRY DAVIS PAIX

|

in effecting a cure.—

it_te fail

known:

which

had

I have

I could get

time.

for somo

A. P. Rous, Liberty Mills, Va.
Fer twenty-five

L. 8. CROCKER, Williamsville, N. Y
For thirty years I have used Pax KrLrrr, end
found it a never-failing remedy for colds and sore
{aro2t.—BARTON SEAMAN.
Have received immediate relief from colds and
gore throat, and_consider 55 Pax EiLLER an
invaluable remedy .—GEO. . EVERETT, Dickinson,
N.
I have just recovered from a very revere cold,

yeers

I have

used PAIN

KILLER

for colds and chapped Jips, 2nd coneider it the beet
Jeficine ever ofiered.—Gro. Hoorexr; Wilmington,
N.C
I wes suZlering eeverely with

Prenchitis, and

throat was ko inflamed I cou A gcarcely
i|
|
|
||
|

my

swallow

any food. I was advired to try your PAIN KILLER,
and
after toling a fow doses was. completely

cured. —T. WILKINSON,
Dr. WaLToN writes from Coshecton: Your Paix
. Kinren cures dirhtherie ard gore throat, £o alarmingly prevalent here, and has not been known to
| fail'in a single ingtanco. This fact you should
make known to the world.

no

Mrs. ELLEN

|

Lewis, Waynesboro, Ga.
1 began
five years
found no
Drupgist,

IB. MASON

writce: My

son was taken

violently sick with diphtheria, high fever, and cold
chills, So many children have died here, I was
afraid to call a physician, and tried your PAIX
KILLER.
He was taken on Sunday, and on
Wednesday his throat was clear. It was a wonderful cure;and I with it could be known to tho
poor mothers who are losing so many children.

using PAIN KILLER in my family twenty
ago and have used it ever since, #nd have |
medicine to take its place.—B. Ww. DYER, 5
Oneida, N. Y.
;
dn
It cures when everything else fails.
For Chills and Fever, PAIN KILLER has no equal.
Delays are often dangerous. A bottle of Pan KILLER in the house 18 a safeguard that no

PERRY

"

WORLD

—

riling

DAVIS

& SON, Proprietors, Providence, R. I.

—

i

=

All druggists sell it at 25¢., 50¢., and $100 per bottle.

family should be without.

LJ

‘
faiisan

eff

n

i

Cl

Be.

EXposure of the Liquor Traffic. ~
| J

A book that can not fail to arouse the American people to the gigantic swindle now being perpetrated. The writer offered $10,000-by a
Extracts from a whole
Jeading brewer to keep still.. Lignor not only doctored but ma # entirely from teu.
library of secret books, giving receipts for making and doctoring—advertisements of essences, facsimiles of lain,
rum,
etc.. all out of one baretc.,
otc.
Claret.
port,
sherry,
champagne,
whisky.
brandy,
bels. engravings,
at never saw apples—beer facre! and made at less than 25¢. u quart. Wine that never saw grape jiice—cidei
tories in place of breweries—fine cieam ale without barley or brewing ,—~whisky from arsenic—millions of gallons
of liquor that pays no revenue tax. The farmer's corn and barley ." all in your ed.” A wholesale liquor store
in a ten foot square cellar—More French wine soid in New York city than is produced in the whole of France.
This book is no mere toy, but an exhaustive work—a work of years of close research and investigation. and
can vot fail to prove. an invaluable ausiiiary to the temperance cause. It forms one volume of our ** Popular
r
Temperance Library,”
and we shall sell i at the following fabulous prices :—Single sample number, 10c. Five
25 or more to one
or more sent to sé) arate addresses for 8c, each, Five or more to one address, b)ic. each,
address 5c. each. Special rates-on large lots.
We also publish we. to $1.50 stury books in large newspaper form. One complete book, illustrated, in quantiks alrendy issued, for 10c. A whole library of ch oice $1.00to $1 50 story
ties, nt 2. each, Samples of three
books in book torm (paper covers) especially for Sunday-schools and Bands of Hope for only 5c, each (sample,
copy 8c). - Eighteen monthly [pers atbe. each a year, (samples of each for 10¢). We take con racts to sow tw
i
i
papers in place of tracts. A full
knee-deep with temperance | terature for a song, and th at, too, with
ys for library, weekly paper, badges, rledges aud all.
Band of Hope supplies so cheap that the penny collection
Also a host of other temperance documents, all at revolution prices. Send ior cal logue and new plans of ** sow~

‘““DRINKS FROM DRUGS.”

ing" ternperance literature.

We have the indorsement of the Dress, societies, and prominent workers in all parts of the country.
says: “Your knee-deep plan, if adopted and persevered in, wiil revo~

Hon, JAMES Brack. of Pennsylvan

lutionize any community.”

Hox. Joun B. Finch,of Nebraska, says:

all’other means combined.
FRANCIS WILLARD says:
wants.”

GoverNor Sv. Jonw,of Kansas, writes:

Maine, adds,

—

success,”

. Since my recovery I have thoroughly reinvestigated the subject of kidney difliculties and Bright's disease, and the truths
I therefore
developed are astounding.

state, deliberately, and as a physician, that

Pre
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°
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splendid courage;
plans;”
lans;”

while
while

they meet

Hon. Near

our

Ow, Dow, 0

the cause, and I wish you abundant

of

We i
reach ory
hetance worker in the land, man or woman, with one
samples, catalogues, etc.
© ¢an do nothing if we can not reach the people, Will
not every one send us namesof workers? It i) [i 0sta a postal card and a few mine
Address, ¢“ REVOLUTION
TE MPERANCE
PUButes’ ime, Please say where you saw this,
LISHING HOUSE,” Davip 0. Cook, Manager, 148 Madison Street, Chicago, LiL,
hol

;A

** Your

*“ Your work will do more to help our cause, if supported, than

“My heart sings hallelujah as I think of your
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Machine ever invented.
Will knit a
pair ot
stockings, with HEEL and TOX complete, in
20 minutes. It will also knit a great variety of fancywork for which there is always a ready market. Send
for circular and terms to the
Twombly Knitting
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Boyleston

Rev. Addison Brainard, Savoy;

Packard, Madison;

KILLER, which
relief until I tried your 1PAIN
will never tgain bo
relieved me immediately.
without it. — C. O. F'oroE, Lowndes, Ga.
Have used PAIN KiLLER in my family for forty
vears, and have never known it to fail. —RansoM

from

I believe MORE THAN ONE-HALF THE DEATHS
WHICH OGCUR IN AMERICA ARE CAUSED BY
Brigur's Diseage oF THE KIDNEYS. | This
may sound like a rash statement, but
Bright's
I am prepared to fully verify it.
Disease has no distinctive symptoms of its
own (indeed, it often develops without
any pain whatever in the kidneys or their

church,

KILLER. . The prompt use of this invaluable remedy has
PERRY DAVIS! PAIN KILLER is not an experiment.
gaved thousands of lives.
It has been before the public for forty years, and is most valued where it 1s best known.
’
.
A few extracts from voluntary testimonials read as fclows:
For whooping-congh end croup it is the best
Paix Krrezn has been my household remedy for | preparation
made.
We would not te without it.—
have
colds for the past- twenty-seven years, and

pain and I believe I owe my life'and present condition wholly to Wéirner’s Safe
Kidney and Liver cure, the remedy which

I used.

Charles

E. Smith, Abington ; Rev. James N. Nutting, Fall
River; Rev.
J. M. Avann, Southbridge; Rev.

GENTS WANTED for the Best and FastestSelling Pictoral Books and Bibles,
Prices re-

and” in
| ment was constant from that time,
less than three months I had gained 26
in flesh, became entirely

Congregational

onn.

of lozenges,

Diphtheria

Rev.

burn, Rev. F.J. Fairbanks, West Boylston; Rev.
C. N. Smith, Ipswich ; Rev. R. D. Burr, Ayer; Rev.
N. A. Prince, Auburn; Rev. Joshua B. Gay, Han-

3

52t3

church, Mansfield;

Rev. 8. Kelley, Quincy;

by all Druggists. “&2

duced 33 per cent.

Baptist

Carr, Barnstead; Rev. James P. Stone, Dalton;
Rev. John A. Goss, Portsmouth; Rev. H. P. Manson, Milton Mills; Rev. L. H. Winslow, Center
Strafford; Rev. Josiaah Higgins, Freemont; Elder

constipation,

cure

of the liver.

How-

-Geo. Ww. Ryan, Franklin,
|... Dew Hampshire—Rev. B. T. Sanborn, Fremont;
Rev.
Albert
Watson,
pastor
Congregational
church, Hampstead; Rev. N. F. Tilden, Leba: on;
Rev. Geo. W. Pierce, East Rochéster; Rev. W. S.

be without LYDIA E.

They

PILLS.

torpidity

A&~ Sold

fall the symptoms and almost hopelessness
of my disease and the remarkable means by
My improvewhich I have been saved.
pounds

should

No family

LIVER
and

H.

hill;
Rev. B.F.Grant, Plymouth ;'Rev,G.W Fuller,
Hyannis; Rey. O. 8. Butler, Georgetown; Rev. C..
B. Ferry, pastor Unitarian church, Northampton ;

receipt of price, 81 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamph>
let. Address as above, Mention this Paper.

in

stating

form

also inthe

of pills,

in the form

R.

Rev. RB» J. Adams, D. D., Holyoke, Rey G. EB.

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUND Is prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass. Price $1. Six bottlesfor 85. Sent by mail

ity, wherever and whenever I had an opI also determined that I would
portunity.
give a course of lectures in the Corinthian
Academy

tor

Complaints and Weaknesses

Nervous

member of

Representatives;

Rev.

Fisher, Amherst; Rev. G. M. Smiley, pas
¥ M. E.
church, West Medford; Rev. P. J.
Harkins, pastor
St. Jerome's church,
Holyoke; Rev. John Bragdon,
pastor Fourth Con
egational church, Haver-

COMPOUND.

Headaches,

of

. Smith, D. D., pastor First
Baptist church,
Spring
Hill, Somerville; Rev. H. 8. Kimball, pas-

harmony with the laws that govern the female system.
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Compound is unsurpassed.

My

direction and control of the-church. The
If you come to us and say you are a upon the floor, convulsively clutched the
reached the western shore of the lake, the church should be
for its | praying man, we answer we are glad;
Morphine
responsible
carpet, and prayed for death.
people began to gather about him again, maintenance and growth, just as it is but we would like to ask your wife and bad little or no effect in deadening. the
For six days and nights I had the
pain.,
many desiring no doubt to be healed of for the maintenance of the prayer-meet- children what your praying is doing for death-premonitory
hiccoughs
constantly.
their diseases and many coming out of ing. The officersof the Sunday-school you. If you say you daily read the Bible, My urine was filled with tube casts and
that is right: but let us ask your partner
mere curiosity,
and some probably, should be elected, in our opinion, just as in business how much of its teaching you albumen. I was struggling with Bright's
really anxious for religious instruction. pastor or deacon or clerk is. This puts practice. If you say you are a member disease of the Kidneys in its last stages.
While suffering thus I received a call
Among them was Jairus, a ruler -of ghe behind the
Sunday-school
authority, of the church, we are glad of that, if you from my pastor, the Rev. Dr. Foote, recsynagogue at Capernaum, who came to remands it to its proper place among are a worthy member; if not, we are tor of St. Paul’s Church, of this city, I
But let us go on to felt that it was our last interview, but in
- Jesus, and, after the manner of Orientals, church activities, and will prepare the sorry for the church.
the street to see whether the people you the course of conversation he mentioned a
dropped on his knees, and prostrated way for the reform so much needed.— daily meet. think you onght to be a church- remedy of which I had heard much but had
himself at the Saviour’s feet saying, ‘‘ My Westerx Recorder.
member.
So it comes to pass that a bun- never used. Dr. Foote detailed to me the
dle of Christian duties may be dry and many remarkable cures which had come
little daughter lieth at the point of death ;
There are some schools in which a
by means of this
I pray thee, come and lay thy hands on practice is made of furnishing the scholars useless, or they may be the evidence of a under his andobservation,
As a
urged me to try it.
sincere Christian life. Whether a man is remedy,
her, that she may be healed, and she shall with some ¢¢ Home Questions ” upon the a Christian or not depends entirely upon practicing physician and a graduate of the
live.” His faith was complete.
Jesus lesson for the following Sunday. Blanks the principles which govern his daily schools, I cherished the prejudice both natcommon with all regular practisaw it and went home with him. He are left for the answers, which are to be life, and the harvest the world is gather- ural and and
derided the idea of any meditioners,
might have healed her as he had many written, and handed to the teacher again ing from that life.— Golden Rule.
cine outside the regular channels being the
So ‘solicitous, however,
least beneficial.
others by a word spokén where he was, the next Sabbath. These are kept on
PRAYERS,
was Dr. Foote, that I finally promised I
but he desired, no doubt, to make the file, and the correct answering of a certain
Prayers need not be fine. I believe would waive my prejudice and try the remmiracle profitable to the spiritual life of number during the quarter, in some way God abhors fine prayers. If a person ask edy he go highly recommended.
I began
the father ; and moreover, he was attract- suitably is acknowledged. That helps to charity of you in elegant sentences he is its use on the first day of June and took it
likelyto get it. Finery in dress and according to directions. At first it sicked by the strong, decisive faith manifest- secure a study of the lesson at home— not
language is out of place in beggars. I ‘ened me; but this I thought was a good
ed. Before they reached the house they which is the great desideratum.--Seleczed. heard a man in the street one day begging sign for one in my debilitated condition.
met messengers who reported that the
aloud by means of an oration. He used I continued to take it; the sickening senThe Sunday School Times thinks that grand language in a very pompous style, sation departed and I was able to retain
child was already dead. Bat Jesus told
the prayer of a certain teacher was a -and I dare say he thought he was sure of food upon my stomach. In a few days
“Jairas
nol to be afraid but to believe,
for the better
waste of time. He prayed fervently that getting piles of coppers by his borrowed I noticed a decided change
notwithstanding the sad tidings. When
as also did ny wife and friends. ~ My hicspeech
;
butl,
for
one,
gave
him
nothing,
the Lord would teach him the next day's
and I experienced less
coughs ceased
they entered the house Jesus took the
lesson, enlighten his mind, fill his heart but felt more inclined {o laugh .at his pain than formerly. I was so rejoiced at
bombast. Many prayer-meeting prayers
parents and three of his disciples irto the
upon what
with zeal, and thoroughly fit him for his are a great deal too fine. Keep your fig- this improved conditign that,before
was my
room where the child lay, apparently
I had believed but a few days
class duties, in order that he might be ures and metaphors and parabolical ex- dying bed, I vowed, in the presence of my
dead, and taking her hand said to her,
able to bring the knowledge of the truth pressions for your fellow-creatures. Use family and friends, should’ I' recover I
“Arise”;
and immediately she arose
to be instructed, would both publicly and privately make
to the souls of his scholars. That which them to those who want
but do not parade them befdre God. known this remedy for the good of humanand walked and they gave her food to

, Strengthen her, The people were very
much astonished for they had laughed

pastor

1881.

to our best female population...

Bloating,

Rev. J. Scott,

House

Wright, pastor M. E. church, Roslindale, Boston
Rev. W.
H. Dowden,
pastor
Congregational
church, South Boston; Rev. John Duncan, D. D.,

General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indigestion.
:
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backaehe, is always permanently cured by its use.
It will at all times and under all circumstances act in

I
life was a torture to myself and friends.
could retain no food upon my stomach,
I was a
| and lived wholly by injections.
My pulse was unconliving mass of pain.
In my agony I frequently: fell
trollable.

— American Messenger.

I

and

early

It cures

Springfield;

Massachusetts

ard, Saxonville;
Rev. W. F. Farrington, East
Bridgewater; Rev#S. M. Andrews, North Dartmouth; Rev. 8.S. Mooney, Salem; Rev.
M. Emory;

It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of 8 stomach,

had

been reduced from 207 to 130 pounds.

30,

church,

Rev. H. L. Kelsey, Brockton;

stage of development.
The tendency to cancerous humors thereis checked very speedily Wy its use.

condi-

weight

al

the

Is a Positive Cure

80 common

several
time I

My

worse.

tor First Congregational church, Yarmouth;
Rev.
J. H. Docher, pastor Sanford-sireet Congregation-

It will cure entirely the worst form of Female Com=
plaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and Ulcera
tion, Falling and Displ
ents, and the c
quent
Spinal Weakness. and is particularly adapted to the
ag
Ps
»
'
Change of Life.,
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterusin

The
tion had really become pitiable.
I at first experienced
slight symptoms
were developed into terrible and constant’
disorders—the little twigs of pain had
grown to oaks

Love, rest, and home!
" Sweet hope!
.
Lord, tarry not, but come!”

CHRISTIAN

In this way
which I really had.
years passed, during all of which

Y., Dec.

for all those Painful

annervous prostration;
another, dyspepsia; anoth-

brain; and so on through a long list
common diseases, the symptoms of all

Massachusetts—Rev. A. C. Childs, West Gloucester; Rev. Geo. H. Cheney, pastor Broadway M.
E. church, Somerville; Rev. Jchn W. Dodge,
pas-

E. PINKHAM'S

Y="

er, heart disease; another, general debility; another, congestion of the base of the

of that city whose splendor arches eternity. May we look ahead from the mount
of our sorrow. May we anticipate the
joys of eternity, and cry, in our pain and
weariness,

walked,

all professional

\VEGETABLE

overcome it. And, oh! howthard I
dle that sinks and goes out hopelessly. to
tried! I consulted the best medical skill in
But lo! before the soul uprise new glo- ‘the land. I visited all the prominent minries. New planets and suns burn in all eral springs in America and traveled from
their splendor. Does the past seem Maine to, California. Still I grew worse.
empty? The lights burning behind us in No two physicians agreed as to my malady.
the friendship of these near. and dear, the One said I was troubled with spinal irritastars making

N.

LYDIA

it may then be too late.
I realized, at last,
my critical condition and aroused myself

Their light grows feebler, feebler, each
dwindling to the expiring spark of a can-

Read the Following Names of Mass. and N. H.
Clergymen Who Have Testifled to the Great
nefit Derived from these Troches.

the

MRS. LYDIA E. PINKHAM,OF LYNN, MASS.

seeing the symptoms

soul

eventy Clergymen During the Last
wo Months as Superior to Any Other
“Rémedy for these Troubles.

J.B. HENION, M. D.

linger here only to
miss the friends who

imaginary journey of a human

THE MAGICAL REMEDY
For Coughs, Sore Throat,
Hoarsness,
and All Throat and Bronchial
Affec=
tions.
Commended
by
Moré
Than

I am prepared to produce and truths

Rochester,

the fluids I was passing—also that there
were large quantities one day and very lit-

continually, I

of

WARREN'S

TROCHES!

hazard

animosity

dangerous path in which I once

digest,

odor

’

“
unqualified

an

LEWISTON, ME.

ALLEE STYLE CHROMO Cords, beatifulde-

DR.

which 1 can substantiate to the letter.
The welfare of those who may possibly. be
sufferers such as I was, is an ampleinducement for me to take the step I have, and if
I can successfully warn others from the

Or they are exceed-

was

to

+

Msigns, name on 10c. §(Eiezant new designs, the
or 25 Extra
with name 10¢.
‘handsomest pack ever gold,
Ct.
Co, Northford
Printing
mmlat ge Chromos 16c. Go:
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medical profession and astonish all with
whom I am acquainted,. but’ I make the
foregoing statements based
upon facts

Father’s house, a Saviour’s welcoming
hand, and God’s smile forever.
But while Christ's loving ones who
depart have this assurance, what shall we
say of those who survive these deaths and
We look behind us. How empty all
things seem! Looking behind? In. the

possible

personal consequences.

noticed a peculiar

mourn?
How we
have been taken!

such

do not understand it.

order and my foed

a

that

afford

BUSINESS EPITOR,

It is published in the interest of the College, and
‘no friend of the Institution should be without it. 2

as T am throughout the entire land as #&
practitioner and lecturer, will arouse the

causing at times great inconvenience. Yet,
I had no idea, even as a physician, that
these things meant anything serious or that
a monstrous disease was becoming fixed
upon me. Candidly, I thought was suffer‘ing from Malaria and so doctored myselfaccordingly.
But I got no better.
I next

neither

can

'

L. FRISBEE,
:

statement as this, coming from me, known

a dull, and at times neuralgic, pain in my
head, but as it would come one day and
be gone the next, I paid but little attention

shall the sun light on them nor any heat;
for the Lamb which is in the midst of the
throne shall feed them, and shall lead
them unto living fountains of waters ; and
God shall wipe away all tears from their
eyes.”

neglect, and no one

such chances.
I am aware

am willing to endure

However, my stomach

O.

like a

but brings death suddenly, and
usually supposed
to be heart
As one who
has suffered, and
bitter experience what he says,
every one who reads these words

nite pains in various parts of the body and

to it.

insidious |

not to neglect the slightest symptoms of
Kidney difficulty. Certain agony and pos-.
sible death will be the sure result of such

ingly hungry one day and entirely without
appetite the next. This was just the way
I felt when the relentless malady which
had fastened itself upon me first began.
Still I thoughtit was nothing; that probably I had taken a cold which would: soon
pass away.
Shortly after this I noticed a

of life to-day, sickness will come, wasting
also, and finally death.

whatever,
as such is
disease,
knows by
I implore

the knew, in my own experience, what pain or
con- ‘sickness was.
Very many people who
like will read this statement realize at times
that that they are unusually tired (add cannot
the account for it. They feel dull and indefl-

be succeeded by the keenness of the wintry gusts and ‘the barrenness of the ice
and snow. And so we know that no

and

Well-

lars of the local affairs at BATES, and with such
other matter as is generally found ina Firste
Class College Magazine,
rd
But for full particulars sénd 10 cents for a specimen number of the STUDENT itselfto

power which was removing them. - Instead
of common symptoms it often shows none

been saved from a most horrible death,
and, secondly, a desire to warn all who
read this statement against some of the
most deceptive influences by which they
Lest the Lord should come to-day.
have ever been surrounded.
It is a fact
Is the blood upon your garments ?
that to-day thousands of people are within
Have you on the pure array ?
a foot of the grave and they do not know
Naught can hide a guilty sinner,
it. To tell how I was caught away from
If in light He comes to-day.
just this position and to warn others
against nearing it, are my objects in this
Are you wailitig for the Master ?
communication.
:
He is surely on his way:
On the first day of June 1881, I lay at
We can almost hear his footfall—
my residence in this city surrounded by
Blessed Jesus! come to-day.
Heav.| my friends and waiting for death.
— London Christian.
en only knows the agony I then endured,
for words can never describe it. And yet,
if a few years previous, any one had told
LOOKING BEYOND.
There are sone things that are inevi- me that I was to be brought so low,
by so terrible a disease, I should
table. They must happen, There is no and
scoffed at the idea.
I had
alpower (which, if it possibly can, yet) have
ways been uncommonly strong and healthy,
will keep them back. We knew in the ‘had weighed over 200 ponnds and hardly

would

dangerous

It steals into the system

Year.

filled with Literary and Religious Articles, Po~
ems, Alumni Notes, Personals and full’ particu-

tire families, inheriting it from their ancestors, have died, and yet nore
of the
numbgr knew or realized the mysterious

Or an idler in the vineyard,
Others pass you on the way?
Wake, and live as an immortal,

brillianey of the summer blossoms

Price Only $1.00°a

A Monthly Magazineof 24 Pages,

thief, manifests its presence by the commopest symptoms, and fastens itself upon
the constitution before the victim is aware.
It is nearly as hereditary as consumption,
quiteas common and fully as fatal.
En-

; Zo the Editorof the Democrat and Chroncle:

greenness and beauty of
that it would wither and
autumn colors kindling
the trees. We knew
of the summer air ‘and

THE BATES STUDENT:

pearly

and fewer people, realize the extent of this

nature.

| exceedingly interesting.

Are yon busy, all too busy,
With the things that fude away—
Wealth, or fame, or gain,or pleasure ?
Drop them, He may come to-day.

midst of the
June foliage
sume in the
flames upon
the mildness

of

in reality it was Bright's
idneys.
Few physicians,

disease or its

phblished entire. In additionto the valuable matter it contains, it will be found

Er

For the Lord may come to-day.

|

plaints, when
Disease of t

reliablea source, that it is herewith re-

3

in the way,

Be no longer 8

AND NOTES.

The Sunday-school should be under the

The following article from the Democrat

Cheer your heart and upward glancing,
Think—the Lord may-come to-day.

more, neither

GLEANINGS.
(From

*

Weak and weary-troubled mourner,

has the symptoms

sis.” ¢¢ Spinal Complaint,” ‘‘Rheumatism,”
¢ Pneumonia,” and other. common
com-

3

ying

And

we

men. He is-infinitely wise, always. does
the best, and often brings about many
results by one step.

ected

ym to

not dead, but sleepeth,

bodies

| thtwwttighed him to scorn.
But he, hav| ing put them all forth, taketh the futher of
the child and her motbhvr and them that
were with him, and goeth in where the
it child was.
And taking the child by tbe
hand, he saith. unto
her, Talitha cumi;
which is, béing interpreted, Damsel, I say

The
hrig| the

is

had been
death. It

lay in the grave. Jesus can.call them
again to life and clothe them with bodies
made like unto his glorious body. His
arm is not shortened nor his power abridged. . He who raised the dead to life
and then himself broke the bars of death

the fount-

straightway

ain of her blood was dried up; and she
healed of
in her body that she was

that she
veritable

ap-

people,

THE LORD MAY 0OME TO-DAY.
Busy servant in the vineyard,

vicinity), but

Hundreds
| every other known complaint.
of people die daily, whose burials are auThe Unusual Experience of a Promiinent
‘thorized by a physician’s certificate of
Man Made Public.
‘¢ Heart Disease,” ‘ Apoplexy,” ‘ Paraly-

[0

.

was, to all

our Saviour's power over death. And
that power he still holds and will use
again on fit occasion. So we need not

his feet, afd
he falleth.at
33 and seeing him,
beseecheth him much, saying, My little
daughter is at the pointof death: Ipray
thee. that thou come and lay thy hands on
low.

died,

was a manifest assertion and exercise of

name;

by

Jairus

actually

The astonished

no doubt, believed
restored to life from

one of the

And there cometh

is no

time. The attendants nnd friends believed her to be dead and had already
begun the usual mourning ceremonies.
pearance, dead.

only

( Revised Version.)
And when Jesus had crossed over again
2
in the boat unto the other side, a great multitude was gathered unto him: and he was
rulers of the

There

though life was -extinet for but'a short
/]

‘When Jesus arrived she

29 by the sea.

|

III. Power over death. We have already spoken of the essential facts in the

3

TEXT. Be not afraid,
GoLpEN
believe.’—Mark 5: 86.
MARK 6: 21—43.

could

no longer conceal herself she confessed
all before him, whereupon he said to her,
* Daughter, thy faith hath made thee
whole; go in peace, and be whole of ‘thy
plague.”

4

For Questions see Star Quarterly and
Lesson Papers.

When she

A REMARKABLE STATEMENT.

Selections.

that

f Woman is the Hope of the Race.

faith, made inquiry as to who it was

Health o

Sunday School.

5

Woman can Sympathize with Woman.
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.C. A. BICKFORD,

Resident Editor.

write

only

on

one

side

Remorse and

.

publication.

We

manuscripts. unless stamps are

pose.

cannot

sent

for

that pur-

be de-

termined by reference to the list of accepted articles giwen at the end of this note each week.
We
need
ast a week in which to decide whether
we
‘ontributions of any length.
We have
rps of paid editorial and special conors and cannot pay for articles contributed
others unless an understanding is had
to that

effect” before
publication. The
appear: Unity in Church Work;
ger-oll;

following will
Worse than In-

Litile Betsey.

*

Like priest, like people.
surer index to the

general

character

of

' religious or church-going people, than the
character of their ministers.
“lO

In the hour of his great temptation our
Lord fortified himself and foiled Satan by
. quoting the Scriptures. He did this not
only in‘the first trial, but also in the
second and the third. < It is written
—it
i

is

ny,

upon

written—it

his

and in

is

tongue

every

in

written,”

every

instance

sailors

are

wont

to

‘withstood

utter ‘when

launching out upon the heaving ocean :
““ Keep me, my God; my boat is so small

and thy ocean is so wide!”
For God is
Jjust the same upon the waters as he is
upon the land; the sea is his and he

made it; though tempests come and, in
the wilderness of fierce floods, death
yawns blackly on every side, his power
that stilled the turbulent sea of Gennesa-

ret can

deliver his

children

wildest war of winds
prayer of the Breton

from the

and waves. The
mariner becomes

natural
the

pie, my God;

I am so weak and

thou so

lasting arms, and I shall be upheld !
S-t-b-

ob

If any one doubts that revivals are a
part of God's plan, thattheyare ordained
as one of the methods of the world’s conversion,

he has

only

to see

how

God

from the beginning has prominently
wrought in this way. He must be blind

“who cannot see ‘that the kingdom of
Christ bas thus far advanced

chiefly by

seasons of gracious and rapid accomplish~ ment of the work of-copversion. Revivals

enter into the very’ economy of redemption, and will continue to the end. They

are to be anticipated and prayed for. The

occurrence here and there
' conversion

will

never

conversion of the

of a solitary

bring

world.

about

The

the

common

mass of the population must be moved.
It is only thus that the inhabitants of the
State will be brought to give up their
sins and turn to the living God.
roo

REPENTANCE.
The doctrine of repentance, as we have
it, is peculiar to the gospel of Christ. We
look elsewhere for it in vain. Among
the Jews,

to

be

sure,

repentance

was

consequences.

lost;

but

tongue,

Jeremy

as

the

‘‘knew

nothing

of re-

WOMEN IN CHURCH
A brother

and permanently

serves respect,

and acts of life.

There are such differences,
ent individuals, in the man

with differOY tspres

the

sex,

line hardnesses;

or

mascu-

and the repentance

is

not to be estimated by the tears.” ¢ Some
people can shed tears for nothing, some

for

anything.”

They

who

naturally

weep in seasons of sorrow and grief will

probably weep copiously in the heur of
genuine repentance; while they who sel.
dom or never weep in times of trouble
may or may not shed tears iam the hour
of genuine repentance. Sometimes, too,
the depth and poignancy of grief in repentance will depend upon the degree of tur-

ppitude or sinfulness.

Some

persond

are

doubtless more reckless and extreme sinners than-others.

But, assuredly, in every

case of true répentance there will be
grief for sin, followed by confession - and
hearty renunciation, and newness of life.
We have also been told that ¢“a true
penitent must, all the days of his life,
pray for pardon, and never think the
work completed till he dies.” This state-

ment is both trie and untrue, according

to the sense in which we take it. The
assurance of a ‘present salvation” is no

figment.

That the "Christian's life on

an

means | dream.”

many

exceptions

that even Jewish women

after-thought, a change of mind on reflec- | But we take up this topic simply to
ticn. Butitis a change of mind in refer- | record the satisfaction which is experience to past wrong-doing, Ouf®Wword re- | enced anew over, the expressions of

pentance, coming from two Latin words,
means to be sorry.

It signifies

sympathy, and"the

material aid,

looking | from so many quarters have been sent to

back with genuine and profound grief | the Haverhill sufferers.

over all our past sinful ways.

which

One of the many

The after- | records which he who ruos may read,

thought comes, and with it grief for our | and which, written by the hand of Chris-

folly in wrong-doing.

:

tian charity, stimulate

Repentance is not regret for the sins of | give new life to the

faith in man

and

hope of a sublime

our neighbors;it is sorrow for our own | future, is that of such eagernéss to help

sins. There are some persons who seem | the unfortunate as has unquestionable exto-think that a bewailing, more or less | istence in the popular heart. Is a section

sentimental and forced, over the general | of the South fever-smitten and filled
sinfulnéss of the world is repentance. | with want? Are regions of the West

But the true penitent exclaims with' the | swept by some besom of destruction? Is
psalmist, “ My sin, O God, is ever be- [a great or growing city stricken in a

fore me,” and with the publican,

be merciful to me a sinner !”
Again, repentance is something
than mere lamentation over the

**God, | night, and prostrated in pain and weak-

ness by the. raging fire-fiend? Straightmore | way the voice of sympathy is heard amid

penalties | the sighs of suffering, and the hands

of

and conseqiiences of our sins, Bitter re- willing helpers are busy with their timegrets that are born of penal suffering may | ly and welcome aid.
The day is coming

sometimes prepare the way for repent- | in this world of ours, if indeed it has not
ance, but they are not to be taken for re- already dawned, when he who suffers in

pentance itself.

The true penitent makes | the midst of his fellows

and

receives

no

thought— | have only himself to blame.

Through

‘“ Against thee, O God, have I sinned fast-multiplying agencies, the spirit of
and done this evil
in thy sight”, Repent- | God will come to men and women who
Watts

oy,

wo

.

y

od

Christ,
gospel

or

first in the White House and finally in the sacred cottage at Elberon, the tide of that grand
and heroic life ebbed away.
Mr. Blaine never spoke before when the nation and half the
world were listening with such rapt attention ; it
is quite probable that he will never speak again
amid circumstances of such thrilling interest—
circumstances which, of themselves, lift both
orator and auditory to sublimest hights of

Ex. 15:

14, Luke 2: 36.

2. Christallowed the same free and open
communication with one class as with
another, and if he encouraged women to
converse, ‘‘ask questions,” and participate

in his moSt' solemn public works and
worship, who can forbid the practice now?

thought and feeling.

The

service which Mr.

Blaine, in this eulogy, has rendered the

10: 42; 11:

ory of his departed friend and

the nation,

of the commendations it has won.

can

The orator

which meets onee

5. The Holy Spirit through the pro-phets and the apostles declared positively
that under the gospel the Spirit should be
““daughters” and ‘ han dmaidensY should

.
as

year.

Recent

action

& Shelburne Quarterly Meeting, it was voted
that the constitution be so amended

“helpers” and * workers,” in such a way

as to” dis-

pense with one or more sessions each year.

as to imply positively that they not only
learned at home but taught and

each

by the Massachusetts brethren looks as if they
are contemplating a like arrangement.
The
same lendency is manifest among the Nova
Scotia Free Baptists, as we learn from the
columns of the Religious Intelligencer.
At
the last session, held Feb. 6,. of the Yarmouth

poured out upon *‘ all flesh” and that the

{¢ prophesy.”
:
6. The apostles referred to women

himself—and are pleased with what we see.
—Our F. B. brethren in Rhode Island

some years ago abolished
the old Quarterly
Meetings. - They have, instead, an Association

any distinction of that kind.

was

worship-

moved

in

amendment,

and

“that we have but one each
amendment, however, was lost.

ed with others.
Acts 18: 2; Romans 16:
i
3; 1 Cor. 16: 19.
ne
Wavsibuts Be Hon
7. All
evangelical
A
churches inviteil, lap pursuits.
women to speak and ask questions, and |

It

seconded,

year.” The
We notice,
wus

dniso:

are no more

public, and some-

times-smaller in numbers?
.

8 :

The

in his great power.

:

Spm,

:

intellectual

and

rayer

social

hature

si

Seriousness

Ansioss
spread

settles

Inquiry

amon

on

a

ny earnest

€

people.

he ear Ie

ir

uvery

eye

lf

of woman, and her adaptation to religious | yake, every heart alive to the engrossing inwork and worship,
indicate

as

clearly | terest.

The very

the design of Heaven respecting this sub- | with Divinity.

atmosphere

seems

charged

Eternity is*near; and spiritual

ject as the construction of the lungs or | things, before shadowy and distant, are real,
eyes shows the Creater’s
design respecting

and near, and urgent.

wherever any particular class of faculties
or feelings ean be effectually employed,
the love and law of God requires their
;
employment.
9. The constitution of the Christian

church

discarded

personal

whole would,

declared that

A state of things

like

Tis is more Poten t than 5 thousand arguments
to prove the Divine existence.
is a
God! Atsuch a time there is noThere
one but
knows it and feels it; and the whole ground
of popular doubt is shaken, if not removed,

——=8Some

have

supposed

that

freedom

of the

* whether

colored

race.

three per cent.

The census-bulletins

With a proportional

This

“body

of Christ” is | in 1900.

ered an advertisement of depravity.

No

Christian woman could boast of her
y
:

ty and then do that which would

puri:

deceive

——The

i

world where's

Harper’s Ferry.

.
——At least one sentence

printed in capitals.

ifnot true that the staple material of some

Congregations should be pointed fur
often

less
to the sinking star of memory than
to the rising star of hope.

=

public speaking.in Corinth was

probably | Ohio.

tracts; on moral

asking | one

of questions in such a way

fo les 1

personal public

T

quial style of primitive

Tessived
and

They are

‘ous of a series

religious

subjects,

of

pub-

for gratituous distribution,

and will be sent free

It would seem to forbid the

disputations.

We bate

Female | jigheq'by the Rev. 8. H. Barrett, of Rutland,

thus construed.

2.

been

It was the question: ¢ Is

sermons is the recital of stories of past success

that

belonged to a degraded class.

in Bro.

;
:
Ricker’s

excellent article last week ought to have

[est”

9

preaching,

COL

0

as

in

desiring

Ys

them

——There is

an

by

Mr.

for

this

Barrett

to

any

purpose.

The

Sea wot written argu-

increasing

-demand

As the rights of individuals

societies

forbid

South for skilled labor,

the

who may and who

and

of | potent factor in the product of civilization is a
“established skillful artisan!

intrusions,

customs and general

rules, may affirm

may

not ‘‘speak

the churches.” Upon this grgund,
least ninety-nine hundredths/

of

in

in at
all the

churghes in Christendom, it would be a
‘‘shame for a woman to speak.” Certain
individuals are appointed for that purpose
and others have no légal, moral Hor

Christian right to ‘‘usurp authority.”

4. But'the language of this passage
and the context, and especially the teach-

ing authority over ' men”

was

evil forbidden.
This
very bad for men, but would.
as
y

y

V

»

the

at
y

great

first
are
ie

be

more

'——We

have received a copy

Street Journal,

an annual

of

the

published

much

with f
The R

pe abl
ful ant
pel, 1!
cares i
have 8
there
his fai

England schools. We

Father Phelon is yet

themselves open to calls to supply churches.
Rev. Bro. Patt is now nearly eighty years of
age and too feeble to be engaged in active service. Rev. A. R. Bradbury, now about seventy, is and ever has been busy preaching the

Word

as occasion

has

called, and

is

withal

a great worker in ‘the temperance cause,
These with Bro. Phelon are all the ministers,
not pastors, connected with the R. I. Association of churches who ure" living in the State.
If there are others who have not dGenominational spirit enough to join some church in the
Association while living within its borders,
must the churches be blamed for not recognijza
mg them?
_-

have no doubt

that even Bro. Burgess

has preached some excellent gospel sermons in
Baptist = or
Congregational
pulpits.
Did
these brethren do wrong to allow him to

do

so

when

there

is

no

doubt

that

they bad
a goodly
number of their own
ministers lying idle? Will the rule not work
both ways?
Asa rule we believe our churches should seek supplies from among their own
clergy; but there are circumstances®in Which
a church sometimes finds itself which, in our

people.

“Dr. Canfield’s
take

place

at the

with

the N
ing tl

debt
by la
Broc!

field
ward
and
will |
War

Clinton church the past season nnder the la.
bors of the Rev’s G. W. Cortiss and A. P

vent

in Ni

Hateh. Twenty have been added to the churey

pron
coun
the ¢
the £
4 cot
The
ate b
snd
char
grea
one
the
but
hinw

and still the work goesen......The Rev,
I.
N. Bates has tendered his resignation to the

2d Clititon church to take effect the 2d Sab
bath in March. Bro. Bates has been their pas
tor for eight years.

He was the means

hands of God of establishing the

in the

church, and

a HE Elves their prayers follow him.
May
the Lord send them a faithful man to £0 in anc
out before them.
%
New

Hampshire.

Monday, Feb. 27, was

the

of the birth of the Rev.

E

78th

Silas

anniversar

Curtis

of Con

cord. Many of his friends called upon him anc

May

=

ways.

prot

Tl
17,
mee
whi

time

They

expect

to

The

S

of Dea.

fami-

members of the
settle

in

Dakotas, |

and

prayers6f the

church

a substantial

of

pillar,

Fortunate is the community that may recelye
them.”
The Rev. W. H. Waldron, now of Hampton

|

"Falls, is still fresh and vigorons, notwithstand-

lug some traces of the threescore years through
which he has passed.
His interest in the
work of the Master holds him ready to work as
opportunity may oceur,
|

ser.

|

The friends of thé Rev. 8. 8. Niekerson of _

time.

that churches, as well as ministers

not connected

:

Feb. 14 for a surprise visit. The value of both
donations is $45, for which the pastor; the
Rev. W. H. Trafton, renders thanks.
There has been a good revival interest in
the

the sympathy

pro-

same

9 30,

The

cessf

field met at the parsonage on a friendl
y visit;
also the young people met on the evenin
g of

which he has long been

of the church, which is liow being extensively

We think

aged |
Th
natio
tion,
are 3

where Dea, J. has gone to explore. He goes
hoping to regain™his health, which is somewhat impaired. The pastor says,“ He has

vices are only postponed that the re-dedication
repaired, may

will ¢

" Maine.
Jan. 4, the church and community of Brown.

church.

pastor

installation

they I
stove

:

ly consists of four, all worthy

church would ask him to become their pastor
request—a

ot

great loss this pring by the removal

Their pastor isa member of

the

|. ;

or

8. W. Joy and family to the West.

the Greenwich St. church, having been exam.
ined by a council of the Free Baptist ministers
of Providence and having received their ap|
proval and joining the church before either the

entertain

al pie

er Gilmanton for a donation of $40; also for
Christmas gifts amounting to more than $20.
The New
Durham church is to sustain a

The Greenwich St. brethren stand

ceeding which reflects honor upon both

ary.

..

The Rev. L. E. Hall and wife wish to express
their thanks to the church and society of Low-

accused of employing a member of an Evangelical Advent church for a permanent supply.

' | or. he would

matter thus farnished.]

useful in many

ble ian, near at hand, belonging to another

frue.

and dc

deal gently with this veteran who has been so

denomination.
The circumstances at Charlestown,R. I., (Carolina Mills) have been such
that we think the people acted wisely in obtaining a few months’ supply from a neighboring Congregational pastor.
They are mow
arranging to settle a pastor, and will probably

That is not

ily -for publication,
réhch this office before Saturda: night and shoulq
in order t,
get into the next issue of the
Star. We, of
bourse, reserve the Tight 33 condense
, and to reject,
when for any reason
it.
seem w

seem not to abate his mental force.

for a season, from a good and accepta-

do so soon.

gathe!

[We invite the sending from all our ‘churches op

iteins for this department

of hews, Th 036 items.
must be accompanied by the address
es of the writ.
ers, not necessar

tl

" The
expre

presented tokens of their regard. We ar
pleased to know that Brother Curtis retain:
much of his physicai vigor and that years

opinion, make it perfectly justifiable to seek a
supply,

side

Ministers and @hareches,

fis

hear him speak when he is able. Revs, D.R.
Whittemore and M. N. Davison are engaged
iri business in Providence and do not consider

Sugar Hill made hima donation visit, Feb.
16, the proceeds of which amounted to. about

them, have some rights in

managing their own affairs, and that the latter | $56. He and his family also received Christmas
are quite as likely to be at fault in dictating to | 8ifts amounting to $25. The religious interest
them without right as the former are to negléct the men who have served them worthily.

in the churc
is good.
h
—
Vermont.

seem

Johnsbury church.

The

young

men

of eur denominstion

to be afraid

of

being

ill-trested

do not

in

Considerable

the

interest

prevails

a
.

at

the

St.

Mrs. Fitzgerald:
hag been

land of Roger Williams, for the announcement | 0!ding meetings for upwardsof a week. Sey-

that a pulpit is about to be vacated—or even a | ¢T have started in the way of
life...... Evanhint that it may be, brings a score of applicagelist Jordan is at Newport Center holding

tions from all parts of thecountry,

We hope

union meetings."

Considerable good

tesene
that brethren will
become thoroughly acdone apparently
Some
quainted with attending circumstances hereaft- | *PParent at W. Derby.
A
er before they make grave charges against
ged ofpueion outer ule
churches or associations in the public prints.
| oyster supper for t
astor,

re

RHODE

ISLAND,

ress

to

give

them aid, the

bus

hee

interest has been
number have deYiemtelven 0 Te
the Rev. A. H.

Millikens, was a pleasant and profitable affair.

tral Institute, and of the efforts now in prog- |

>

of Mt. Vernon
a call to the

The Rev. S. R. Evens has resigned

the pas-

editor says, ‘‘ We | toral eare of the Middlesex church, to take

ef-

have said that the churches want an educated | fect the last Sabbath in
March. Any church
ministry, They. do, They call for it. But | desiring his services cn address him
at Mide
will they continue to provide for it? The pres- | dlesex, Yates Co., N. Y.
Any minister desir-

dissenting clergy

of

Scotland

Park

are,

as a body, hard at work filling the land with
| the discussion of the question of disestablish-

ing the State church.

The laity manifest but

little interest in the matter.

——We are glad to learn that the General
and the Freewill Baptist Associations in Mis.

souri and Arkansas are” gradually

approaching

a union of their forces. We are always glad to
learn of spch tendencies,
v

indeed true.

of the

Will not the answer at the same | COmmittee......Some omens

of good ‘ have

time indicate what is to be the future of the de- | been seen in the Middlesex church. Although
nomination? Will

it not answer other ques- | there has been no special effort, yet ip the ortions?
Are our churches, our denomina- | 9i08ry week-day and Sabbath evening prayertion, to prosper in the future as in | Meetings, several have expressed
concern
the past? Has not the crisis come, when there | for their souls and a determination
to live »
‘must -be a movement all along the line to lift | Christian life. Covenant meetings
have
the crushing burden, so long borne by a heroic | more largely attended and brethren and been
sisfew?

Will not the answer decide whether we

'

ters are earnestly praying for a revival,

as a denomination are to hgve a future worthy [ ~The Warsaw church has gradually improvof the sacrifices of the past, or sink into insig- | © in its spiritual condition. The week
of
nificance
and give

place to others who

are

prayer was observed and

the meetings

were

ready and willing to do God’s work faithfully? | continued four weeks, resulting in a blessing

These are startling questions, I know; but to the church and community. The pastor,
they look us right in the face and we must | the Rev. B. F. Marsden, renders thanks for a

meet them now, and meet them again at the | 90nation, Feb. 23, of $122.50, including $15

in
Judgment at the last day.
Brethren, what | Presents on the Christmas tree. This is in
shall the answer be? May God help us,
addition fo salary, He acknowledges valuable
;
:
D. WATERMAN.
remembrances during the whole year, which
*
have helped and encouraged in building up the

Maine Qentral Institute,

Shall

this School

spiritual interests there.

perish in bankruptcy and

It needs twenty thousand dollars to

pay indebtedness.
The people of Pittsfield in
a business-like and noble way pledge ten
thousand, if friends elsewhere will contribute
an
equal sum, Shall their proposition be
met?
A few years ago the whole
debt was
pledged, but failures in business, and
other

conditions, made

many

pledges

worthless;

hence, now, a large debt with interest

in the" from day to, day.

interests of the Park St. F'. B. church in Proyidence, the Rev. J.
M. Brewster, pastor.
Why shouldn’t the paper look well? Its editor, as the Star can testify, is no novice in ‘the
work of getting out a paper.

——The

of

ceipts should Be at least $200; and
that, go f; :
for the current quarter,
it had amounted to wl 4
about one half of that sum, I
had
that statement, what was needed iy Mind
for our New

Wallace... Benjamin, Phelon,

with us and both our ministers and our laity
are always happy to take him by the hand and

disgrace?
in

modern missions, frequently led to public meeting this demand, in and for the purpose of
part, a School of Care
personal discussions from which true | pentry has been organized in connection
with
Christian womanhood would retire.
Clark University, at Atlanta, Ga. What a
3.

nate |
churel

Sivas hates » hess ent and coming calls for money are going to | Ing'to fill the vacant place can address A.
secure an answer to this question.” This is | Parsons, Rushville, N. Y., chairman

great deal of money, wisely

used, can work incalculable good, even tested
by the simplest maxims of political economy
and cent per cent, the endowment of the Chris.
tian schools for the freedmen is that opportu.
nity.” Let us not forget our great work at

others and lead them to believe

she

Rev. A. D. Mayo, the distinguished

at oe

number

students in the Theological
School

do

increase,

eld &

ment to thy

requirin,
aid, the sum total of the ‘mon
thly column of x

Massachusetts.
What Answer?
The Rev. Geo. 8. Ricker
not support that theory.
Omitting Texas, the
In'the Star
of Feb. 22, in the editorial under | church, ‘Lowell, has received
total number of blacks inthe Southern States, |
the above caption, after speaking especially of | Norwich F. B. church,
N. Y.
in 1870, was 4,242,003 and in 1880, 5,643,801, an
New York.
increase of 1,401,888, or mere than thirty- the wants of Bates, Hillsdale and Maine Cen-

the

male or female, all are one in Christ Jesus.” | they will number more than eleven millions

Gal. 3: 28.

W.

would prove a hindrance to the propagationof

distinctions

and, in opposition te the practices

uneasy and

i

lighted to hear them.

and

——There is no answer to the sneer of
sometimes to lead in assemblies for Bible | christless
men— Whereis thy“God?” like a
classes,
inquiry meetings,
&ec. Why glorious revival. ‘In such a case the Almighty
then forbid it in other meetings of wor- takes this matter in his own hand. He comes

ship which

Mormon monster grows

en reverently by our people in Rhode Island,
and so long as they were able:to preach, the
churches gave them audience and were de-

We

mem-

not be spoken of save in terms of cordial appreciation and praise. The oration is worthy

history in Acts 2: 14 gives not the least
intimation of the silence of women, or of

——The

and others whom

but

time plunged the nation again into the gloom
of those never-to-be-forgotten weeks when at

were sometimes

little of his own deserved sufferings, be- | Christly hand of help, will be found to ing of 1 Tim. 2: 12, shows that ** usurp,
ing filled with the
awful

of

NOTES.

in

the most remarkable ever known ; and its.

tended.

Phillips, G.

or. a

——The last formal service belonging to the
obsequies of the nation’s dead President occurred last week.
The eulogy on James A.
Garfield, pronounced by Mr. Blaine before
both Houses of Congress at Washington, for a

20; Judges 4: 4; 2 Kings 22: 14; Neh.
6;

do any-

What these works
shall be must be left to the providence of
God as explained by .sanctified common
sense.

showing

called to public religious work.

there

herself

no works that can promote the

women

exclusiveness,

shall
to

: benefit the world.

ing considerations.
1. The Jewish Church was a theocracy, its members were soldiers, and of
course the women were not members;
their masculine

race,

believe

thé “church

fous worship, is evident from the follow-

one,

pie

dishonor to

in all times and places, and to all relig-

and yet there were

human

really

thing that is a ** shame”

de-

all its members have equal rights,
pentance toward God, any more than of
HAVERHILL REMEMBERED.
and it is the privilege and duty of each
faith in Christ.” And even Religion
“ Riches take them wings and they
member to perform the work for which it
Do as an eagle fly away.”
seems to have beeh as ignorant of it as
These lines, from a poem by
Dr. is fitted, and to serve the general interests
was Philosophy. Whatever ancient philosophies and pagan religions: may have Holmes just after the great conflagration of the body according to the circumstantaught, they did not teach, as we under- in Boston, came again to mind as we ces and ability granted.
But while the letter of the text referred
stand it, the duty of penitence for past looked upon the smoking ruins of Haversins.
hill. All the occurrences of life, great to cannot be’ universally applicable, its
‘What, now, is the repentance which and small, carry with them their own ap- spirit must not be ignored nor its injuncJesus emphasized in .the words, Except propriate lessons; and no lesson, though tions disregarded.
ye repent, ye shall perish? and’ which it seems so simple and plain, is more fre1. It would certainly forbid the wearPaul speaks of when he says that ¢ the quently, often startlingly, enforced than ing ef apparel, public speaking or any |
goodness of God leadeth to repentance?” that ‘riches have wings and grandeurisa -act.which would by the public be consid-

The Greek word for repentance

who

dently forbids that woman

their use. All the members, gifts and
earth, however, must bea life of continu:
ed penitence and prayer, as well as of experiences of the church are necessary
love and work, is shown in the Scriptares
to 1ts symmetry, growth and success, and |

nd
BR
.

insane asylum

explanation

class, and is not applicable to all

the

himself is better known and more highly esteemed than ever before.
Through the open
world, and was the most important mesdoor of his great eulogy—its masterly delinea{ tions, its profound distinctions, its frankness,
sage ever delivered by human speech.
4. Women evidently participated in its religious feeling, its pathetic eloquence, we
that ten days’ pentecostal prayer-meeting, have caught a glimpse of what is noblest in

the.

age, and circumstance of action, and by

many accidental tendernesses,

requests

Recently, I had published
a state
effect that; owing to an
increased

have a repetition of thy °
same amount for February,
The communication of Bro. Burgess in the
taking out What
was ‘intended for Harper's Ferry:
Star of March 1, asking the above question,
ang
West. Oaly about three weeks of the term the
accuses the churches in the Rhode Island Asre.
sociation of acknowledging the ‘ dead line of main.
To prevent a most discouraging Te.
50 or 60 years of age in the ministry.”
This
duction in the next appropriation,
will not
we believe to be unjust, and therefore call at- | every pastor, church treasurer,
and- collector
tention to the matter.
We do not believe
who has any amount, however small,
in hang )
there is a single instance among us where & send it immediately to the General
Secretary?
The attendance in
minister has been a satisfactory and acceptable
the Theological Scho
ol
the present term is the largest
minister to the churches up to his 50th year
for some gx
and has been thereafter discarded on account
years past.
J. F.
of his age. The names of Martin Cheney,
James McKenzie, M. W. Burlingame, Mowry

are some such tendencies even in America, and that the time may come when
these seven lines of Scripture will be
peeded.
At any rate, this Scripture evi-

and

desire

‘Explanation.

on
at-

Who Shall Supply Free Baptist Pulpits ?

ascendency, then this text will be applicable. - And there are those not yet in the

27; John 2: 40.
:
3. Women first announced the resurrection of Christ, and although to a small
number yet it was for the whole

ing repentance, showing more or less demounstrativeness
, we recognize at once
that
the ‘justness of Jeremy Taylor's words
which are as follows: ‘* The expression
of this sorrow (for sin) differs .according
body,

whose

Matt. 9: 20; 15: 28; Luke
:

two distinct parties of

Laws may be either general or specific.
THat this passage belongs to the latter

Repent-

intoall the utterance

minister,

this

and that the female party must gaih the

SERVICE.

of 1 Cor. 14: 34, 35.

sin

ance amounts to nothing if it begins and
ends in mere grief. It may then be only
a temporary fit of remorse that shall leave
the soul worse than it was before. True
repentance never dwells in’ the ‘mere
forms of sorrow. It arrays itself in a
frank and humble confession before God
and men, and then passes straightway

death,

American

if,as in all the past so in the future, women

+o

so much that the man would choose to die
rather than to act it any more.” So then,
we may add, repentance means utter renunciationof sin as well as sorrow for it.
Indeed, such sorrow must imply such renunciation. - And do not such sorrow and
renunciation imply also an open acknowledgment and confession of sin?

are free from sin and

To the average

shall organize, or *‘ speak in the church”
[assembly] in such a way as"to assume

not forgat them

whose treasures alone are imperishable.

Taylor;

known and inculcated as a duty; but as -and in the lives of such eminent saints as
taught and enforced by the utterances of Paul, Augustine, Luther, Baxter, Wesley
Jesus, repentance is a sublimer and deep- and Jonathan Edwards.
Itis related of
er thing than as taught by the law of Augustine that he had the words of the
Moses and enforced by the prophets of psalmist, ¢¢ The sacrifices of God are a
the Old Covenant. Setting aside
the broken and contrite spirit,” written over
Jews, what we understand by penitential his bed in large letters, that he might
feelings ¢ were unknown among the an- have them before his ‘eyes and meditate
cients, and had no name.” ‘ Philosophy,” upon them often.
it has been said,

deemed

——Ex-Prof. Robertson Smith’s lectures
‘Prophecy in Glasgow have been largely

Denominational.

ward the ‘better country,” where the re-

of

*‘ gentler

be terrible for

that ecclesiastical instruction is unneces-- . anxious.
sary. It should be remembered, however, that but {wo passages in the whole
Bible are found upon the subject,and that

Haverhill—a

that speak the most sdlemn and impressive
admonitions, may induce them to
look more intently that ever before to-

repent-

hates

Let.us

18 82

seems sO utterly absurd and imposSible |

in their sadness and trial. May our Father grant that the vision of sudden death
amid circumstances of tragic: grandeur

ance, while yet it is possible, means deliverance from the sting of remorse.
"Emphatically is repentance a samwow
for our sins. Said one of the most. éloquent religious teachers who ever spoke

the prayer of every soul that has learned
to the temperof the
to revere, to obey, and to trust:
Keep |

mighty; put underneath me thine ever-

met them in joy.

sin; it is this, perhaps, which constitutes

sorrow ; such a sorrow

the tempter
and won
the victory.Let uglearn from this the power there is
in the Word of God to make us strong
and to confound the enemy of our souls,
if only that Word be in out ‘minds and
:
@ipon our lips.

Breton

not the

*‘ He that repents truly is greatly sorrowful for his past sins; not with a superficial sigh or tear, but a pungent, afflictive

was

How beautiful and suggestive is that
simple prayer which, it is said, the

inevitable

the - English

instance ;

be

the

the fires of hell to

There is no

are

women.

have long and well borne the heat and
burden of the day. With others, they are
now walking amid shadows.
We have

has not yet reached the sweet and comforting fields of repentance who stands
wringing his hands in the iron gateway of
remorse. Let him pass on, returning
with the prodigal son to his father's
house. Remorse is the most terrible of

return

Whether stamps will be needed can

repentance

sex,” it- would in the end

band of sincere and earnest laborers, who

same.
It may be necessary to experience
remorse before repentance, but a person

of

their paper and not roll it preparatory to mailing. They must send full name and address, not

necessarily for

tions-we have a church in

Of true repentance, but if proud and gloomy
_It is a poison-tree that, pierced to the inmost,
. Weeps only tears of poison.”

MARCH
8,

muscular and savage than the

‘Bréthren-and friends of our deénomina-

‘‘ Remorse is as the heart m whieh it grows,
If that be gentle, it drops balmy dews

EE
£5 All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
addressedto the Publisher,
Dover, N. H. Con-

tributors wiil please

STAR,

ance must not be confounded with re- do
not, like Adam and “Eve hiding
morse. The distinction comes out'in the. themselves in the garden,
shun the glofollowing lines of Coleridge :
rious advent.
;

Forming Star.

WEDNESDAY,

MORNING

Bonds are coming

gaining

due, but

the treasury is without money.
Dollars or
bankruptey must soon come.
Which?
The School, 1f out of debt, will soon receive
,

as endowment, ten thousand dollars from the
State; if not out of debt, it will not receive &
cent.
If our good God
ity, shall we not

has given us financial abilmow use it? The school

should be saved at once. The only way «to
save it is to pay the debt promptly. We must
decide on life or death at once. A few pledges
of ohe hundred dollars each have already been
made, but the future must be full of such pledges
if the Institute is to survive. Hak the denomi-.
nation ability to maintain its schools?
KINGSBURY

BACHELDER,

.

The outlook of the Elmira

eburch is quite

encouraging, Thirteen have recently united
with the church, 10 hy haptism; others will
unite at the next covenant-meeting. The pastor,

the Rev. J.

8. Harrington,

and

wife extend

thanks for a donation of $70, Feb:28, which
with amounts previously received make the
gifts since his settlement over $110..The Rev.
A. I, Houghtaling
at Pine Valley.

The Rev. T. A.

expects

to

hold

meetings

:

Stevens=wishes to express

thanks for a donation at the church at E. Penfield recently, amounting to $80.

The Cowlesville church had a beautiful
union Christmas arch, richly laden, and appropriate exercises. The pastor, the Rev. L.
E. Bates, and family were very liberally re
membered Feb. 1. There was the largest gath-

ering held in several years, at the residence of
Miss Julia Bargent, for their annual

donation.

This, with Christmas gifts, amounted to $105,

and no part of the salary. For this the pastor
and his family render thanks. Mrs. A. S.D.
Bates writes: “Oh, how we long to seeCowlesville converted to Christ!" There is increasing
interest and we wait in hope.
Monthly col-

lections for missions are taken in the Cowles-

ville and

Marilla

churches,
¢ pr

The

pastor

has

y

—

77
pee
——
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alter-

every

peld gospel temperance meetings
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the hearty interest in the work
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. Central
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* Feb.
The Rev. Simeon J. Weed writes:
17, we closed a very interesting series of
meetings with the Jenuer F. B. church in
which the church was greatly revived, sever-

We rejoice at what has been accomplished,
It
but we feel that there is more to be done,
is the Lord's work, ' Pray for us that he may
continue to work among us.
+?
West Virginia,
:
The F. B. church at Charlestown is enjoy-

From the Rev. W. A. Headrick: “The work
* in the South is nearly dome for this winter.
Tbe Union Asso. has had several revivals
within the writer's knowledge and probably
writer

The

others.

several

.. has witnessed 24 conversions and has been incould

number

The

formed of several others,

safely be put at 60. 1n the other denominations

United

The

larger.

ibe total has been much

terrible death—at least so all the doctors told

me—

Philadelphia, and get CANNABIS INDICA,
AE
finely and fully cured me.”

which

plate buijing'a house this season. The Hawk_ins Co. and Liberty Q. M's, which concludto opposition,

owing

awhile

will probably resume their regular exercises.
Two of the ministers of this “Asser have removed into N. C. We have had a very warm,

consequence,

wet winter with no snow ef any
.

and no ice more than an inch thick.”
Ohio.
2
| A good degree of interest is manifested at
Feb. 11 one was baptized by
/ Rio Grande.

churches......R.

Malaby,

F.

Y.

resented

the

Grande

College

The pastor, the
six happy con-

inagood revival Feb. 19.
Rev. R. M. Cloud, baptized
verts, and

letter, and

by

received

two were

resulted

Campaign

Toledo-.. dhe meeting at

at

three stand as candidates for baptism......
Bro..C. expects to hold a series of meetings
with Union Grove church after a rest of two

or three days.

i

The. Rev. I. Seitz writes from Tiffin: “ We

series of meetings which
The Lord was most gra-

have just closed a
we held at Morral.

in our

ciously present, and revived his work

midst.

Accessions to the church, twelve.”
Michigan.

The Rev. E. O. Dickenson and wife acknowledge a donation (Feb. 1) of $75 and pres-

ents besides, from the church and society of
Wixon, for which they tender sincere thanks,
. Wisconsin.
:
The Waupun church is encouraged and

‘ church

Feb.

held with the

the Q. M.

During

hopeful.

3—5, eleven

the

Christ,

sought

meetings were continued ten days, the Rev. J.

J. Hull assisting

Walrath, a
eleven more
tians. The
others were

pastor,

the

J.

Rev.

the

H.

part of the time, duriog which
made a decision to become Chris
interest continued to increase and
being wrought upon by the Holy

Spirit, when the meetings were

closed by un-

has re-

Much good

avoidable circumstances.

sulted in the church and community,

and it is

hoped the meetings may be resumed. Several
have already united with the church and oth-

ers will soon, The result of the meetings in
additions to the church can not yet be estima-

to carry

Kansas.

The Rev. E. E. Harvey, has

on

just

series of meetings (which lasted over two
weeks) at the mouth of Buffalo Creek, which
resulted in

much

good.

were made

Saints

to rejoice and siffners were converted and the

prospects for the organization of a church ina
short time is good, Already the petition has

been gent into the Q. M. for a council and, 8s &

portion of them are old members of ¥. B.
«. church of Cass. Co., Mich., a substantial organization is expegted. The prayers of God’s

children are solicited, Bro.Harvey’s (not I.
A. Harvey

ag the Register makes it) address

1s Talmage, Kan. Correspondents will bear
' in mind the true name.
A tea meeting

was

recently
church

given
and

plemented by a lecture by the Rév.
of Lyndon,

Vt., in the church at

was

|

E. Owen

Mocs

River,

to whom
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The next session of the Wis. Y. M. Ministers’
Institute will be held at the place of holding the
next Y. M., commencing Wednesday, June 21, at
10, A. M.
The following is the ro
amme :

15, by the Rev. Jesse Braford, Mr. Herbert Johnson and Miss Lucinda White, both of Cannon.

Scriptures, J. P, Hewes; Formalism, M.

Feb 25, by the Rev. G. W.

Prayer, J.

Parkyn;

Repentance, J. R. Pope; Depravity,

G.

Knights—Smart.—At

Pelt;

B. F. McKin-

Knights

ney; Sanctification, B.
L. Prescott; Sabbath
desecration, J. M. Kayser; The intermediate state,
FMW

ashburn

Duty of ministers in relation

G. H. Hubbard;

R. Cooley;

Original

Bible standard

nevolence and how
to bring

the

gin, J.

church

A. Prime of

Quarterly

Advertisers.
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churches

in the Rhode
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Island Association of F. B. churches by L. W. |
Anthony as treasurer from March 1, 1881,t0 March

,

| 1, 1882,
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yet, if aught can soften

"Tis home's RE

grief,

influence; if there be

Relief from sorrow, that relief
Springs from domestic sympathy.

:

:

—John Bowring.

Poor little Eugene, he was now: seven

While blood-drops start

My will was one with God’s dear will;
And that it would be sweet to say,

:

Hale

My happy state should smile upon,
¢ Thy will, my God, be done!”

But I was weak and wrong—
Both weak of soul and wrong of heart ;
And pride alone in me was strong,

With cupning art

:

To cheat me in the golden sun,

To say, * God's will be done!”
O shadow, drear and cold,
.
That frights me out of foolish pride,

O flood, that through-my bosem rolled
Its billowy tide—

:

I said, till ye your power made

known,

" ¢ God's will, not mine be done!”
Now faint and sore afraid,
Under my cross, heavy and rude,
My idols in the ashes laid,
"The hely words my pale lips shun—
“ 0 GodsThy will be done!”
Pity my woes, O God!
Sh
And touch my will with Thy warm breath;
Pat in my trembling hand Thy rod,
That quickens death;
‘
That my. dead faith may feel Thy sun, — -.
And say, “ Thy will be done!”

— Selected.

EUGENE McDONALD.
BY

MRS.

V. G. RAMSEY.
mm.

”

There is a tenement house standing on
an alley in the city of Philadelphia. The

outside of this house is forlorn and dilapidated. The alley is dirty and offensive; but if you go in, you will be glad
to get back into the alley, and. you will
‘understand why so many poor, hungry,
half-naked children are playing out of
doers. That house is full, not of the vir-

to'live in the streets pretty much as he
pleased, and having soon learned to
keep beyond her reach when she was
drunk, he had not suffered greatly from
her hands. He ran in the streets”with
the other little neglected

ones,

and

had

found some compensation for neglect in
the liberty he enjoyed. He got all the
| pleasure he could-—and perhaps that is
more than we estimate it—from the sight

of beautiful things that he could never
hope to possess. He made a daily tour
of inspection up and down Chestnut
street, and he knew more of the stock in
the great stores then did the children of

the wealthy

owners.

There

were

the

toy-shops before whose windows he lingered, marking the daily changes and
exulting in every new wonder they revealed to him. There were pictures and

statues that he visited with a loving eagerness, and as they stood in their places

month after month, he came to regard
them as there for his especial . pleasure.
Drunkenness, gambling, debauchery, sin There were windows full of flashing
in every form is there with its attendant gems and burnished silver and gold.
He knew when a beautiful necklace disaptrain, want and woe, sickness, death and
peared from the show case, and thought
despair.
One morning ‘in the summer of 1876— lovingly ofit in the hands of some fair
we all remember the centennial year— girl, such as he saw daily flitting in and
There were. shows of
a boy might have been seen coming out out the doors.
ot this house and hurrying toward the beautiful garments and costly ‘goods, and
he could forget his rags and dirt, and
street.
;
imagine
himself arrayed in silk and vel““ Hollo; Gin,” cried” a ragged little
gamin, who was leaning against a lamp- vet. When he was hungry, he crept
~post. ‘ Stop, I say, and take a hand in through the markets inhaling the odors
of fruits he might not taste, or lingered
a game of Jack straws.”
:
¢¢Can’t stop,” replied Gin, quickening at the doors of restaurants to catch the
his stép as if to escape the shouts and fragrance of steaks and coffee. There is
now and then a child—and little Eugene
Jjeers that followed him.
He came out on one of the narrow was such a one—whose nature is so pure
streets that divide the great squares, and, and strong, that in the midst of a corruptgliding down'the. dirty steps, entered a ed atmosphere, he absorbs only the elements of purity and strength. He takes
‘little basement shop, where he bought
health
and beauty from surroundings
- five cents worth of “tobacco. He came
others gather corruption
and
out and, stuffing the small parcel into his where
death.
:
pocket, started off on a run,
mutterAs I said, the meney that Mary Flaniing, *¢ Granny may wait a little. I will,
gan
had stolen from the dying father and
see what they are doing on Chestnut—if

tous and decent poor, but of the lowest
and vilest people in that great city.

she kills me I will—I

does.”

He was

when he

dinna

crossing

stopped

so

care

if she

Walnut

Street

suddenly

that he

nearly fell. There was something bright
between the stones. He seized and examined it eagerly. 1t was a new halfdollar. He'looked around. No one had
observed him.

The money was his, for it

would be vain to seek for the owner of a
half-dollar in a great city, He stood a
moment clutching his treasure as, if he
feared

it

would

escape

from

a subdued look of trying to be decent.

He examined

his.ragged jacket and his

Book Table.
Books are chiefly useful as they

THE ENEMY THAT OPPRESSES TUS,
This enemy oppresses us intellectually
and educationally. Strong drink acts
upon the brain, and so attacks the very

seat of reason.
most

Of all enemies

Numa
ROUMESTAN.
By
- Translated from the
1582.

his

hand,

then he turned and ran back towards his
home.
:
Let me tell you about little Gin. It is
not a pretty name ; his true name is Eugene McDonald, and we will call him
by that. This child, whom I have intro-

mother was soon

wasted,

and

then

she

determined to make what she could out
of their poor child. She forced him to
carry a basket, and to gather bones and
rags from the gutters, and to beg of those
whe passed him. This was a cruel humiliation, and the misery of his condition

began to crush him. If he did not bring
home money he was cursed and whipped,
and if he did it was little better. This
child, who still remembered his home
among the mountains and the tender love
of father and mother, felt this life intolerable.
- The morning of which I have told you,

gate holding out his bright half dollar to

all forms. of insanity, dipsomania and
delirium tremens, delusions, lunacy, idio-

the keeper. The man's eyes rested on
him for a moment and he said sternly,

mind is the glory of the man, and -the
soul is the glory of the mind. The moral
faculties of man are those which distinguish him most surely from all other
things about him, and even from the brute
creation. His power of recognizing right |
from

wrong,

his

conscience,

his

moral

towards the fair ground, stopped suddenly. affection, these make him the being he is,
“ Ah, now! What hae we here?” said a and constitute kim the child of the Eterkind voice, as the man bent over the poor nal. But what does strong drink do for
us merally and religiously ? Fitst of all
bings, might-bave been mistaken for a |i t generates a new vice. Are we not
enough disposed to evil naturally ? Tenlittle heap of dirty rags.
He raised his head, and with heavy de- dencies to evil exist in every human heart,
spairing eyes, looked into the strange and we do not want anything added to
faces that were regarding him. ¢ Puir them. Surely it is a master stroke.of the
laddie,” said the lady, * dinna grat so! devil to create among men a new vice,
and that is done by stropg drink. But
Tell us what ails thee.”
A flush rose to his pale tear-stained face, for it we could not have the vice of drunkas he sprung to his feet, and stood before -enness, that peculiar and subtle malady
them.
‘They would na let me in!” he of the nervous system due tothe influence
cried extending his hand towards the of narcotics, and among our people chiefly
gate.
‘They would na let me
in, due to the influence of alcohol. In
child, who,

but

for

his

convulsive

sob-

though here's the chink—an' its na stolen

the next place, this same particular agent

“Scotch, by my soul !” said thé man.

aggravates and intensities every other
kind of evil except, perhaps, covetousness. It adds fresh fuel—and, indeed,

as he said.”
““ Ay,

:

;

Scotch” echoed

the lady. - “See

the bonnie blue een, an’ the gowden
curls, sae like our litle Robbie's whom

fire—to every animal

passion

and

every.

disposition to vice and crime; and this is
done to so great an extent that of all our
we shall see nae more.”
¢¢ An’ they would na’ let thee in 2.Said social evils the larger part is traceable to
the man. ‘‘ They did na’ think thee
Weel this very source. Intemperance is still

dressed my puir laddie.

But

come

with

fearfully common ; and its effect in the

Tue Voick or THE Home: or, How Roy
went West, and how he came Home again.
By Mrs. 8, M. I. Henry. With an Intro-

to a very

*

*

large

*

*

binding, the book is faultless.

their steps towards a ready-made clothing
duction by Miss Frances E. WiHard.
pp.
store.
They were not long within, and | - This, then, is the enemy that oppresses
:
:
405. New York: National Temperance Sowhen they came out they led a well dress- us; and I challenge any one to point me
ciety & Publishing House, 58 Reade St.
Price $1.25, paper covers, 50 cents.
ed boy with sparkling eyes and glowing out another enemy like it. Where is
The large number of publications sent forth
cheeks, that Mary Flanigan would hardly there an enemy that ever was comparable to this? I know of nothing re- by the National Temperance Society attests
have recognized as her little slave.
both the widespread and deep interest in the
They were admitted to the fair, and corded in history equal to the ravages temperance question and
the general excel
wandered all day among is’ wonders. continuously inflictéd by strong drink, lence of the works thus given to the public.
Mr. and Mrs. Cathroust found their and to the oppressiun constantly exercised We can ‘utter no stronger wordof personal
pleasure redoubled by the unbounded de- by it. . Exeepting the horrid but tempora- testimony as to the merits of the book before
light of the boy, which glowed in his face, ry deeds of Attila and Genghis Khan, the us than to say that its vivid pages so beguiled
us in forgetfulness of our pressing duties
and sometimes found expression in a mix- world might be searched in vain for reture of Scotch and Irish

slang

that

was

very queer, and amusing.
, When they had grown weary walking
through the great buildings, they sat
down to restin a quiet place, and drew
from the child the story of his short life.

When he told of throwing away the bas-

had

Es)

sults

comparable

in

vileness to those

which this enemy is unceasingly producing in our very midst.— From a sermon
by the Rev. Dawson Burns,
don.

M.

EEES
A
EL

cd

A.,

Lon-

>t»g

THE RAVAGES OF RUM.
For nearly two weeks in the daily
prayer-meetings there was presented as a
subject for prayer the case of a young
1 awyer, the only son of a pious mother,
who had from his birth prayed for his conversion. A young man of ability and
standing, but the victim of the intoxiosh
ing cup. Alas, the demon of drink, like
death, of which it is the type and the pre-

cursor, loves a shining mark.
the leader of the meeting,

One day

in reiterating

the request, remarked that the young
lawyer was not the only marked and distinguished victim of intemperance. Within a few days, he said,

a mun

who

had

been a minister of the gospel,

and

who

had preaghed deliverance from sin to cap."

tives, had been Seen drunk in our streets
and had to be helped to his lodgings.

that we read it through.
It is one
temperance stories we have ever
author, Mrs. Henry, is a prominent
the National W. C. T. U., and

several works of decided merit.

skill in
she
the

freshness of novelty; and her power to win
the mind and touch the heart unto the finer

as it did in such a cohmection, it made a

of Christ from the sfered pulpit and casts

them into the gutter? Can respectable
and good men plead for the privilege of
moderate drinking when it leads to such
results? Can Christian people be silent
and inactive, when this. pestilence that
walketh in darkness and this destruction

that wasteth at noonday is doing its fear-

ful work on every
men, business men,

side?
Professional
fair women, - little

‘thildren, are all alike falling a prey to
the ravages’of rum. Why are there not
more references to it in

the pulpit, more

prayers offered in public and in private,

more efforts not only to reclaim the fallen
but to secure and preserve those who

have not as yet fatien®

It is not the only

social’ evil that carses society, but it is the
most gigantic and fearful.— I# atek Tower.

n

A.

Me.

pared

of the Congregational church “thirdly,

Spalding’s

with

pressed in

address

was

painstaking
a style well

evidently

pre.

research,
and is ex-calculated to

make it

interesting even to minds not given to histon
ical studies.

Among

the

supplementary ag.

dresses, that of Dr. Quint 1s especially full of
quaint reminiscence and racy recital, The Appendix contains papers and documents valgg.
ble for reference. The whole psmphlet is 6x0.

inches in size and has over eighty pages. Price
25 cents per copy. For sale by E. J. Lane
:
& Co., Dover, N. H.

Anniversary of the New Hampshire Alpha

of the Phi Beta

Kappa

Societyat Dartmouth.

College, June'29, 1831. A
three pages containing an
Charles H. Bell, and
Boyie O'Reilly, LL.D.

pamphlet of thirtyoration by Governor
a poem by
John
Published by the

Society.

The Eclectic’ for March contains
much
matter the perusal of which, for the lucky in-

dividual who has both the magazine and a few
hours of leisure, will

make

a refreshing

oasis

in the midst of the desert of his daily cares.
A discussion of Vivisection by R.H. Hutton
heads the list of contents, New York: E.R.
Pelton,25 Bond

-

St.

The Granite Monthly merits a share of the

pride with which the stirring people of New
Hampshire regard their granite hills,
It is an
excellently conducted magazine
devoted to
State interests,

The March number has for its

frontispiece a clear and strong portrait of ‘the
Hon. Benning M. Bean. J. N. McClintock,

Cencord.

—

Gregory’s

annual

illustrated

Retail

Cata-

logue of warranted seeds, vegetable, flower
and grain. Copies sent free to all. James J. H.
Gregory; Marbleliead, Mass.
RE.

Fifth anoual Catalogue of North American
Perennial Plants; Orchids, Shrubs, Climbers,
Alpine, Aquatic, and bog plants; rare ferns,
etc. Edward Gillett, Southwick, Mass.
+¢ Oe
LITERARY

—

JOTTINGS.

. .

Alexander H.
Stephens has completed a
history of the United States.
The Appletons are preparing a fine library edition of
Bryant in six octavo volumes, with a biography
and extraets from correspondence, the whole
under the editorship of Parke Godwin.
The Hon. 8. 8. Cox is about to publish,through
G. P. Putoam’s Sons, “From Po to Pyramid by
Way of Palestine,” ——Charles Scribner’s Sons
have published a second edition of Dr. Wool

sey’s * Divorce and Divorce Legislation,”—
On the recent anniversary of the birthday of
Washington, James R. Osgood & Co. published
a magnificent

large

quarto

book,

containing

reproductions of the sixty most famous portraits and statues of George Washington, with

poses a form of peril to which, strangely
enough, the eyes of the fathers and mothers of
our land are not yet sufficiently open—namely,

biographical

use of wines, even * home-made ”

the common

wines, as beverages in the household.
The introduction by Miss Willard enhances
the interest and yalue of the book. She says,
‘“ As the Home speaks, 80 is the Boy—this is
tbe key-note of the present volume; and our
unions cannot engage in better work than to
introduce it through Sunday-schools and ‘Loan

Libraries’to the sitting-room

men would do well to read the book.

Some of

the developments of the story seem to the
reader to he cruelly unnecessary ; but who can

deny that they are true

to actual

image

There

are thousands

of

rum-cursed land,

life?

What

Roy Masons

in

this

—

Rip VAN WINKLE, AND OTHER SKETCHES.
By Washington Irving.
pp. 240.
New
York: The Useful Knowledge’ Publis
hing
Co. Price, 20 cents: by mail, 25 cents.
This is the second volume published by
this

ew

company.

It comprises

nearly

the

most

inter-

esting and famous articles usually foclude
d in
the ‘* Sketch Book” of Mr. Irving. These
are
all pieces with which the student of

literature

3800 broad

pages

of

descriptive

anecdotal

matter.

The

and
work

was prepared by Miss E. B, Johnston (of
Washington City), who has had exceptional
opportunities of getting hitherto unpublished

facts from the old families
Virginia.

of Maryland

“ Mrs. Mayburn’s

is in press and will be published

by T. B. Peterson

&

Brothers,

Mr.

the brim with fun,

Tennyson's

by

Babies,”

in a few days
Philadelphia.

It is announced to be a charming bit of

filled to

and

Twins,”

John Habberton, author of * Helen's

tables of wine

and cider-drinking Christians,” We think 80,
too; and we doubt not that wine-loving clergy-

-

five cents.

issues of life,~ure strikingly shown in this,
her latest book.
It illustrates the great influence of the home for good or for evil, and ex-

work,

frolic and reality.

new

poem,

* The

Charge of the Heavy Brigade,” appears in the
March Macmillaw's.
Mr. Whittier is in
feeble health and his deafness has increased
lately very much.

His present residence is no

longer the old family mansion at Amesbury,
but a large, old-fashioned white house, surrounded by trees, at

Danvers.

The

work

upon which Professor Huxley is now engaged
is expected to prove the greatest of his life.
It deals with Bishep Berkeley and his contri

butions to mental and medical science.

=I

is reported that a diary left by Lord Beacons:
field will soon be published.——A memoir
of Dr. E. H. Chapin is being written by Rev.

Sumner

Ellis,~——The American

=

portion of

the Old Testament Committee on Revision
has finished & first revision with the exception
of Eccelesiastes and the Semg ef~-Selomon.

The second revision

will take the whole ef

1882, and the work will be finished and pub-

lished

in 1888,~¢ Through Siberia,” 18
should become familiar, They are full of
the
masterly description and inimifable humor the title of a work of great impertance, s00n
|
and wit of their illustrious author. No dull to be published by Houghton, Miflin & Co.
It has already

reading here, and, at the same time,
nothing
to tint the imagination and corrupt the
morals, We rejoice over the work which
is being

done by the Useful Knowledge Publishing
Company. They issue books which every one
would be the wiser and better for having, and
in a style of press work and birding that 18 no
less pleasing than are the marvelously low
prices that are asked.

The Company

announce

a8 in press, uniform with Rip Van Winkle,

Green’s Larger. History of the English People,
in 6 volumes, $1.50, Carlyle’s French Revolu-

h
’

TARA

Her

simple narrative; the invention by which
| is enabled to invest an oft-told story with

2
a

of the best
read.
The
member of
has written

This was no unheard of thing, for many’ demon of glorious young manhood will the
of drink not convert, within a few
such cases are on regord ; but coming up short months, into a heart-sickening wreck?
deep impression. Can ministers of the
gospel be silent, when this destroyer of
human happiness takes the ambassadors

William

“ The

dation. of womanhood—is,

extent, due to this enemy.

Rev.

izations. Prepared by Miss Julia Colman. An
octavo pamphlet of forty-eight puges. Printed
3
for the W. N. C. T. U. by the National Tem:
The frontispiece is a fine portrait of the poet.
perance -Society, 58 Reade St., N. Y. Price
We next have a picture of Longfellow’s home

Blacksmith,” ¢ The Phantom Ship,”
Ropewalk,” and ¢* Maidenhood.”

seizing the child's

turned

ang *

In the

in. Cambridge.
Besides these ure seven other
beautiful illustrations, In paper, type and

they

Church

The Bates Student for February contains its
study of literature later, the plan can well be
first installment of ** Alumni History.” A comreversed.
pact, clear, and, as it seems to us, just state.
This volume is fitted not only for school use,
ment of ‘he “ Methods of Instraction in
it is also adapted for home reading.
For the
Physical Science,” by E. J. Goodwin,
Master
child, the ** American
Classics ” are a fitting
of the Portsmouth, N. H., High School} adds
complement to the family paper or magazine. | much to the value of this
number. Members
The latter gives general information and scope
of the alumni of the college, who are gaining _
of view, the former cultivatés harmony, experience and eminence in their
various prorhythm and beauty.
ro
fessions, should be heard from more frequently
Following a sketch of the life of the poet
by way of timely articles in the columus of the
come twenty-eight selections all of which the
Student,
we
common judgment has decided worthy to live,
——
if indeed anything can die that Longfellow
An
Annual
Course
of Readings on Beer,
writes. As specimens of the selections we mentar J.ocal Unions or other Temperance ' Organtion, ‘‘ The Children's Hour,” * The Vilage

but for strong drink! So it ig with Tegard to other vices. That hideous cancer
—the prostitution of our land, the degra-

hands,

arly
Dr.

selections can be

Chaucer.

With reminiscences

Marcellus Bufford and

. This volume is one of a series prepared for
young pupils who have learned to read with
some ease, but are not prepared to study

and

North

Ginley, With an Appendix. This Pamphlet
is a valuable contribution to the religious his
tory of the State of New Hampshire, particy..

AMERICAN CLASSICS FOR SCHOOLS.
Longfellow.
Boston: Houghton, Mifflin & Co.
Riverside Press, Cambridge.
1882. pp. 96.
price 60 cents. For sale
by E. J. Lane &

production of pauperism is such that out
one

Dover,N. H.

- most damaging misrepresentation, he has played the part of a libeller and corrupter of morals. In any case, the atmosphere of this book
is not, we feel it our duty fo say, the proper
atmosphere in which to gather fresh inspiration
for a life of purity, of truthfulness and of peace.
It is said that the first edition
of
fortyfive
thousand copies
sold
within
a few
days.
;

Spenser

at the

marks by Edward Rebie, D. D., Alonzo H.
Quint, D. Di, Rev. Josiah H. Stearns, Rey,
Thomas V. Haines, Rev. Israel T. Otis, Judge

the most of its immense popularity to the
alleged resemblance of its hero to M. Gambetta.
If this statesman is the superficial pretender,
the cloquent charlatan, and the unprincipled
deceivér,—having * one kind of morals for
Chambery and another for the Rue de Londres,” here depicted, he ought to go down, he
ought never to rise again; if, however, the
picture is untrue, so far as M. Daudet has

Turning to the lady, ** Guid “Wife,

of four paupers we should have only

sociation of ministers,

certain kind of wit; but it undoubtedly owes

These

:

Portsmouth, N. H., Oct. 26. 1881. By Geo! :
B. Spalding, pastor of the First Church

tion and a glowing fancy; nor is it devoid of a

easily understood by children, but are not
about children.
It is as if the judicious teacher should take Longfellow’s poetical writings,
and select those poems which he wishes his
pupils to read, re-read and commit to memory.
The plan-is:4-good one. In the study of authors
it is best to begin with what is easy to come
prebend and work
back
towards
Milton,

ang
card
pyj,
Ney

PAMPHLETS AND MAGAZINES.

very highly colored, of the dashing and brilliant leader of the last French Cabinet.
The book is the product of a daring inven-

Shakespeare,

‘ model octavo,” for the Amz.

Historical Discourse delivered on the ong
hundredth anniversary of the Piscataqua Ag.

poleon and other eminent characters in recent
French history. ‘ Numa Roumestan ” is said
to be a photograph, faithful in some particulars
—sufficiently so to make it recognizable—unfaithful, we hope and must believe, in others,

such.

issueq all

ork.

Third Republic,
and “ The Nabob,” in which
are limned in skillful portraiture the third Na-

as

samp

in one volume,

Price $1.00.

literature

Deg.

ingly low price of $1.25, Spegimen pages
catalogue will be sent on recéiptof posta
by the publishers, the Useful Knowledge
Jishive Company, 162 William Street,

Alphonse Daudet.
French by Virginia

we will give this little one a day he'll
ne'er forget, for the sake of him that's
gone.”
;
‘“ Ay, that we will,” she replied, and,

me.”

ket, Mr. Cathroust said, laughingly,
sent him to buy tobacco with the charge “ Weel, weel! ye just as guid as burned
to be back quick, or she would ‘¢ bate ye'r ship behind ye. There’s nae retreat,
: my little mon—an’ what do ye mind to
duced to you, was born in the Highlands the life out of him.”
The longing for a free run was too do?”
of Scotland. His father inherited from
strong
for his fears of that threat, and |- Little Eugene looked up with his honest
his ancestors a little cottage on a bleak
he
had
started off, but the finding of that blue eyes, and said simply, “I dinna
hill-side, where he kept a few sheep, and
:
with much hard labor raised some oats half dollar changed his plan. He ran ken.”
Mrs.
Cathroust,
who bad been wiping.
and barley, and a few hardy vegetables. back to his miserable home, gave granny
her eyes, threw her arms around the child,
the
tobacco,
and
while
she
filled
her
pipe,
Little Eugene had been very happy in this
home.” In summer he played among the he took his basket and went out, hearing and said earnestly *¢ Robert, dear, I'm
heather whose purple bloom beautified her parting charge, to bring her home a sure the guid Lord sent us here the day,
the mountain sides. In winter he made half dollar or never to let her see ‘‘the an’ He kens what we ought to do. Shall
we go back to our childless home, an’
.
companions of the dogs and lambs, which loike of his face again.”
found shelter under the same roof with
The little hero of my story was ot honest leave this laddie in the street?”
*¢ Nae, wife, we can na do it,” replied
the family, and were as familiar as if Scotch blood. He was not made to be a
they belonged to the same species.
thief or a beggar. For days he had been the husband, * Here's a duty, it may be
a blessing thrust into our hands. We
As years went by, and the poor little considering his condition, and he had dewill
na say Him nae who sends it.”
farm on the hill-side grew poorer, and cided that it could not be worse. He had
If you were to visit a certain fine farm
resolved
that
he
must,
in
some’
way,
cut
the scanty harvest scantier, the father
in Alleghany County, Pa., you would find
and mother became discontented.
They himself free from the miserable old woma
handsome robust boy, who is growing
heard of the fruitful fields and bountiful an who was making a slave of him.. He
up, the pride and delight of his fosterhad
not
seen
how
it
was
to
be
done,
but
harvests of the new world, and they
parents, who often say to each other,
longed to go where they could leave to the finding of that half dollar had deter*“The guid Lord be thankit!
He has
their ehild a better inheritance than had mined him to ‘strike for liberty. When
gi'en
us
a
son
to
fill
the
place
of
him
He
fallen to them.
After much anxious he had proceeded a few steps his heart
takit away. If the puir father an’ moth-'
thought, they turned what they possessed grew pitiful and tender towards the
into money, and embarked on an ocean wretched old woman whom he was leav- er who sleep in the stranger's grave
steamship for America.
The passage ing forever. He remembered that some- could but see how guid and happy . he is,
was unusually long and uncomfortable. times she had spoken kindly to him—that surely they would be glad in heaven.”
The steerage passengers suffered greatly, she was poor and old, and might die of
If T could Le heard to-day by the peofor fever broke out among them. Me- want, He turned and went back into
Donald and his wife were not ill on the the room, half hoping for some tender | ple of the land] by-thg patriotic young
ship, but when they landed in New York word or look that would decide him not men of this country, full of life, vigor and,
ey took with them the germs of the fa- to leave her. He stood before her with hope, I would say that it is among the
3 disease. They had time only to find: quivering lips and eyes thatimplored her highest and the greatest duties which the
lodging in an emigrant boarding
. house, for a kind word, but, with a fierce gesture country, God, and the lovesof humanity
when the fever seized them. The keep- and an imprecation that made him trem- impose, to work for .the cause of total-aber of the house satisfied himself that ble, she bade him begone and not stand stinence.— Henry Wilson.
O00
their baggage would compensate him if idling away his time.
they died, so they were not sent to the
He went out and when he had reached | He who loves to rgad and knows how"
hospital. An old.drish woman, named the end of the alley, he threw his basket to reflect, has laid by a perpetual
feast
| Mary Flanigan, who had discovered that into the gutter and started on a run that
for his old age.
granny, as he called the old woman,

cy, and every form of mental malady.

Fifteen

the Thirty Years’ War, 35 cents. These

four famous histories are also to be

us to in"

intentionally created a representation that is a

‘ You must have stolen that.” Get out of
The worst of all is that this enemy opthe way or the police will have you.”
presses us morally and religiously. The
Utterly confounded by this unexpected
rebuff, he allowed himself to be thrust
aside and, creeping out of the crowd, he
threw himself down on a curb-stone, and
gave way to his indignation and grief in
a burstof 30bs and tears.
A gentleman and lady, walking rapidly

help

M. Alphonse Daudet isa French author of
nearly twenty
years’ standing.
Not
very
widely Enown in this country, he is extremely
popular
as a novelist in hisown.
His chief
works, published previously to the one before
us, are, perhaps, ¢ Kings in Exile +a natural
-and powerful outgrowth of the spirit of the

worse than any ordinary poison, because
ordinary poisons simply kill the body,
but this poison attacks the nervous organ-

Creasy’s

sive Battles, 35 cents, and Schiller’s History of

Champlin. pp. 312. Boston: Lee & Shepard.

it is the

of intellects have been bowed in the dust
by its malignant influence.
Then come

| tion, 2 vols., 70 cents,

terpret what we see and experience-— Channing.

dangerous and the most pernicious ;

street too much not to know: how to get
through a crowd, and he soon reached the

11

|

dirty pants that exposed his legs to the | ism through which, in the present life,
knee, but there appeared no hope of im- the mind acts. Alcohol renders immense
Ye are to be my own little boy, and call proving them, so he started off with a de- masses unfit for any kind of intellectual
termined step towards the grounds of the exercise or educational progress. It also
me granny, and I'll make a man of ye.”
great Centennial Exposition. He had lis- prevents great numbets having the proBewildered and heartbroken as he was,
the child felt glad of any kindness, but -tened to the conversation of people in tha per education they ought to have and
he shrunk instinctively from her caress ‘streets, who talked of the wonders that otherwise would have. I need not say
and, escaping from her,’ crept into a were gathered there, and though he had that in our own day, especially, if chilnot the least idea where he should ever dren are found without education, itis io
corner, where he cried himself to sleep.
A few days after this Mary, fearing again find food or shelter, he resolved to be traced almost entirely to the effects of
that some one might appear to claim the .use the half dollar in his pocket to gain strong drink upon those about: them.
money and look after~the child, took admission to this elysian field.
Again, too much of the education that is
him with her to: Philadelphia where she
After a walk of four miles, or rather a receivedis lost, blotted out, through the
took a room in the tenement house of run, for he was too impatient to walk, he same cause. Alas! how much of the inwhich I have told you. The surround- caught sight of the beautiful buildings, tellectual life of the nation is lowered beings and the company suited her, and, and fell into the crowd of people that yond all computation (for we cannot comthough she felt rich with her stolen mon- were rushing towards the gate.
He was pute the loss of intellect in figures) by the
ey, she asked for nothing better. But several times ‘pushed aside by streng constant action of this narcotic acrid poiliquor and tobacco rapidly wasted her hands and told in angry tones to keep son. The wisdom‘f the wise As turned |
ill-gotten treasure. While this had last- out of the way. He had been on the into folly by strong drink, and thé noblest

ed, poor little Engene had been permitted

Like ashes strewed,

+O

Perhaps
in Mary

fore, and concealed in his pocket. With
a bit of an old comb he untangled his
yellow curls. He wet them thoroughly,
but they sprang back’ into" golden rings
around his white forehead. He brushed
and wiped his poor little cap till it had

>

funeral, she took him in her arms ahd
said, ‘‘ Now, darlint, wipe
yer eyes.

done!”

I thougkt but’ yesterday,

‘Whatever ill

destitute in a strange land.
thefe was a touch of pity even

Flanigan's wicked heart, when, after. the

From every pore as] drag on—
0 God, be

bt

years old, utterly friendless, helpless ahd

]

Out of my bruised and breaking
heart,
Sterm-driven along a thorn-set way,

¢ Thy will,

| out of sweet charity, she would keep the
poor little boy, and bring him up as her

8, 1882.

Temperance.

‘| they both died within a week. Mary se- his tace very carefully, wiping them on a
| cured their money, and she declared that napkin which he had found the day beown.

UNDER THE CROSS.
I cannot, cannot say,

soon brought him to a fountain. Then he
proceeded to wash his feet, his hands, and
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they had money, offered to nurse them.
Her nursing was not needed long, for
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been published in Englund,

where it was received with high faver. The
author, Rev. Henry: Lansdell, undertook, amd.
carriéd to the end, a task that imposed upon

him the severest difficulties and necessitated

absolute devotion to, his work, He made 8
journey of 8,000 miles from the Ural mount
alns to the Pacific, on the Obi,
Aur, and Us
suri rivers, which required _~

and horses.
and

mines,

of a thous:

He visited the hospitals, prisons,
lived

with

the:

people,

and

studied the history, geography, natural history, and customs of tLe country,
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ind re.
nzo H.

in the lurid “air.” In less than half’ an:
hour the forces of the storm are organized, and its dreadful advance begins. If
we were just beneath
the gathering
clouds we should find that the air over a

8, Rey,

, Judge

A. Mo.
mphlet

the spow

of the

Pentelican

marble

vanced, the central part moved rapidly
upwards.
Beginning slowly, all the
movements of the storm, the whirling ac-

histor

tion, the vertical

tone,

ry ‘ad
full of
he Apvalua.
tis 6x0
. Price
. Lane

motion with

space & mile or so in diameter -wasspinning around in a great whirlpool,

us his.
vartiey..

and while the revolving muss slowly

Tereln,

I" pre.
| is

ex--

makeit

of

the

air,

its onward movement, all gain speed. of
minute or

astonishing rapidity.

two some

cubic

gyratory move-

as

gases

violently

over a volcano.

this strong whirling uprush,
indraught from every side
center of the whirlwind ; aud
ter moves quickly forward,
air is strongest from behind

advancing hurricane.

To

there is an
toward the
as this centhe rush of
toward the

The rate at which

-others, that had their

variable,

doors and windows

wide open, remained essentially unharmed. It has been conjectured that this action may be due to a sudden rarefaction

of the air on the outside of the building;

but this cause can not be suflicient to pro-

duce such effects, and if such

explosions

occur the cause must be looked for _elsewhere, After the storm is once developed, it seems very quickly to acquire its
maximun of destructive power and its
-spéeu of translation. At the outset and
-during toe period of most efficient action,
‘the strip of country

affected

is

generally

very narrow, not oftéd exceeding a mile
in width; as the storm advances the pan
seems gradually to grow wider, and the
gyratory movement as’ well as the transAtory motion of the meteor

less

consid-

erable, until at last it fades into an ordinary thunder-storm, or dies into a calm.—
N. 8. Bhaler, in March Atlantic.
a

OA

Imagination is net active, but it remains

icg links which give seeming continuity
to those parts of the phantasmagoria
which we chance to remember on

BY

ering perfect
self-consciousness,
and
which,
being remembered,
we call
‘* dreams.” No one remembers more
than one dream, unless he has roused
from sleep more than once. This experience has led to the inference that dreams
only occur at the moment or in the act of
awaking. There are dreams which take
placein the process of returning to consciousness—Ior example, those instantaneous scenes and spectacles which are
:suggested by the sound or feeling that
'rouses the dreamer; but, in result of a
‘long
and close study of the subject with
a view to discover the nature of dreams
.and the laws of dreaming for medical

—
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‘efigy of

Dean

Stanley

isto

be

in the deanery adjoining ‘ the Abbey:
There was not much of the physical in
his composition. The mind and the soul
seemed to have more than their share’ of

=

the territory. He had only just enouga
body to detain the soul within earthly

circles. You realized in his presence it
would not take a very strong disease to
launch him into celestial companionship.

Why celebrate him in marble? He had
‘never slaughtered any one. If he had
had a sword of ordinary size put in his

joon

hand I do not think he could

it.

have

Had a musket been handed

with the command to take

aim

“ he could not have hit the mark

lifted

to him

and

the neighborhood

4

:

Sir

post-

Person of Me.

LINE of eight
:

The

B. in

My

Old

t M. E. BRACKETT,

Winne.~In

Perinton,

N.

Y.,

Christopher Winne died, aged

Dee.

—Two

He was

an

enérgétle

Dr.

,}

man

to

the

very last, Hg, was very kind to the poor, many
of whom he_employed in his business; he
was generousto -a fault in every sphere of his
life. For over 80 years he has been a prominent member of the Fy B. Society of Fairport
where he was a libéral contributor. Upon the
day of his death he did a lirge amount

of busi

this was not deemed strunige as he had

been in

ing his daughter was awakened

by

his

one

a’

“By

Jerusalem!

R.

cured

her.

Mgrs.
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not

tired feeling

which
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SARSAPARILLA.”

Sold by all druggists:

did

Eltry

will be

in May next at
G. A. GORDON.

Her

piety

was

in Belmont, N. H., Jan. 1, aged 25 years, b
months and 18 days. The subject of this notice

united with the 1st; F'. B. church in B. a few
years before his death. The Sunday-school of
the Belmont church with which, Bro. P. was
intimately connected us a scholar
and later as
departed

12.

N. Y,,

which time she

has

where appropriate

lived

years

with

eral

I had

those

ago,

of

her

Summerville,
soiree

Mich.,

Jan,
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From a Deacon at Madison Bridge: DR. DYER—
DEAR SIR :—I have used your Golden Ointment
for piles and your pills. Iwas so low when I comenced using your pills, in 1868, that my friends
d physicians despired of my life. I have been
cured by your pills, and now enjoy comfortable
hey work like a charm. One
peculiari| health.
q in them is, a continued use requires a less dose.
ith thankfulness I remain yours,
EDSON DUNTON.
Sample packages free to all,

Agen

J

intense that

and of my own free will, without any solicitation
or reward fromany one, and only with a desire
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free as people in general from headache.
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not had one of those raving headaches for several
months, and feel that I am entirely cured.
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would recommend them to every one.
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Nov. 4, 1881.
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conducted

departed
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once. Have, up to this time, taken, perhaps,
three twenty-five cent boxes, and feel that I am
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her children.
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band.

Tinkham.—Dea.
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brought to the church
she was a member and

services

ook

A

‘my
sufferings, but about sixteen months ago, I ac¢identally found a box of your pills and commenced to use them immediately, and found relief at

by the whter after Which her earthly ‘remains
were laid beside

ProvIDENEDE,

DR. D. D. DYER & SoN.—Dear Sirs |
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Middlesex and joined the church 27 years
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for many years was the home of ministers and
brethren.
They sold their farm, movedto
some

For sale by all Groce

DRACTICAL |IFE

Rev. S. P. Fernald; gr. B.)
Melvin Village, N.
H., writes, ‘ Your pills give the best of satisfaction. Please send me 40
boxes.
¥

"KIDNEY-WORT |

life moved to So. Potter, and with her husband was baptized by Rev. 8, Wire and with

into a church.

THE_WORLD.

brother,
Com.

She was born in Seneca Co., but early
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pills, for they do mor# than you faim for them.”

ures all kinds of Piles even when physicians)

Stebbins.—Sarah Stebbins, wife of the late
Oran Stebbins, died in Middlesex,
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TESTIMONIALS.
Rev. A. Ridlon, (Cong.) Hallewell, Mé., says,
“J take great pléastite in retommending your

Jaca medicines have before failed.
(@1f you have either of these troubles

a teacher, passed a series of resolutions,
which were printed inthe Belknap Tocsin,
expressing esteern for the
and a sense of their loss.

very

Liver

and

Providence, R. I.

distressing coms

is

PYER’S

that other sufferers like myself may be benefitted
in like manner. Any person who may wish to
communicate with me ean do so. My address is
as follows,
DEA. THOMAS. G. EARLE,
(Park St., F. B. Church,) No, 40, So. Winter 8t.,
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lcomplicated
with constipation. Kidney-Wort
strengthens the weakened parts and quickly

con-

died

THIS

® plaint

stant and her: life exemplary,
She was beloved for her Christian graces and the kindness of her heart.
She said, * Mother, I am
dying. It is all right. [ am going home to be
with Jesus.” She leaves a husband, an infant
und many other friends, but their loss is gain
to her.
N. W. Bixsy.,

. Piper,—Ahira B., son of Isaiah Piper,

as Constipation, ad no remedy
has

PILES

Niles.—Died Feb.9, Mrs. Caroline Niles,
wile of Carlos Niles, and daughter of Dea.
Mark Whitney, aged 28 years. Our dear sister became a Christian at the age of 12 years,|™
was baptized by Rev, R. Norton and joined the

Madison F. B, church.

No other disease is 80 prevalent in this coun

D.

Pills.

Price £1 a bottle or

equalled the celebrated Eidney-Wort af afa
cure. Whatever the cause, however obstinatéf
=lthe case, proper use of this remedy will
overcome it.

23.

Engraved in Line and Stipple from a photograph
approved by Mrs. Garfield as a correct likeness.
beautiful work of art.
No competition.
ize 18x
d for circulars and extra terms.
ill Publishing Co.,Norwich,Conne
The
Henry

Headaches of 40 Years’ Continuance havé
been Cured by Them.
They are the
Great Mandrake Liver Pill,

N. B.

FOR THE PERMANENT CURE OF} | ,
| CONSTIPATION. |

post-

St.,

GARFIELD.
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Dyspeptic

Headache

before

“KIDNEY-WORT:
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Hood's Tooth- Powder, Only 25 Cents:
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SUNLIGHT np SHADOW
Tories,

HENRY, JOHNSON & LORD, Props., Burlington,
Vi.

ress her now, nor does she sufier from that
extreme

taking HOOD'S

Motto

15C.,

Be sure to ask your Grocer for A. B. C. Brand only.
17 CEREALS M'F'G CO., Office83 Murray St., New York.
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AGENTS:

before the cough is entirely

daughter a

‘Wm. Bradley of Murphysboro, Jackson Co.,
Ili., died, Jan. 24, of pneumonia, aged 77
years and 28 days.
She was converted and
Joined the F. B. church at Campbell Hill, 11.,
in the year 1850. ‘Since that time she has
liveda devoted Christian life, Her presence
and cheer encouraged ‘her husband much in
the arduous and responsible work of preaching the gospel,
May her rest with him she
loved be as blessed as her life was pure and
ood. A brief funeral service was conducted
preached the 4th Sabbath
Campbell Hill, Ill.

same time reduces the fever,
It is free from
strong opiate and astringent articles, which are
of so drying a nature as to beingreatd
of
destroying the pationt; Whersas this medicine
never dries or
stops the cough, but, by removing the CAUSE, generally destroys the hectic
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does
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for

Crushed White Oats.)
Made from choicest
grains,all impurities
White Wheat.
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and relieves the cough and makes the breathing easy, It supportsthe strength and at the

“That Extreme Tired Feeling.”
“The first bottle has done my
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expel them

Itfacilitates expectoration,
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+ H

xaly John B. Goug

from the

It heals the ulcerated surfaces

(rentlemeli=-

six bottles for €5. Prepared by C: 1. HOOD
& C0., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass:

sermon

from the system,

enrich-

N.C. L.
wife of Rev.

funeral

lungs to the surface, and finally

19 Buttérfield Street. 3

Oct. 23,

she bas proved herself us worthy member. Her
last years were full of mentnl dagkness, her
mind being clouded, aud her faculities impaired, but she died asthe Christian dies, like
a shock of corn fully ripe, ready for the Heav-

Her

rritations and inflamation

a change for the
better—she began to eat
with a relish.
It seemed to take out the
poison the disease had left in her blood, the
change being very noticeable in her face.
She took it two months and fully regained
her health, much to our delight. © We now
recommend HOOD’S SARSAPARILLA with &
great deal of Pleasure. oy
truly yours,

and

This Elixir in curing the above com»

pleints, operates 80 asto remove all morbid

LOWELL, MASS:

she had been taking it a few days

fever and the pulse more fre- mms

quent, the cheeks flushed and chills more com- =

mon,

My little girl had the diphtheria last April,
The disease left her very weak, blood poor,,
with no appetite, and she could not seem to
rally from its effects, HooD'S SARSAPARILLA was recommended by a neighbor. After

aged 94, She was one of the oldest persons in
town, and ene of the first members of the F.,
B. church 1a Deerfield. She was baptized by

y the writer,

becomes

oz the blood it
neutralizes and

Messrs. C. I. Hood & Co.:

t, is but a

gough ig por observable, but rather dry; then Jig

how vy vitalizand

attended to.— «*

slight irritation of the membrane which covers IF1
the Lungs; then an inflamation, when the

eradicates “the poisoned matter from it,
bringing to the convalescent the color; life
and vigor of rebust health.

was ready when Jesus called
to leave the
friends she so dearly loved. She was beloved
by all, and is sadly missed at home and by
the circle of friends ‘to whom she had endeared herself by her amiable disposition and her

Bradley,

= _ ig not { ncurable, if properly
oC
ption, at its cc

One architect re.

dng

William and Martha J. Thompson, aged 18
years, 1 month and 13 days. «Sheswas baptized by Rev,A. P. Tracy, and was at her
death a worthy member ofthe F. B. church
in Lynn, Mass.
Her disease, dropsy, was

enly garner,
Bradley.—Serenz

my

thought

HE PROSTRATION which follows
Diphtheria; and the persistency with
which it clings to the patient, are we
known to all who have had any experienc
with this terrible disease.
5
i
~The following letter shows how the re.
storing and invigorating properties of
,
’
overcome it, and

Thompson.—Died in Deerfield, N. H.,
Nov. 13, ‘Miss Grace M., oldest daughter of

which
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design fora barn and a hen
windows on each.
Carpenonly for bay windows, and
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Rev. John Kimball in 1834; since
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“all the raze” in its locality.

cently completed a
house with six bay
ters now contract
throw in the rest of

all

ppression of.the Chest

there

Of alldruggists.
Montrose, Kan.
=A Pennsylvania paper says. bay- windows are

breathed but a few times afterwards.
Services
were held at the house and the church Dec.
4th, when a large concourse of people camé to
pay their last respects to the departed. He is
reatly missed in the community, but especialy in the home where his absence is felt ‘most
keenly.
He leaves a widow, four children and
one granddaughter to mourn him.
They have
the prayers and sympathy of many lends.

beautiful Christian character.
Paige.—Mrs. Elizabeth Paige died

body
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Influenza, Spitting Blood, Bronchitis,
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every

1882,
Extra fine
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Butterfly,
Vinter Soencs,

Publishes temperance literature, in shape
and price suited to general distribution.
Dollar books for 5 cts.
Monthly papers,
+
to individual addresses, 5 cts a year (18
4s kinds). Plans to sow whole towns with temperance
literature the year round for a song. Also, Band
of Hope goods, including library and weekly paper,
Sa Shoah penny collection more than buys them.
irty-six column catalogue free. Send us names
of live temperance workecs, so we can reach them.
Address The ‘‘ TEMPERANCE REVOLUTION,’® 148
Madison
8t., Chicago.
Sen

Consumption, Coughs, Colds, Catarrh,
Croup, Asthma, Pleurisy, Hoarseness,

tea.

IN A DECLINE.”
V. PIERCE: Dear Sir—Lask fall
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ar Songs,
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she was going into the consumption.
1gothera
bottle of your ‘Favorite Prescription,” and it

breathing, she hastened to hig bedside, but he

protracted, but she suffered al} patientiss

for

into the

Poetical Selections
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.

This valuable medicine is purely vegetable:
the discovery of which was the result of
many years’ close study, in order to discover
tho cause, the symptoms, and the cure—viz;

left the office

sounded

of the pair went
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it goes, Jim!”
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33 years he was a resident of Perinton, being
one of the foremost farmers of the town, rais-
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* ed, Catalogue with 1500testimonials, prices,
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of his own experience; they are
the only known means of permanent cure.’’— Baptist.

one suffering with pain can have cheap and positive proof of
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*‘His remedies are the outgrowth
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VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati, 0.

8 To any suffering. with Catarri
or Bronchitis who earnestly
desire relief, | can furnish a
means of Permanentand Positive Cure. A Home Treatment.
i8¢
No charge for consultation by
i mail. Valuable Treatise Free.
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TOOTH, EAR

Why are wheat and potatoes like the idols of
old ?-Because the former have ears and hear not,

The
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2 20w000 sold, x2styles. Hand and foot power.

but the comparatively trifling outlay of 50 CENTS, and every

sandwiched in among a number of other
ed volumes, and marked, “Your choice
cents.”
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| ARTICLES
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Weighs up to 25 1bs. Sells at $1.50.
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No Preparation on earth equals St. JAcons OIL a8 & SAFE,
SURE, SIMPLE and CHEAP External Remedy. A trial entails

united with the ¥'. B. church at thet place.
Not only among her relatives,
but
elsewhere us well, she was respected and loved
for her many virtues. If on earth she had an
enemy the fact was not known to the writer.
The qualities which are above price, namely,
modesty and quietness, were very marked in
her.
er prayers and wise counsels are held
in grateful remembrance by her deeply afflicted husband and ¢hildren, who hope, when
the voyage of life is ended, to meet her on the
other shore. The stricken ones bave the sympathy of a large circle of friends in their sad

:

A
Agents wanted. $5 a Day made
2 selling
our NEW HOUSEHOLD

1853,

No man who has never written a book can comprehend the awful joy which fills The soul of the

queror, but of the world’s ignorance

Ade honor than he who destroys it.

in

0

]

Jan, 12.
the deep
that they
nd an.
Were conRev. Fa- |
JONES.

Mills, N. H., during the labors of the late
Hosea Quittby by whom she was baptized and

Her remains were
Middlesex of which

Christian philosophy.
The world has
who most dechanged its mind" aT
serves commemoration. The man who
saves life ought to have a higher $papis

{SORE THROAT,

S

Warren.—Died in West Buxton, Me., Oct.
4, Mrs. Mary A. Warren, wife of E. B. Warren, ped 41 years. Sister Warren was converted
several years ago while living at Milton

and

Ay, he was a king, but in realms of

¢ How are You

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by per8'n8 who do not patronize the Morning
Star it
is but just that CASH should accompany the copy

at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER
words, VERSES are inadmissible.

same

Askeda bright looking old man.
“Oh! I feel
miserable, I'm bilious and can’t eat, and my
back is so lame I can’t work.”
¢¢ Why in the
world don’t you take Kidney-Wort? that’s
what I take when I’m out of sorts, and it always keeps me
in perfect tune.
My doctor
recommends it for all such troubles.” KidneyWort isthe sure cure for biliousness and con"pation.
Don’t fail to try it.— Long Branch
ews,

PARTICULAR NOTICE, “‘Otitugries should
be
BRIEF and for the public. FoF thé éxcess over

Her husband died

Ay, he was 4 con-

The

Obituaries.

con-

Sin.

Usus

in

death.

Work

with Dyspepsia, Rheuma-

maybe restored to sound health, if sucha thing
be possible. Sent by mail for 8 Jetter stamps.
1. 8.
JOHNSON & CO., Boston, Muss.
formerly Bangor, Me. .

OF THR

CHEST,

remaining a worthy member until death, For
eighteen months his health bad been poor,
while consumption was gradually undermining his constitution; but amid the discouagements of sickness his mind was clear and his
trust in the Saviour unshaken.
He was one
of the most substantial men in the town and
church, and bis death brings sadness to all.
He leaves children to mourn their loss.
Brown.—Flora J. Brown died in Brownfield, Me., Nov. 1&, of consumption, aged 17
years 11 mouths and 3 days, Thus in 3 weeks
from the death of the father, the daughter
passed away.
She was a lovely young woman
and indulgeda hope in the saving mercy of
the Lord.
W. H. TRAFTON.

“1 am daily improving,
and can walk’
about the house with considerable ease. I
had almost despaired of ever being able to
Jeave my bed, but Compound Oxygen, with
God’s blessing, has almost made a new person
of me.” Treatise on *‘ Compound Oxygen”
sent free.
Drs. Starkey & Palen, 1109 and
1111 Girard Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

and

querors and kings?
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of admirals

fire,.

aimed at.

Why then put over Lim a monument
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§to-

late

England is the afternoon that I met him

is

and

the

placed in Westminster Abbey.
With
that building his name will be associated.
Among the most pleasing
memories of

pubs

ONS,

treat-

STANLEY IN MARBLE.
"The news is confirmed that a recumbent

o of

Co.
und,
The
aril
pon
ated

the

Pe

100.

”

in connection with

ment’of sleeplessness, I am persuaded
“that dreams occur in the course of sleep
and are wholly forgotten.
That they do not and can not take
place in sleep is probable, because deep
sleep is general sleep, and when this
state prevails the subordinate faculties
are. sleeping, and the pictures and records whioh compose dreams are not disturbed. To understand dreams we must
understand sleep, and it is because the
two phenomeng have not hitherto been
studied together that so little is generally
known about either.— Popular Science
Monthly.

by

§

recov-

honored member until his

united with the F. B.charch

poor health for over a year from the effects of
general debliity and two narrow es¢apés from:
death by accident. His ankle was bathed at
retiring and again at midnight. Near mtorfi-

Just enough awake to supply the connect-

he was an

out

and 2'! who are miserable

who will take 1 pill each night from 1to i2weeks

Brown.—~Lewis W. Brown died in Brownfield, Me., Oct. 25, aged 50 ‘years, 7 months
and 12 days. Bro. Brown wus converted #nd

Dreams are night-thoughts,

unchecked

which

All Farmers, Mothers,
Business men, Mechan-,
ics, &c., who are tired

h

Parsons’ Purgative Pills make New Rich
Blood, and will completely change the blood in
the entiresystem in three months, Any person

. SORENESS

at S.,of

attended at the F. B. church in S.
The large audience that gathered and
interest manifested gave evidence
had lost a dear friend, a good cit}
exemplary Christian. Theservices
ducted by the writer, assisted by the
ther Ketchum of Mason.
LEWIS

DREAMS AND THEIR CONDITIONS.

xies of memory
and mingle together in
the direst confusion old things and new.

ough
iidby
Sons
¥ool-

and

a

hope ani faith that inspired and sustained
him in life was his in death. His funeral was

ness in Fairport and Rochester.
He came
home fatigued and with pain in his ankle, but

by the judgment, and uncotittolled by the
will. It is not true that we do not reason in dreams, that the exercise of the
judgment is wholly suspended, and that
the will is entirely .powerless or ceases
to act. These faculties are not altogether in abeyance, but they doze while the
subordinate powers of the mind—those
‘which pla the parts-of- picture-carriers.
wand record-finders—ransack the treasu-

ed a
pplem of
aphy
vhole

the F. B. church

:

Almost Made a New

though it is generally as much as forty to
.one hundred miles an hour; but this is
not the measure of its destructive power.
‘The rending effect of the storm is much
‘greater than would be given by a simple
blust of air moving at this speed. Much
of this peculiar capacity for destruction
may perhaps be due to the gyratory modion of the wind in the storm center,
which on cue side of the whirlwind adds
‘the speed arising from its circular movement to the translatory velocity of the
whirlwind itself. Some of the records
tell us that houses with os
windows
have been known to
buyst apart, as if
from an explosion of
gunpowder, while

John
the

explorer;

Magazine.

as

replace

ithe storm goes forward is very

thirtyvernor

Christian

was

who knew him, especially was this true of the
young. He was one of five who organized

age; and Dean Stanley, the servant of
Jesus Christ.—Dr. Talmage, in Sunday

miles of air

ment, mounting upward

the

Rowland Hill, the author of penny

In a

are in a state of intense
the

Alpha
mouth-

)y

streaming

ad-

There

charm in his frank and genial countenance
that won to himself the love and respect of all-

has

melted. The righteons shall be held in
everlustivg remembrance: But it is a
cheering sign of the time in which we
live that, in Westminster Abbey, the
most famous and most venerated necropolis of the earth, within a few years have
been put in honored burial, Dr. Livings-
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seen a sudden curdling of the western
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character he stood
a peer in the community
where he lived.
Social and genial in his na-
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the earth.
All nature seems cowed beneath the fervent heat, yet there is noth-
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lived on the farm upon which he first settled.
He lived and died without an enemy, or without giving just cause for one. His life was

secret doings, ete., of the Capital, “as
House, Fre and is
W
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YORK OBSERVER, New York |. the bets a bio ant di: ludes
receipt 10 NEW
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the surface of

OBSERY.ER have heen burned. Subscribers will
aid us in sending full address and copy of last

He moved to Mich. in 1852, and until his death

the

1

‘yEin

is flecked by those light’ clouds that lie

he

and

women who sacrifice themselves for the
good ‘of others, are the
heroes and
the heroines; and ost deserving of
monumental preservation.
But
what
is all such work of quarryman and
sculptor’ compared with the monument
built in heaven for every kind word
"uttered
and
every good deed done
and every sacrifice suffered ? The most
famous benefactress of six thousand years
gave only two mites which make a far‘thing. A cup of cold water given in- the
name of a disciple will secure eternal
‘fame. Blessed are they who, by lives
devoted to that which is good and useful
build monuments that will last after all

winds, but remains as still as the air of a
cave. Despite the steady gain in the
heat the sky stays cloudless, or at most
five miles or more above

men
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there often come successions of days
when the atmosphere is not stirred by the

gradually

ou

FIRE!

loosen his hold of earth, yielding all into the
hands of his Heavenly Father.
The deceased
was born in Stafford, N. Y., April 14, 1806.
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but was able to be up undeath, During the past
part with his companion,
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» HURRICANES.
In the season

within the past two
had gradually failed,
til a few days of his
year he was called to

race Darlings who rescue the shipwrecked, the Fittones Nightingales who
alleviate the wounded, the Miss Dixes

Pining
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a man of remarkably

Physitians who dare all pestilence,
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found these Cars
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Sanitary.

The Day Kidney Pad
is a certain remedy for diseases of the kidneys and
urinaly system.

AT HOME.

TUESDAY, FEB. 2
The widow of Daniel Webster: died at./New Rochelle, N. Y.,on
Sunday.——There was a $100,000 fire in the
Miami Qil and Soap Company’s manufactory

The term at Hillsdale closed March 8. On
the evening of Feb. 27, in the college chapel,
occurred a prize contest participated in by the
members of the Freshman class belonging to
the Alpha Kappa Phi Society. The prize was
awarded to Lorenzo E. Dow of Gray, Me.

bail and rain storm prevails at various points’
in Mississippi, doing much damage to property.——The Longwood
levee at Lake Provioy Louisiana, breaks, and fears of great destruction of property are entertained.—Senor
Zamacona, the Mexican minister, presents his
letter of recall to President Arthur.——The

Mr. C. €. Cobb, formerly of Lewiston, has
given $1,060 to found a scholarship in Bates
College in memory of his sot, the Rev. Frank
W. Cobb, who was a graduate of the college
in the class of ’73, and of Yale Theological
School. He has also been a teacher in the

Haven, Cono., is destroyed

The graduating class of Bates College have
engaged the Rev. T. DeWitt
Talmage of
Brooklyn, N. Y., to deliver the abnual Comy
mencement oration in June. * The Bright Side
of Things” is to be his subject.

at Cincinnati

ES

:

Jast

mnight.—A

severe

wind,

dry goods establishment of E. Malley, in New

by fire, the loss on

building and contents amounting to nearly
$175,000.
.
:
WEDNESDAY. MARCH 1.—There was a reduction of $9,783,511 in the national debt last
month.——A cyclone swept over the northarn
rtion of Texas on Tuesday, demolishing
whi iy uprooting trees and doing much
other damage.
THURSDAY, MARCH 2.
he latest reports
from the inundated section§ of the South and
. West are truly appalling.
Ark. and Miss.
.it is estimated that upward of sixty
persons
have been drowned, while the loss of property
will be enormous.
In the foryner State at least
30,000 head of cattle” have
and others are in a starving
dwellings of 30,000 people in
and starvation stares them i

flood in the Delaware River and

its tributaries

continues, and much dawnage to property must
necessarily ensue. The water in the Mohawk
_ Biver is the highest known in ten years, and
the Hudson at various Points is rapidly rising.

~The

President nominates Cornelius A. Lo-

&an for Minister to Chili.

FRIDAY, MARCH

3.——Indictments are re-

turned against several of the implicated parties
in the Star Route cases by the grand jury of
the District of Columbia and more.will "be pre-

sented,

including

one

against

ex-Assistant

Postmaster-General
Brady.
—— There have
been 137 business failures throughout the country during the past seven days.
SATURDAY, MARCH 4.~——By a new system
of transferring grain at Chicago freight blockades are to be ayoided in the future.——An
anti-Chinese meeting is held in San Francisco.
=—The Grand Jury at Washington presents
indictments against twelve persons for conspiracy in connection with the Star Route mail
service.
:
MONDAY, MARCH 6.——Reports received at
the War Department from the flooded sections

of the Southwest indicate that the losses
are far in excess of any estimife hereto

fore made.
At Little Rock, Ark,, alone, 12 000
people are in absolute destitution and an effort
will be made in Congress to-day to obtain an
additional appropriation of $400,000 for the im-

mediate relief of the sufferers,
ABROAD.

TUESDAY, FEB. 28.——Ten

]

:

of the Nihilis

prisoners who bave been
on trial at St. Peters.
urg have been’ condemned to death, and
twenty-one others sentenced to various terms
of penal servitude.——The cotton mills at Lancaster, England, are to suspend operations for
a fortnight prior to the 12th of April. —Since
the 16th ultimo the Austrians have lost 116
men in killed and wounded in skirmishes with
the Herzegovinian insurgents.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1.—China, in view
of the possibility of war with Japan, is steadily
increasing
her armiament.——A
collier has

been

wrecked

off

Yarmouth,

England,

and

twenty-three persons drowned.
The death
sentences of the condemned Russian Nihilists
~3yill be commuted to penal servitude.——Con-

unable to return to Russia for fear of deuil,

THURSDAY, MARCH 2.<—Queen Victoria is

shet at, at tne Windsor, Railway Station, by
Roderick MacLean,.a clerk asd a native of

London;

the shet talssed

its mark, and the

General Joshua L. Chamberlain has not yet
accepted
other
duties than those
of the
presidency of Bowdoin Cellege.
:
;
The body of Professor Ko was sent to
Saturday.

China

‘In every

triots of

It is reported in New York that ex-Governor E. D.
Morgan has given $20,000 to Williams
College for a pew dormitory building.

for constitational gove
ent and human liberty, Garfield's family bad been represented.”

The history of ‘Gen. Garfield’s early life and

poyeny up to the time of - his graduation from
illiams College was traced with rare good
sense, and was shown to possess ne: qualities
which
are not ‘ everywhere
to be found
among the young men of America,”
But within six years after his Zradvation,

a college,

State Senator of Ohio, Major-General of the U,
S. army and Representative-elect to the National Congress.” ‘ A combination of honors
80 varied, so elevated, within a period so brief
and to a man fo young, is without precedent
or parallel in the history of this country.”
The martyred President’s military record of

with

Four students have buen suspended in Dartmouth College for kidnapping a freshman to
prevent his attendance upon his class supper.
Art.

The

Grand

Duke

Constantine

went to see Munkaczy’s work,

Pontius Pilate, just as it was

of

Russia

Christ before

being

packed

for its journey to Vienna, where it commences
its tour through Europe. Munkaczy exhibited
his painting, at Sedelmeyer’s gallery,: where
200,000 persons had-the privilege of viewing
one of the most
remarkable pictures: of this
century.
Everybody admired the grandeur of
its conception,
the grouping, and its masterly
color, drawing, and perspective.
Only one
reproach was brought against it, This was a
pretty general one.
The expression of the

differed from them all he was shown to be inferior to none of them. The interest of Mr.
Blaine’s audience without doubt culminated
a8 he, after touching upon Gen. Garfield’
nomination, candidacy, and wccession to the
Presidency, with unsurpassed candor and dig-

nity declared that * the political events which
disturbed the President’s serenity for, man
. Weeks before that fateful day in July in¥olve
y
¢

in his (Garfield's) judgment, questions

of principle and right whicn are vitally essential
the constitutional administration’of the federalto

government.” *‘ From the begnning te the
end
of the controversy he so much deplored, the
President was never for one moment-getuated
by any motives of gain to himself or of loss
to

or r. BI Blaine’s
i
peroration was a simple but pathetic account of the President’s De
ra

subsequent illness, Journey to the. sea, and
death, The eulogy was delivered with great
simplicileity
ty and solemnit, y and Sscupled i 90
Tp

fortable houses” almost impervious to ont-door air

family of healthy children. The other located in
a damp situation and also had a large family of
they

attained

to

manhood

they

er until they were all gone.
Damp
cellars
damp houses are very injurious to health

all

:

our

prominent

Qur

sales

of Adamson’s

Botanic

cious treatment cures may often

Auburn, Me.

children.

In a paper read before the German

g3-

the brain, by which the removal of effete material
and the repair of the nervous

riously impeded.”
od of instruction

tissaes are

both

He also says that, “The meth-

nowadays pursued is not only

a canse of disease, but also perfectly useless, be=
cause, instead of increasing knowledge, it produces
mental confusion, and becomes simply a Danai-

des, or like carrying-water in a sieve.”

Excessive

and especial nocturnal labor * produces a state
of exhaustion of the brain in which the molecular
changes necessary for the reception and assimilation of learning are not competed;
so that new

ideas cannot be really grasped, and confusion is
produced at night with regard to subjects which
have been learnt in the day.” The Chicago Trib

une notes it as a little remarkable that an eminent
American physician, who has long been interested

in educational matters, recently gave

expression

to almost identically the same views.
As the same
paper suggests, the concurrence of such author-

ities ought

to- induce educational officials to give

this mater serious

attention,

to

ascertain

if we

are cramming the brains of our children at the expense of their health.— Sel.

SODA

FOR BURNS.

not do unless it is surrounded

enough to dissolve it.
it on and covering with

with

The method
a wet

cloth

a

cloth

moist

often

the

very best. But it is sufficient to wash the wound
repeatedly with a strong solution.
It would be
well to keep a bottle of it always on haud, made
80 strong that more

or

less settles

1

not

by

vulgar

and

Send for pamphlet.

.

Spring

Medicine.

Why does everybody take a spring medicine?

For three good reasons, viz.—1.

Because

one

bottle of a blood-purifier taken at this season
will do more good than two at any other. II—

Because the
blood is in a more
dition than at any other season.

impure conIII—Because

the system
- is so weakened by this
state of the blood that it has not
vitality to withstand the debilitating
spring weather. Hence, by common
people seek relief in medicine. The

impure
sufficient
effects of
consent,
combina-

tion of Hood’s Sarsapariila commends it to our
judgment asa good spring
medicine and blood-

puorifier. Such thingsas Sarsaparilla,
Yellow
Dock, Mandrake, &c., compounded by competent druggists like Messrs. Hood & Co.,
warrant us in Suggesting that all in need of a

medicine of this kind give Hood’s Sarsaparilla
a trial,

12 @ 14c;

ROACHES.
‘‘ Rough on Kats.”

Wells’

BEEF.

Depot,

Lothrops

on

Druggists say that Lydia E. Pinkham’s

ble Compound

is the bést remedy

Vegeta233

Dr. Kline's Great Nerve Restorer is the marvel
of the age for all Nerve Diseases.
All fits stopped

free.

Send to 931 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa... .

Henry Kaschop, with Mr. Geo. E. Miller, 418

1s, 1882, just

from the time it was destroyed.

four

The factory covers an

that he‘can now build

and

area

furnish

Electric

of nearly

But

when

i

for

Mr.

Lucky

Andrews

Produce

costs

Ered

NOVELLO!

The marvellous effect of Vegetine in case of Can
cer and Cancerous Humor challenges the most
profound attention of the medical faculty, many of

Canker.

~Fite Vegetine

to 10 ets. each, and are very largely” used for ocea#ional singing.’ The following are excellent and
practical instructive works,
and are called

in.

id Primers,” but are really a great deal more:

Diseases.

meets with

_1#Tfudintents of Music. By Cammings. § 50

wonderful. success in

the cure of this class of diseases.

Salt Rheum.
:

Tetter, Salt

Rheum,

Scald Head,

&c.,

will

°

:

Erysipelas.
—

-

;

and

beans,

dealers

dried

apples,

butter,

&c.

Market, Boston.

cheese

and

Cellar No. 3,

Saturday Morning, March

4, 1882.

FLOUR.
SPRING WHEATS,
Western superfine....ceeeeeee.

Va
425

@

475

Common

500

@

550

Minnesota and Wisconsin, patents.....750 @

850

extras. .eceeeenss

MASON & HOADLY'S SYSTEM FOR BE. :

rough or

GINNERS

$750

Indiana.......

TNNOi8. cee ennsenasennass
St. Louiseeessssinseranns

Oat

Meal,

@
@
@

72
700
700

650

@

700

@

320

@
@

cereeen3l0

760
750

sacesvesassectnniiensansd25

@

57%

com. to good West..........650

@

675

over

32¢

Oat Meal, fancy brands... ...........700 @ 775
BUTTER. There has been a light trade in Butter,’and on all kinds exqgpt
fine fresh made stock,
rices are easier.

It is

Mot easy

to

get

or most of the Northern dairy coming in,
fine

lots

are

still

sought

after

Canada Bntter is slow of sale, and
ing this week 25 @ 30c &

Mixed lots from Maine
hard to sell at over 25¢.

1 is a full

and

New

at

for

though

full

prices.

lots arriy-

selling range.

Hamphire
i

are

Two famous

Ulcers or 01d Sores

Are caused by an impure state
Cleanse the hlood thoroughly with
these complaints will disappear.

of the blood.
Vegetine, and

+Catarrh., .
For this complaint the

only

can be obtained through
the great blood purifier.

the

substantial
blood.

Established 1834,

or

SH

1882.—EASTER

is

Constipation.
Vegetine does not act
tate the bowels,

but

as

BRIGHT,

a cathartic

cleanses

all

the

them.

organs,

en-

2

Vegetine has restored theusands to
have been long and painful sufferers.

health

who | I ’rice Sets. each by mail; B0ets. per dozen, or
$3 per 100 by express.
Easter Annual for 1881,
same price.

Dyspepsia.
If Vegetine is taken regularly, according to
rections, certain and speedy cure will follow
use.
r

at

CHARMING!

By Dr. Geo. F. Root, W. F. SHERWIN and
J. R. MURRAY.

Piles.

Faintness

MUSIC—1882.

SPIRITED,

-Easter Carols-

to debliil-

abling each to perform the functions devolving upon

iano.
one

of the best
Begin wi

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

benefit

Vegetine

methods by two

forte teachers in the country,
method!
End with the other!

the

NEW

diits

For

Stomach.

*

ANTHEMS

ng

Choirs.

form),

Female Weakness.

with
Bets.

Harrisor

from

¢

est in cultivation, 100 bu,
per acre,
Hardy, proiific,
rust-proof. - 11b., postpaid

50¢.

3 1b,

posted,

D.

M.

FERRY

&

cO.,,

Detroit,

Mich,

NEVER WASTE
Your time or money

renting

, BUY on your OWN

Fine FARM
With the BEST

a farm when

TIME

RES
000 LowACrate
30ng0.time.
of

you can

and TERMS

a

and HOME

MARKETS

almost at your door,

Lands fy
ing payments.
FarmEasy
Svs:World.
the

interest. For terms,

Him

Sherwin,

all

Authors

in Great

JOHN

CHURCH

& CO..

Xo. "he For" CINCINNATI, 0.

|.

clently e

earnest);
ing unti
Wickedn

KNA

-

of Ober
not be ¢

UNEQUALLED

IN

Tone, Touch, Workmanship and Dureblty
timore.

KNABE

& CO.

Baltimore 8t., Bal-

No. 112 Fifth AVenue, New You '
Opinion
and mec

‘

THE
TERMS

advance ;

MORNING
:

$2.00 per

STAR

if paid

year,

strictly in

a0 if paid within the first thirty

;
days, and 2.50 if not.
or 26 L925 received we will send the Star
three months on tri al,
date
Each subscriber will please notice the
and not
of payment on.the label of his paper,
allow it to be in arrears.
The Star is not discontinued when the time
expires for which it is paid unless
quest it; and it is Jiscontinped when it
been more than one year in rrears, after due

po

notice and time shall

Address!

address

Creamery choice fall made # b.... .......
@
Do Fair to 800d. sseevsesrennieneeasn33 @ 86
Do
summer made.....
@
Nain Franklin C’ty, Vt., Oct.s....
@
0
Vermont fots, fall made.
@ 38
Do
New York, lots, fall made.....35 @ 38
Do,
do,
do,
Win
o
28 @ 3
Do
N.Y. # Vt. long dafries
28 @ 3
0
Common to far. «evs svw
8 @ 26
Canada choices cessisrnsn..
3B @ 30
0,
common to good...
0 @ 4
/g
WESTERN,
Creamery choice, fresh made...........48
@ 4b
Do ~ fair tO 800d cesuriiansiennns88
@ 42

vagrane
this orde
professic
end to
at least,
against

other aj

¢10

bu. by freight or Sxpress not
prepaid, $1.25
1., not prepaid, $2.00,
ew bags
Cc. each, extra,
Ask your merchant for circular, Address,
®

F.

Variety.

Nos. 204 and 206 West

WHITE

W.

_—

WILLIAM

RUSSIAN

¢ Crown

By

to close
rest all g

PIANOFORTES.

is Sold by all Druggists.
2uleow

the hymn,

Crowns.”

Easter Music

Spring Medicine. |
Yegetine

introducing

Many

have been given.

Rev. I. D. STEWAR Tr ’
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Vegetine is not a stimulating bitters which creates a ficticious appetite, but a gentle tonic, which
CHRIST OUR PASSOVER,.—With Solos,
assists nature to restore the stomach to a healthy | ete., by W.F, Sherwin, 50cts.
.
action,
THE
LORD 18 RISEN AGAIN.—(Chorus

0. M. BARNE!), Lansing, Mich.

NORTHERN,

$3.

Tumors,

R00

700
650
650

J00
seceseeass
700

Corn Meal # bbl...euu..s
Rye Flour...

@

:

MASON & HOADLY'S METHOD FOR PIANOFOR!
$3.75

WHEATS,

choice.cee. vevesnens

By Pauer.

pimpled skin depends entirely upon an internal
cause, and ro outward application can ever care
the defect. Vegetine is the great blood purifier.

Vegetine

& CO., Commiasion

in

Forms.

Price $1.50. By Wm. Horatio Clarke. Av.
thems of rare beauty, which will be favorites-with
pp
wiv on
any choir that adopts them.

Pimples and Humors on the
:
. Pace.
Reason should teach us that a blotchy,

Musi

1.

CLARKE'S ANTHEMS & RESPONSES:

Vegetine has never failed to cure the most inveterate cases of Erysipelas.

Art of Piano Playing. By Pauer.
The Organ. By Stainer.
Singing. By Randegger.

Harmony. By Stainer,
Instrumentation. By Prout.
Vielin. By Tours.
0, Musical Terms. By Stainer.
10. Composition. By Slalner.

cer:

tainly yield to the great alterative effects of Vegetine.

Novello List of

Oratorios,
ras, Glees, Part Songs, &c. The
separate Anthems, Chorouses, or Glees, cost 6 ots.

;
the most

Men tall
Days |
And rac
"A gole
The wo!
Yet hop

DITSON & C€0. are the sole agents for the

United States for the magnificent

whom are prescribing Vegetine to their patients.

Mercurial

The past

’ ORGANS,27 Stopes, 10 Set Reeds
BEATTY S only $90.
Pianos $125 up. Rare.
0
Inducements Ready.
Write or call on
BEATTY, Washington, N. J.
20

Cancer, Cancerous Humor.

to cure

ce.

Also for sale STOCKBRIDGE MANURES.

Humor.

Vegetine has never failed
flexible case of Canker.

fons yor ani sein10 |

ns
three years
0
a
(i
liked by the farmers” If there is no local {i
agent near you, send to us.

CURE

Scrofulous

Report.

Patents, common to good
ORIG. sevens varia ives ssnnns
Michigan.

Common Pasture Smart-Weed
or Water Pepper, possesses medicinal properties
which, when combined with essence of
Jamaica
Ginger, and other efficacious vegetable extracts,
asin Dr. Plerce’s Compound Extract of Smart.
weed, constitues 8 most potent remedy for bowel
‘affections as diarrhoea, dysentery, flux, etc. It is
also an efficacious medicine for colds, to break up

|

service

WINTER

A Western editor received a letter from a sup.
scriber asking him to publish a cure for apple-tree
worms. ‘He replied that he could not suggest a
care until he knew what ailed the worms.

* * * Prof. Huxley says that those who havé tak."
en an active part in science should be killed ut
sixty, as not being flexible enough to yield to the
advance of new ideas. He is himself nearly fifty.
seven,
:
f

s,

Patents,

re

Every family should have a sup-

People—A

SEND FOR PAMPHLET.
This is a true bone
perphosphate, and i
Tnin | e hill
or drill |
may be used
an any
crop,
broadcast, either with or without manure, |
li and will pr
and

Vegetine will eradicate from the system every
taint of Scrofula and Scrofiflous Humor.
It has
permanently cured thousands in Boston and vicinity who had been long and painful sufferers.

WISCONSIN. sv essesessnnsss
500 @ 600
Minnesota,
bakers... c.eieieienniieese, 500 @- 725

it

00 cents by, druggists.

this

BOSTON,

There are 45 different kinds of wood growing on

viation of pain.

Best

It is by no means strange that Dr. Kennedy should have received the following letter.
By reading it you will see in one minute why
James Andrews was thankful :
TROY, N. Y., April Sth, 1880.
Dr. D. Kenedy, Rondout, N. Y.:
DEAR SIR :(=Unttl within a recent date I
had for several years suffered greatly from
gravel, called by the doctors the Brick-dust
Sédiment.
For about a year past this sediment has not passed off in the usual quantity,
but has accumulated, causing me untold pain.
Having heard of *“ Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy,” I tried it my case,.and, after using about
one and one-half bottles, I voided a stone from
the bladder, of an oval shape, 7-16 of an inch
long, and rough on its surface.
I send
you
the largest piece that you may see of what it is
composed.
Since then I have felt no pain. I
now consider myself cured, and can not express my thankfulness and gratitude for so signal deliverance from a terrible disease. You
have my consent to use this letter, should you
wish to do so, for the benefit of other sufferers.
:
Yours truly,
JAMES ANDREWS.
No. 10 Marshal St., Ida Hill.
.
When we consider that the medicine which

erchants

made an excellent investment,

fevers and inflammatory attacks, and-for

Troy’s

Reported by HILTON BROS

broke up my cough, drove away her neuralgia
and curéd baby’s dysentery, she thought I had

ply.

of

&@

SCROFULA,
WILL

to.the pubis

STONESIN TEE KIDNEYS

and $13

plate and family.
e market is quiet at 11%

j

Main

girset, better organs for less money than ever beore,
[
A
I caught a severe 001d and, remembering you
told me to use “ Downs’ Elixir,” I boaght-a bottle
and in less than three days my cough and sore
throat had vanished! I's good.
PUBLISHER
New Market, N, H. Aaveruser.

one

:

in full

Edison

THE SUD

The demand for beef continues fair, with

months

It is now

and by the use of the

Foreign
Birthiay
Rev
MISSIONS

~ Vegetine

[Worcester (Mass.) Spy.1
Norhing on Earth so Good. °
Certainly a strong opinion, said one of our rerters to whom the following was detailed by Mr.

sumed business on Jan.

1lc¢; Ducks,

[

for female weak-

for it gives uniyersal

satisfaction.
Send to Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham,
Western Avenue, Lynn, Mass., for pamphlets.

Addre:

fe.
Auburn, Ms,
=

¥ 1b for Western and City.
:
. DRESSED HOGS. Receipts of Western continue
light and prices are mostly nominal.

:

ness that they ever heard of,

to good 8 §

rticulars and an elegant
outfit free.
Picture pe Co.,

is

12¢ for Boston, and 12 @ 12% ¢ ¥ 1b for Western.
LARD.
Further sales have been at 11% @ 115%¢

& Pinkham,

Dover, N. H.

pictures to be franieq

4

@ 15 ¥ bbl for extra
SMOKED HAMS.

earth for impotence, leanness, sexual debility, &ec.

$1 at druggists,

Geese, common

sales at $11 50 @ #12 50 for Western extra;

remedy

Just a this time thes
wonderful sales. Full

Western—Tarkeys, choice 14

@ $21 50 ¥ bbl.

15c.

boxes at druggists.

BRAIN & NERVE.
Health Renewer, greatest

cir.
culars explain a)
about the

PORK.
The market has been fairly active, with
sales of extra
prime at 814 50 @ $15; new mess at
$18 @ $18 50;
Boston long cut clear at $20 @$20 50;
short cut at $20 50 @ $21; and Bosten backs at $21 |

Rats, mice, ants, flies, vermin, mosquitoes, in-"

sects, &c., cleared out by

-

;

to fair,12 @ 13¢; Chickens,choice 13

saddles, 20 @ 25c.

Depot Lothrops & Pinkham, Dover.

BED-BUGS,

3

26t87e0
A FEW MORE
energetic sales.
men. Our new

ing business of the season.
are immense quantities of
“and
agents are meeting with
@ l4c. Common to good, 9 @ 12; Mixed Chickens.&
@15¢; common

sages, diseased discharges, cured by Buchupaiba.

Druggists.

Boston

one farm in Glover, Vt.

|

i

Tonic.

Straw

The axkets.

on the bottom.

This is what is called a saturated solution, and
really such a solution as this is formed when the
dry soda is sprinkled on and covered with a
moistened cloth. It is thought by some that the
pain of a burn is caused by the hardening of ‘the

a bottle of Parker’s Ginger

Rye

*

only one dollar a bottle, it would seem that
persons afflicted in like fashion, can afford the
Vegetine acts directly upon the cause of these
complaints.
It invigorates and sirengthens the
expense of testing its virtues.
Get it of your
whole system, acts upon the secretive organs and
druggist, or address
Dr. David
Kennedy, | allays inflammation.
Rondout, New York.
‘ Dr. Kennedys FavGeneral Debility.
orite Remedy?” for sale by all Druggists.
In this complaint the good effects of-the Vegetine are realized immediately after commencing to
take it; as debility denotes deficiency of the blood,
and Vegetine acts directly upon tne blood.

of sprinkling
is

Hay $9 @$10;

11 @ 15¢; Mallard & Black Ducks,¥ pair25 8 50c;
Grouse, ¥ pair, 80 8 100; Quajl ¥ uvoz..225 @
3 00; Venison carcass, ¥ b., 10 @ 15¢; Venison

sive advertising.

did

All kinds of burns, including scalds and sun
burns, are almost immediately relieved by the application of a solution of soda to the burnt sure
face. It must be remembered that dry soda will

Swale

Oat Straw $10 8 $11.

CATARRH OF THE BLADDER.
Stinging, smarting, irritation of the urinary pas-

positive merit,

Man.

se-

$12ag14;

;

i

Fine $15 a$17;

Fowl,9 @ 12¢. Northern—Turkeys,choice 16 @ 13c;
Common to good, 12 @ 15¢c; Chickens, 14@16c;
Chickens and Fowl, 10 § 12c; Geese, choice heavy

by

builtup until stron enough to reais re

r

obtru-

won

and Bladder Expelled—Long Suffering of

by parents-on the too earnest taking up ot a varie”

-+-auch articles of diet thata consti

$21; Good $16 @ $18;

POULTRY & GAME.

ty of subjects, music among the rest
Another’
case is “a state of dilation of the blood-vessels of

May 17 next.

Poor

Healy’s Vegetable Tonic Pills have been in the
market many years.
Their reputation has been

till 9 P. M.

tion, Dr. Treichler, has recently sounded a note of
alarm to the effect that ill-directed and excessive
brain work is inflicting serious injury to school

28

Dea, Northern, H. P..#bu..$3708 3 | ually

$19@

$18819;

four acres. Mayor Beatty has now immense facilities for building organs, and hence he claims

A German physician of the very highest reputa-

@

HAY AND STRAW. Eastern and Northern--Choice

coarse

‘Wholesale Druggists, Portland, Me.

operation,

OHILDREN.

ieee’

@1 10; Prolifics, 1 0581 10; Peerless 958 $1 ; Jacksons, 80 @ 85c; Seedlings 1 00 @ 1 10c; Chenangoes
90 @ 93¢; English and
Scotch 79 @ 85¢.

'W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,

Please send me six bottles Dr. Baxtei’s Mandrake Bitters.
I never used a medicive that did
me 80 much good as this.
*
%
| IRA TAYLOR, Rolland, Mich.
Henry & Johnson’s Avnica and Oil Liniment is
-the best family linimont wade, »

M. Bischoffsheim, the Parisian banker, has
undertaken the expense of an expedition to
Upper Egypt, to observe the solar eclipse of

BEANS,

Cough

Jight, work on building cabinet organs is kept up

INJURY TO SCHOOL

air to good.

33
83

Vermont, 22¢; Western, 20 @ 21c.

St., this city: 1 suffered so badly with rbeumatism in my leg last winter that I was unable to atby they were kept out doors most of the time.
If
the person’s residence is in a damp location or tend to my work, being completely helpless.
1
heard of St. Jacob's Oil and bought a bottle, after
is made damp by trees or other causes, he should
using which I felt greatly relieved. With the use
change it to a dry and airy location.
Change of -of the-second bottle I was completely cured. In
my estimation there is nothing on. earth so good
climate is beneficial in some cases where it enaoe rheumatism as St. Jacob’s Oil. It acts like a
bles the patient to pass more of his time out
charm,
doors than he would at home. A change from a
damp to a dry air is generally beneficial.
Beatty’s Organ Factory.
Other
means, such as drugs to improve the digestion and
The large organ factory of Mayor Daniel F. Beatstrengthen the system and exercises to strengthen
ty, at Washington, Warren Co., New Jersey, destroyed by fire, has been entirely. rebuilt, and reand expand the lungs, assist in the cure.
By judibe affected.

do

. GRATEFUL-COMFORTING,

38

@
@

76 ; Pea.N. YH. P.,3 70 8375; Pea N.Y.common | tendency to disease. oh
of subtle maladies.
to
good
2 90 @ 3 50; Medium, zhoice hand picked
are floating around us, ready
to attack
:
3 05 3 3 70; Medium, choice screened 360 @ 3 65;
thereis a WoAK point. We may fhe
a py
shaft by keeping ourselves wel fortified With ure
Medium, common to good 285 @ 350; Yellow
Eyes, improved 825 @ 8 35; Yellow Eyes, choice
bleod ind 2 properly nourished frame.”—
Civl Ser.
e.
flats,3 15 @ 3 20; Yellow Eyes, common,3 00 @ 3 10;
vice
Made simply with Foiling water or milk,
Red Kidneys, 2 80 @ 2 90.
’
PEAS.
Canada, choice, # bu $1058 110; CanaBold in tins, (only X 1b. and 1b.) labeled.
da, common 8 @ 9¢; Green Peas, Northern $125
;
JAMES EPPS & Co.
@ $1 50; Green Peas, Western $1 70 @ $1 75¢.
’
Hommopathic Chemists, London,
POTATOES. Aroostook Rose, ¥ bu., 1108 115¢;
Also Epps’ Chocolate Essence for Afternoon Te.
Maine Central Rose, 105 @&1 10; Northern Rose,1 00

Balsam increase every week.
Please ship us
ten gross immediately. If our sales continue to
‘increase in future as they have in the past, we
shall have to buy ten gross a month.
Respectfully yours,

and
and

should either be remedied or abandoned.
Especially in this important if any member of the family seems predisposed to lung disease.

on

she

They’s

Hall’s-Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer 18 no
new preparation for the public to experiment with;
its success is unparelled for restoring gray hair to
its natural color, promoting its growth, and pro.
ducing new hair on-bald heads.

impor-

Our * com-

women who were sisters.
One located in a dry situation and reared a large

of

them

to cry,

mouth and the severity of the brow did not
sociation of natural historians and physicians, he
harmonize with the infinite charity of the
claimed that habitual headache was greatly inSaviour even in the midst of his ferocious
creased of late, among boys and girls, and that
persecutors.
With a courage and conscien~
“ this headache notonly destroys much of the haptionsness which do him honor, Munkaczy went
to work again. He had conceived a Christ. piness and cheerfulness of life, but that itproduces
meeting his adversaries by proud, philosophic ‘impoverishment of the blood and loss of intellect:
disdain. He wished to represent a lawgiver
ual tone.”
“Undoubtedly,” he says, “the princiconfident in the - eternity of His work, and
pal cause of the headache is intellectual overtaxdespising those who think they can destroy - it
ation entailing work at might, and the insisting
by destroying
its author.
Public criticism

Sel.

T

two years and four, months was detailed

air is an

put

I do, mamma?

tle. After she had taken it a week she had a rousing appetite, and did her everything.
She took
three bottles, and it was the best three dollars I
ever invested. C.I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.

air to breathe.

.tant factor in the cure of the disease.

you’ve

were

business men said to us the other day: * In the
spring my wife got all run down and
could not

him-

In 1880 there was raised from taxation for
the support of public schools in the whole
United States, $70,371,435.
Of this, New York
HOW A CURE MAY BE EFFECTED.
raised for her schools, $9,676,000 ; Pennsylvania,
In case
a person thinks that he is disposed to
$7,000,000; 1llinois and Ohio raised $6,700,000; kwconsumptive
disease, or is already attacked with
and Massachusetts, $4,372,000,
it, what should he do? He should make the recoyVirginia has appropriated $100,000 for the
ery of his health his first concern.
If he is enestablishment of a colored normal school for
gaged in in-door occupation, he should either prothe education of colored teachers.
vide for the best of ventilation of his apartments,
The degree of LL. D. has been conferred on
or else abandon his occupation and seek out-door
Prof. Richard T. Greener (Harvard, 1870), by
employment. The more he can be out doors the
Monrovia College, Liberia, of which Dr. Edbetter for him, yet his work should be such as is
ward Blyden, the celebrated negro Sanskrit
scholar, is president.
The degree is given on adapted to his strength. Some have been cured by
account of distinguished services rendered to long journeys on foot, carrying a knapsack, or on
horseback, or by engagiug in fruit culture where.
his race in literature and education.

Science,

war in which for three centuries pa-

great justness and attractiveness and it was
shown that he abandoned the army for a career in Congress in accordance with the advice
of Pres. Lincoln and Sec. Stanton and from
motives purely patriotic.
Mr. Blaine’s analysis of Pres. Garfield’s career in the House of
Representatives was graphic. and masterly,
and his qualities as a statesman were compared
at length with those of other great men in
English and American history, and while he

He must have pure, out-door

children, but as

Mattie,

com-

shoes”

Puzzled and ready

Do

@

sassaseseenaanas2d
made ..coeieeeses80

DO
40
COMMON.sascacasssenssass20
@ 24
LOW GradeS..eessasesersassassrasasinasssild @ 18
CHEESE. Northern factory,choice,#hb 13% @18%; |
Northern factory, fair to good, 11 @ 12¢c;
NorthBREAKFAST.
ern Factory hall ekim, 6 @ 10c; Northern Factory
“ By a thorough knowledg
.8kim, 2 g¢ 5c; Western factory, choice 12)
@ 13c; WHICH Botan the operationse of the natura
of
digestion al om
Western factory, fair to good 10 @ 12¢;
Western trition, and by a
application of the fine
Factory, common: 5 8 8c; Worcester Co., choice properties of well careful
selected
Mr. Epps bas
12 @ 13c; Worcester Co., good 9 @ 11¢; Worcester
rovided our breakfast tables with
elie
.
Co., common 5 @ 8c.
Pr oider veverage, which ma,
ve2 delicately.
‘EGGS. Eastern, ¥ dozen 22¢; New York and
heavy. doctors’ bills.
Itis by the Jn diane any

eat anything; passing Lo store I saw a pile of
Hood’s Sarsaparilla in
the window, and I got a bot-

Impure and confined air is one of the prominent
and pure

* Why,

A GOOD INVESTMENT.—One

self warm while there. 1t matters little though it
storms, if he is only fully protected from cold and
causes of consumption,

that her * button

the feet I’ve got!”

doors, the more the better, but he must keep

DAY KiID-

N.

made answer, ** Whav'll

Transits of Venus across the face of the sun
have been employed by astronomers to deteralbumen of the flesh, which presses on the nerves,
mine the sun’s distance from the earth. These
and that the soda dissolves the albumen and retransits recur at alternate intervals of 8 and -lieves the pressure. Others think that the burn
121 1-2 and 8° and 105 1-2 years.
The transits
generates an acrid acid, which the soda neutral
of 1761, 1769 and 1874 were observed with
jzee.~ Sel.
great care from various parts of the world.
The transit of 1874 especially was a matter of
great interest and attention, as it was hoped
THIS AND THAT. that
the .errors
from
previous
obserSomething important about ovsters—The shells.
vations
might
be corrected.
Observin,
parties were sent out by many countries, an
More eastern visitors than ever befSre are eximproved
means
of
investigation—notably
pected in Colorado this season.
photography— were giployed.
Results have
not yet been given in full, but as nearly as can
Disappointment in matters of pleasure is hard
at present be judged the distance of the sun is
to be borne, in matters affecting health it becomes
over 92,000,000 miles. The next transit of cruel.
Dr. Bull’s Cough Sprup never disappoints
Venus will occur Dec. 6th of the present year,
those who use it for obstinate coughs, colds, irri.
and will be the last for nearly a century and a tation of throat and lungs, ete.
quarter.
‘The occurrence of this phenomenon
To have a club foot is not necessary to eligibility
will form the astronomical event of the year.
to a Canadian snow-shoe ciub.
Already observing expeditions are being oranized
in ‘various parts of the world, and
All crusades are supposed to have a mission,
ocalities for ebserving stations
are
being
but none seems so practical to a man on a sinking
selected. Bad weather interfered seriously in
ship as does a life-boat’s crew’s aid.
1874, and stations will be chosen with special
reference to the probability of clear weather.—=
My wife said I was a fool when I brought home

English blood had struck sturdy blows

“he was successively President of

*“ hurting.”

‘the wrong feet.”

gickened and died of consumption one after anoth-

Queen 18 said not "to have been alarmed;
MacLean was roughly used by the erowd before he was arrested. The doctors pronounce
him sane; fourteen ball-cartridges were found
on his person.—Mr. Bradlaugh was re-elected to Parliament yesterday at Northampton.
showed him that even the modern mind could
——Dr. Vidal, President of the Republic of" not understand u Christ without the divine
. Uruguay, has resigned, and Senor Santos has charity and infinite pity which have been handbeen elected to the vacancy.——Forty-seven
ed down as a tradition through. centuries.
persons have been drowned by the capsizing Munkaczy closed the room where his picture
of a ferry-boat
ron the Lagoon of Lagos, in was on view. He took up his brush again, and
Western Africa.
the head of his Christ is now all that the ; most
pious believers in the divine mission of our
FRIDAY, MARCH 3.——Lieut. Danenhower
telegraphs from St. Petersburg to his father in Saviour can . desire. It remains the ideal of
this country that his left eye is ruined and will. ‘human beauty, but. its brow is gentle and
humble, the eye is full of pity and sorrow, and
have to be removed.
His right eye, however,
will
be saved.—Ger.
Skobeleff is to be the mouth seems to be breathing pardon and
prayer.
The work has become a perfect and
s censured and disciplined for his recent intemirreproachable chef-d'@uvre— London Times.
perate utterances.——It is officially announced
that the Austrians have captured Ulox, the
"Herzegovinian stronghold, after a desperate
Mr. Alexander Longfellow, a nephew of the
poet, who has
been studying architecture in
resistance.
.
[a
des
aux Arts in Paris, has reSATURDAY, MARCH 4.——The Rus
= the Ecole
cently returned
to this. country, having obister of Finance has resigned.—Egypt has
tained
the
highest
honors
- during his course.
refused to give M. de Lesseps permission to
construct the Port Said fresh water canal.——
Meissonier, the famous French artist, is to
English correspondents have. been ordered to paint a portrait in miniature of Mrs. Mackay,
leave Austria.
the wife of the well-known money-king, for
* MONDAY, MARCH 6.——Fighting continues
which he will receive the small sum of $16,
in North Africa, and both the French troops
and the insurgents have met with reverses,—Vereschagin,the Russian artist now in Paris,
Special prayers and thanksgiving services for
contemplates a visit to this country in search
the preservation of Queen Victoria’s life were
of fresh subjects for - his brush.
He is unable
held in all the churches of England yestdrday.
tc understand why American artists do not
confine themselves more exclusively to home
Mr. Blaine’s Eulogy.
themes. * Why,”
be asks, ‘“ should AmeriThe notable event in Washington last week
cans go to Syria, Egypt, Brittany, Italy, for
was the eulogy on President Garfield by Hon.
subjects for their pictures? Their art would
J. G. Blaine.
It occurred in the House of be all the more striking and impressive were it
Representatives before both branches of Conmore national.
gress in joint session.
The invited guests
The Rev. Edward E. Hale will soon sail
included President Arthur and his Cabinet,
for Europe.
He
is goingto Spain with his
the Judges of the Supreme Court, Generals
artist daughter, who intends to copy there
Sherman, Sheridan, Hancock
and Heward,
some of Velasquez’s pictures.
the diplomatic corps and many other persons
There seems to be more practical interest in
of note from various parts of the country.
Mr. Blaine probably
never addressed so illus. art taken in Springfield, Mass., than in any
other
city of its size in the Union.
The fifth
‘trious an audience
before and never acquitted
himself “with greater credit.
He opened his annual exhibition of American paintings is
eulogy by a pathetic allusion to the tragic fate being held there at Gill’s Galleries, where
a hundred pictures are on view, repreof Lincoln and then drew a striking picture of nearly
fifty-seven
different
artists,.—Ar¢
the assassin Guiteau by quoting from one of senting
Amateur.
:
Webster’s speeches delivered at a murder trial.

Then followed a brief historical statement of
the Eoglish Puritans from whom Garfield's father descended, and of the French Huguenots
from whom his mother traced her lineage.

plained to mamma

In.
PURE AIR ESSENTIAL.

wet.

Send slamp for book.

PAD Co., Buffalo,

~~ Nellie has a four-year old sister Mary, who

are prominent among the causes of consumption.
The Catalogue of Ridgeville College for 1881Those who live in airy tents, seldom suffer from
82 has been received.
The number of students
this disease,while about one-fifth of all the deaths
in the College Department is 46; in the Preparatory, 73; in
Instrumental
Music, 14.
in New England, where
the people are all
Lectures have heen given during the year by
‘‘ comfortably” housed, is caused by consumption.
Pres. Bates, Professors Harrison and Boltz;
More fresh air in our homes, both by day .and by
also by
Rev’s W. 4.. Hosier and O. S.Harrison.. - night, will diminish
the death rate caused by this
In addition to careful teaching in the different
x
iri
:
departments, a. specialty is made of fitting disease.
2
teachers for their work.
~The spring term beDAMPNESS DANGEROUS.
gins March 21.
Dampness in dwellings is scarcely less injurious
The New York Medical College
lately re- than impure air. Some houses located in damp
fused to admit as a student Mr. C.
N. Dorsett, places with damp cellars have » somewhat
remarkbecausehe had negro blood in his veins.
able history as regards the fatality which ‘has at.
tended the occupants of them. Dr. Bowditch of
Out of the 34,274 newspapers and periodicals
published throughout the world, nearly oneBoston related an instance of two healthy brothers
half are printed in English.
who married two healthy

iciem, but I “was thought tnat the hauchiy
look and the bitter contempt lurking about the

_ are to ewnigrate to America,

.

' BY HENRY REYNOLDS, M. D.

The patient must not, in order to protect himself from cold confine himself to the house. If he
does his doom is almost certaio. He must be out

Latin School and a tutor in the college. -

features of the Christ wus thought too human,
It was a fact of ideal beauty and striking ascet-

sul-General Walkeris given a banquet at
Rome, —Jewisn refugees gumbering 1,300,

CAN CONSUMPTION BE OURED?
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